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Finding of No Significant Impact
for

Construction and Operation
of

Replacement Hazardous Waste Handling Facility
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Berkeley, California

Agency: U.S. Department of Energy

Action: Finding of No Significant Impact

Summary: The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has prepared an

environmental assessment (rA), DOE/rA-0423, for the construction and

operation of a replacement hazardous waste handllng facility (HWHF)

and decontamination of the existing HWHF at Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory (LBL), Berkeley, Callfornia. The proposed facility would

replace several older buildings and cargo containers currently being

used for waste handling activities and consolidate the LBL's existing

waste handling activities in one locatlon. The nature of the waste

handling activities and the waste volume and characteristics would

not change as a result of construction of the new facility.

Based on the analysis in the rA, DOE has determined that the proposed

action would not constitute a major Federal action signlflcantly

affecting the quality of the human environment within the meaning of

the National Environmental Pollcy Act (NEPA) of 1969, 42 U.S.C. 4321

et seq. Therefore, an environmental impact statement is not

required.



Address and Further Information:

Single copies of the EA and further information about the proposed

project are available from:

Carol Boghosian
U.S. DOE/ LBL Slte Office/ ERWM Division

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, M.S. 50B-3238
One Cyclotron Road
Berkeley, CA 94720
Phone: (510) 486-4347

For further information regarding the DOE NEPA process, contact:

Carol M. Borgstrom, Director
Office of NEPA Oversight
U. S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585
Phone: (202) 586-4600 or (800) 472-2756

Proposed Action: The proposed action is the construction and

operation of a replacement HWHF in the life sciences research area at

LBL and the decontamination and closure of the existing HWHF. The

HWHF would be housed In a new structure, with paved and landscaped

areas, an access road and utilities. Decommissioning activities

would include clean closure of Building 75A; removal and disposal of

waste stored in Buildings 69 and 75 and decontamination of the

bulldlngs In accordance wlth DOE Order 5400.5; and removal of stored

wastes from a 2,000 gallon storage tank and an exterior yard area.

So11 and groundwater samples would be taken and remedial action

taken, if necessary, In accordance with U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency and California Environmental Protection Agency requirements.



Alternatlves: The alternatives considered are: no action,

remodeling the existing HWHF, and locatlng the replacement HWHF at

alternatlve sites on and off LBL property. The no action alternative

would not meet the desired objective of relocating hazardous waste

handling activities to a facility with enhanced safety features in a

less congested area.

Remodeling the existing HWHF to the specifications of the proposed

replacement HWHF would require an extensive period of reconstruction

and would not meet the objective of locatlng the HWHF in a less

congested area. In addition, impacts would result from construction

of a temporary facility that would be needed during the remodeling of

the existing HWHF.

The Blackberry Canyon parking lot would be the best alternative site

within the LBL property. The site is geologically and seismically

inferior to the preferred site and its loss as a parking lot would

exacerbate present parking problems at LBL.

An off-slte HWHF for LBL would conflict with California Guidelines

for Hazardous Waste Management Plans (HWMP) and Alameda County's HWMP

which state that on-slte hazardous waste management is preferable to

off-slte management.

Envlzonmental Impacts: (i) Land use and planning. Relocation of

the HWHF in the Life Sciences area of LBL would be consistent with



LBL's Long Range Site Development Plan and the land use plans of

surrounding Jurisdictions.

(2) Cultural and Historic resources. No known cultural or historic

resources are located in the vicinity of the project. If unknown

cultural or historic resources are discovered during construction,

the State Historic Preservation Officer would be notified and an

archeologist would be retained to evaluate the resources.

(3) Visual Impacts. The new HWHF would be designed to blend with

the surrounding terrain and screened from view, to the extent

possible, with landscaping.

(4) Vegetation and wildlife. Existing vegetation would be removed

during construction of the HWHF, but the area around the HWHF would

be revegetated after construction. The action would not impact any

threatened or endangered species or other species of concern.

(5) Geology, Soils and Seismicity. The proposed action would

require grading of the construction site. Slopes would be stabilized

by using retaining walls, where required, and disturbed areas would

be revegetated, preventing erosion. The HWHF would be designed to

withstand the maximum credible earthquake.

(6) Hydrology and Water Quality. The drainage system near the HWHF

site fs adequate to handle the increased flow of water from



impermeable surfaces associated with the HWHF.

(7) Air Quality. Dust emissions during construction would be

minimized by wetting the soil. Air emissions from the HWHF would be

filtered and monitored to _ssure emissions do not exceed those

allowed by permit.

(8) Traffic and Circulation. Relocation of the HWHF would involve

construction of an access road and would move traffic associated with

HWHF operations to a less congested part of the LBL site.

Construction vehicles would create a short-term increase in traffic

and demand for parking.

(9) Noise. Noise levels in the area would increase temporarily due

to construction noise and permanently due to traffic and exhaust fan

noise. Noise increases would be suppressed to the extent feasible.

(I0) Utilities and Services. The impact on utilities and services is

expected to be sllght. The HWHF would conform to the fire protection

criteria of DOE Order 5480.7 and would be located about 3 minutes

from the LBL Fire Department. Clearlng of vegetation, and

construction of an access road (acting as a firebreak), would further

minimize the risk of fire from the dense vegetation in the vicinity

of the proposed HWHF.

(11) Hazardous materlals. The HWHF is designed with sloped floors
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and sumps to contain potential hazardous waste spills and prevent

mixing of Incompatible wastes. Training programs and regular audits

would minimize the possibility of a radioactive or hazardous waste

spill, and emergency procedures would ensure prompt response if a

spill occurs. Analysis indicates that reasonably foreseeable

accidental radioactive waste spills could result in maximum radiation

doses to workers in the immediate vicinity that are well below

applicable occupatlonal health protection limits, and accidental

hazardous waste spills could require evacuation of areas within 100

meters of the spill to prevent adverse health effects. None of the

accidents is expected to have any appreciable impact on the publlc.

(12) Decommissioning Impacts. The existing HWHF complex would be

decommissioned and closed according to a State of California approved

closure plan. An underground oll storage tank would be closed and

removed. Closure would include: removal and recycling or dlsposal

of waste oils and solvents by a licensed vendor; removal of the oil

tank from the ground and transport to a licensed facility for

cleaning and recycling or disposal; sampling of the soil beneath the

tank to determine whether the tank has leaked, and if necessary,

appropriate corrective action.

Building 75A would be closed in accordance with RCRA clean closure

requirements. Two waste handling laboratorles in Building 75 would

be vacated and their contents disposed of or removed to the

replacement HWHF. Buildings 75 and 69 and the waste oil tank and



outdoor wHste storage areas would be decontaminated in accordance

with applicable DOE orders and the state-approved closure plan and

released for future uses.

(13) Cumulative Impacts. Planned construction in the vicinity of the

HWHF could lead to short-term constructlon-related air quality and

traffic impacts. The long term change in land use in the vicinity

would be consistent with the LBL Long Range Site Development Plan.

Determination: The proposed construction and operation of a

replacement hazardous waste handling facility and the decommissioning

of the existing hazardous waste handling facillty do not constitute a

major Federal action slgnlflcantly affecting the human environment

within the meaning NEPA. This finding is based on information and

analyses in the environmental assessment for the proposed action. An

environmental impact statement is not required for this proposed

action.

Issued at Washington, D.C. this 2_)_2_ day of October, 1992.

Assistant Secretary

Environment, Safety and Health
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1. INTRODUCTION

The proposed action is the construction and operation of a replacement Hazardous Waste Handling

Facility (HWHF) on the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) site. The action would include the

construction of an approximately 12,000 square-foot building to house facility operations; site

work for locating an 800 square-foot covered storage area for flammable liquid drums and four

smaller prefabricated storage shelters; parking and service areas adjacent to the proposed structure;

utilities provisions; landscaping; a new access road; closure of the existing LBL HWHF; and

transfer of existing operations to the new facility. This environmental assessment (EA) has been

prepared for the proposed replacement HWHF at LBL.

LBL is an independent organizational unit of the University of California system operated by the

University of California for the United States Department of Energy (DOE). LBL is a leading

institution in the field of applied and basic scientific research focusing on technological innovation

in energy sciences, general science, and the life sciences.

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

This EA is prepared in accordance with the provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA). The purpose of this assessment is to:

• Provide an interdisciplinary analysis of the environmental impacts of the proposed action in

order to determine whether to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement or a Finding of

No Significant Impact and help assess alternatives and measures for lessening or avoiding

possible adverse impacts.

• Comply with Council on Environmental Quality Regulations 40 CFR Part 1500-1508; DOE

NEPA regulations, 10 CFR Part 1021; and DOE Order 5440.1D.

91201 1-1
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1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ORGANIZATION

The content of the EA is organized to provide readers with a description of the proposed project

and to enable review of the environmental issues involved in project development. The following

: summarizes the format of the report:

Chapter 1, Introduction, discusses the purpose and organization of the EA. A discussion of the

purpose of the proposed action is also provided in this chapter.

The location of the proposed action and its objectives are given in Chapter 2, Description of the

Proposea Action. This chapter describes the design of the HWHF, and includes discussion of the

phases of development (i.e., closure of the existing facility and construction and operation of the

replacement HWHF). Regulatory requirements affecting the action are also discussed.

Chapter 3, Environmental Effects Summary and Alternatives Analysis, provides an overview of

the project and its potential environmental effects. The summary table contained in this chapter

lists environmental effects and measures that have been identified to lessen or avoid potential

adverse impacts. Three alternatives to the action and their environmental effects are then
,.

considered. The alternatives are: 1) No Action Altemative, 2) Remodel Existing HWHF, and 3)
Alternative Site Location.

Assessment of the action's potential effects on the environment is contained in Chapter 4,

Environmental Issues. Each section in this chapter is organized in two subsections: first, a

description of the environmental setting; and second, an analysis of the probable impacts of the

proposed action with a discussion of measures designed to lessen potential adverse effects.

Cumulative impacts and unavoidable adverse impacts are examined in the last two sections of this

chapter.

Chapter 5, Contributors to the Environmental Assessment, lists the authors of the environmental

document. Agencies and persons consulted in the document's preparation are also provided in

Chapter 5. Chapter 6, References and Abbreviations, indicates the reports and documents

involved in preparation of the EA, as well as definitions of symbols and acronyms used.

91201 1-2



1.Introduction

The appendices for the document include the geotechnical investigation prepared for the proposed

replacement HWHF; a review of records and documents conducted for the action; the technical
references for endnotes included in the document; a discussion of acoustic fundamentals; and the

results of the biological assessment prepared for the action and a letter from the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service regarding the proposed action.

1.3 PURPOSE AND NEED OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The replacement HWHF is needed for several reasons:

• The existing facility is located in a congested area, next to an LBL transportation
center which is subject to high vehicle traffic. This poses an increased risk for an
accident involving hazardot:s or radioactive waste and increases the poten,ial
exposure to personnel and the environment.

• The existing facility utilizes several older buildings .and cargo containers. Due tc_
space constraints and to stricter requirements, current operations are inefficient.

• The existing facility was built according to earlier codes which did not require the
safety and environmental features required today for the safe handling of hazardous
and radioactive waste.

The proposed action would consolidate LBL's waste handling functions into a new, specially

designed facility with improved safety containment features and additional work space. It would

replace the existing HWHF which utilizes several older buildings and cargo containers. The action

would be designed to: reduce traffic congestion on the LBL site by moving HWHF activities from

the congested Shop and Support Facilities Area to the Life Sciences Research Area; create greater

overall efficiency for LBL site operations by creating areas for planned development in accordance

with the LBL Long Range Development Plan (LRDP, 1987); and enhance environmental safety by

providing improved conditions and facilities for the handling of hazardous waste.

The proposed action would be designed so that the replacement HWHF could accommodate the

waste stream that is envisioned c,ver the next ten years and beyond, as described and analyzed in

the 1987 LBL LRDP EIR. Waste minimization plans call for reducing the amounts of hazardous

materials used in existing and new research programs that would need to be disposed of by a

combination of in-house recycling and reduction of the quantities of hazardous chemicals ordered

91201 I-3



I. Introduction

by LBL researchers. These minimization plans are projected to either maintain wastes at their

current levels or reduce the levels in some cases.

The existing HWHF, located near the center of the LBL site, would be closed after the start of

operations at the replacement facility. The replacement facility would relocate existing hazardous

waste handling operations from a congested central area containing a large number of LBL

employees to a less utilized portion of the LBL site. The proposed facility would not increase the

volume of hazardous waste handled at LBL. Construction of a replacement facility would allow

for more efficient and orderly operation of the LBL site and hazardous waste operations.

The proposed action would make available space in the central area of LBL currently devoted to

waste handling activities. The LRDP for LBL proposes to locate a central supply storage and

office building on the present HWHF site. This would consolidate certain administrative functions

currently spread out across the laboratory in temporary trailers and 50-year-old wood frame

structures. These uses would provide greater compatibility among buildings at the present HWHF

location, and would improve traffic flow, as discussed in the LBL LRDP. The environmental

impacts of these and other future proposed activih',s would be assessed in appropriate

environmental review processes.

91201 1-4
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

2.1 LOCATION

The LBL site is situated on the western slope of the Berkeley Hills overlooking the University of

California, Berkeley, the City of Berkeley, and the San Francisco Bay (Figure 2-1). lt occupies

land within the City of Berkeley and the City of Oakland. Both the existing HWHF and the site of

the replacement HWHF lie within the City of Oakland (Figure 2-2). For the purposes of this EA,

"the proposed site" or "the site" refers to the area directly affected by this replacement facility

development (i.e., the approximately three-acre area within the fence line that includes the limit of

grading and improvements for the action). The existing facility area is not included in "the

proposed site," as defined.

The proposed replacement HWHF would be located in the eastern portion of LBL, east of

Centennial Drive. The site is in the upper drainage basin of the Strawberry Creek watershed and is

bounded on the east and on the west by steep hillsides and ravines. South- and west-facing slopes

form a backdrop to existing development adjacent to the site. This existing development consists

of two buildings, one and two stories high, containing biomedical facilities.

2.2 CHARACTERISTICS

The proposed action would develop about three acres of land in the approximately 13-acre Life

Sciences Research Area of the LBL site. New structures, paved and landscaped areas, utilities

provisions, and an access road would form part of the facility. Excavation, fill, and grading

activities would be required to prepare level building areas and provide proper grading for the

access road as well as to accommodate site drainage. The action would be designed to balance cut

and fill operations to the extent feasible with good construction practice to minimize the need to

import or export soil materials.
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2. Descriptionof the ProposedAction

The replacement HWHF would contain waste handling areas and office space in a two-story

building witt, ",.maximum height of 37 feet from grade level. The adjacent exterior of the facility

wou!o contain a covered 10-foot by 50-foot storage area for flammable liquid drums, a 10-foot by

10-foot shelter for oxidizer storage, and an identical structure for collection of solvents. Two

exterior yard areas would form part of the facility. Other site improvements involved in

development include a utilities corridor (i.e., gas, electric, water, and sanitary sewer); related

outdoor lighting; perimeter fencing; and storm drainage facilities. Crib retaining walls also would

be provided to retain earthwork. Figure 2-3 shows the layout of the proposed facility and site area.

Building Design

Every effort has been made to incorporate the most current information regarding the design of the

proposed facility into this EA. During the design process, slight modifications may be made to the

facility design based on audits of existing HWHF operations, changes in regulatory requirements

or supplemental review of replacement HWHF design. In general, such modifications are not

expected to affect the size of the HWHF or the quantity of hazardous waste to be handled, and

therefore would not be expected to produce previously unidentified environmental impacts or to

substantially alter the level of impacts identified in this document.

The replacement HWHF would be designed in compliance with DOE Order 6430.1A, "General

Design Criteria." The replacement building would contain approximately 12,400 gross square-feet

(gsD. The structure would have a footprint of approximately 6,900 square feet (sf). The first

floor would house waste storage, chemical preparation and storage, and compactor and

solidification operations. The second floor would contain space for decontamination, clean supply

storage, mechanical equipment, and administrative offices. The building would also have a

mechanical penthouse. Floor plans and building elevations for the facility are shown in Figures 2-

4 and 2-5, respectively.

Personnel and vehicular access to the first floor level would be from the east side of the building

while access to the second floor would be from the west side. An internal stairway and a freight

elevator would connect the two floors. Construction and arrangement of the new facility would

allow forklift access to the second floor for dry/clean storage, mechanical and emergency

equipment.
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FIGURE 2-5
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2. Descriptionof the ProposedAction

The building structure would be a reinforced concr*,te and steel frame with pre-finished exterior

metal siding. The east and west elevations would contain large roll-up door openings and

windows. The mechanical penthouse would be clad in pre-finished metal roofing and would be

elevated a short distance above the main ridge line of the roof. The ridge line would be about 35

feet above the fast floor level.

The building would be partially underground in the existing hillside to take advantage of the

existing terrain and to relate the structure to adjacent lane Jorms. It would appear as a one-

storystructure from the west and as a two-story structure from the east. The profile of the roof

would contain sloping surfaces with overhanging eaves and the building would have strong

horizontal lines to help blend the structure with its setting.

Containment and Safety Features

Several provisions have been included in the replacement facility design that are not part of present

operating methods employed at the existing facility. These additional provisions at the proposed

HWHF would help to further reduce the risk of accidental release of hazardous wastes. The

proposed HWHF would be designed to provide safe operational conditions for both normal and

potential upset scenarios.

Facility design would incorporate features and specifications based on Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) design standards and on knowledge gained from past HWHF operation. The

design will also conform to the fire protection criteria delineated in DOE Order 5480.7, "Fire

Protection." The building would provide specially designed operational and administrative space,

efficient waste handling areas, and improved environmental and safety conditions. Containment

and safety features included in the proposed HWHF are discussed below and are illustrated in

Figure 2-6, which shows two cross sections through the building.

The HWHF building and yard areas would be constructed on rock and engineered fill compacted

and buttressed by reinforced concrete retaining walls designed to resist seismic loading. The

building foundations would consist of drilled piers anchored into bedrock and the building's

ground floor slab would be reinforced concrete. The slab design would incorporate engineering

specifications which would prevent cracking of the floor during an earthquake. An evaluation of
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2. Descriptionof the ProposedAction

potential impacts resulting from an earthquake or other potential accident is provided in Section

4.10, Hazardous Materials.

Containment for accidental release of hazardous materials would be provided m all handling and

storage areas. The building would be designed so that in the event of a spill or storage container

breach, liquid would not pass through the flooring. Floors would be of concrete covered with a

neoprene layer beneath an impermeable membrane. The material used for this membrane wouldbe

a chemical-resistant, epoxy resin-based coating product which would be trowel-applied at a

quarter-inch minimum thickness and able to withstand high-impact loads sach as forklift traffic.

To isolate potential spills within the building, each functional area where hazardous materials are

handled or stored would have sloped berms at ali door openings and perimeter concrete curbs at the

base of all interior and exterior walls. Curbs would be coated with the epoxy material described

above. Under upset conditions, incompatible chemicals would be prevented from mixing by the

design of the building floor slab.

Ventilation Controls

The HWHF would be divided into six zones for ventilation purposes. The six zones would be:

Zone 1 - Office Area; Zone 2 - Decontamination, Equipment Storage; Zone 3 - Waste

Storage/Staging; Zone 4 - Chemical/Flammable Preparation, Chemical Drum Storage, Flammable

Solvents Drum; Zone 5 - Dry/Chemical Storage; and Zone 6 - Acid Storage, Polychlorinated

Biphenyls (PCB) Storage, Chemical Storage. Ali zones except the office area (Zone 1) would be

maintained at negative pressure relative to the exterior atmosphere and ali fume and air emissions

would be vented through appropriate fume hoods and ventilation systems.

Fume hoods would be distributed throughout the facility. Up to sixteen vented glove boxes

(containment vessels for handling radioactive materials) would be located in the decontamination

area. Ali glove boxes and fume hoods in the HWHF building would exhaust through ventilation

stacks. Air intakes for ventilation would be located at the west end of the building, upwind of

exhaust air discharge points.

Essential equipment and controls would have emergency power supply to assure continued

operation of the ventilation system and the maintenance of negative pressure during power outages.
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For additional discussion of air emissions during normal and potential upset conditions at the

facility, see Section 4.7, Air Quality, and Section 4.10, Hazardous Materials.

Exterior Yard Areas

Outside the HWHF building, the surface of the covered storage and adjacent yard areas would be

sealed concrete. Yard surfaces would comprise approximately 20,000 sf of area. Yard areas

would slope inward and be drained by three catch basins in the upper yard and two in the lower

yard. A collector sump for each yard area (i.e., upper and lower) would be provided. The catch

basins in each yard would drain to a valved sump. The valved sumps would be closed whenever

drums of liquid wastes are handled in the yard areas. Any potential spill in the yard areas would be

contained in the _umps and cleaned up in accordance with approved Operational Safety

Procedures. The covered storage ar,,a for flammable liquids would have a recessed floor and

perimeter berm to contain potential spills.

Site DevelopmenI

Proposed facilities for the site include an electrical sub-station, an external emergency generator.

Each of these areas would be protected by security fencing. Together, the areas would cover about

4,800 sf. In addition to the LBL perimeter security fence, the HWHF would be surrounded by a

secondary security fence. Utilities for the facility including water, gas, electric, and sewer lines

would be placed beneath the proposed road alignment. Drainage facilities would consist of a

culvert to carry storm water runoff from the ephemeral stream that crosses the western portion of

the site and other drains, benches and rip rap as shown in the Grading and Drainage Plan (Figure
2-7).

A new access road approximately 400 feet long would connect the facility to the existing LBL road

network. The access road would rise 45 feet along its length, having a designed road width of 34

feet to accommodate 60-foot long semitrailers which would serve the HWHF. The right-of-way

for the access road would include two traffic lanes, a four-foot sidewall and appropriate shoulders.

Because typical fire breaks at LBL have an average designed width of 35 feet, the road would

serve as a fire break and additional removal of vegetation for fire break purposes would not be
needed.

At its terminus, the road would reach a U-shaped area that would comprise the access to the upper

and lower yards as shown in Figure 2-3. Portions of the existing hillside to the east of the road

and access area would be retained using crib retaining walls. The crib walls would have plantings
on
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2.DescriptionoftheProposedAction

their exterior face and would be used to integrate site development with the sun_unding terrain and

to reduce the extent of cut and fill slopes.

Approximately 36,000 sf of area within the project boundary would be landscaped as part of the

project as shown in the Landscaping Plan (Figure 2-8). Areas disturbed by construction would be

hydroseeded as soon as feasible upon the completion of grading in order to reestablish vegetative

cover and control erosion. Proposed landscaping would include: trees--oak, bay, pine, laurel and

redwood; shrubbery--coyote brush and oleander; and crib wall plantings--manzanita, juniper,

rosemary, and toyon. Further discussion of impacts on vegetation is provided in Section 4.4,

Vegetation and Wildlife.

Construction Activities

Construction for the new HWHF would last approximately 19 months, of which about 6 months

would be dedicated to site work (i.e., clearing vegetation, grading). During this period, the

Building 83 parking lot would be used by the contractor as a staging area. It is estimated that at the

peak of construction, 60 construction workers would be at the site daily. Parking for workers'

vehicles would be restricted to the construction and staging areas.

FACK2I'Y OPERATION

At the replacement facility, hazardous waste handling would be performed in the same manner as at

the existing HWHF. In the handling process, hazardous wastes are delivered in small quantities to

the HWHF from various locations within LBL on a routine basis. Ali containers for hazardous

wastes are transported from the generator to the HWHF in impact-rated drums or lockable

Department of Transportation (DOT)-equivalent shipping containers which are permanently bolted

to the transport vehicles. Marked pickup trucks are primarily used to carry materials to the

HWHF. An aver-,_geof six vehicle trips per day are involved in the transport of hazardous wastes

to the facility.

The hazardous wastes received by the facility include a wide range of chemical substances with a

variety of associated hazards. The categories of hazardous wastes handled consist of corrosive

liquids, waste solvents, waste oils, waste coolant, waste empty drums, asbestos, contaminated

soils, fluorescent light bulbs, motor vehicle batteries, metal sludges, PCBs, mixed radioactive

wastes, radioactive wastes, lab packs, mercury waste, paint materials, oily rags and spent activated

carbon. These waste categories correspond to the categories listed in the current Operation Plan for
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2. Descriptionofthe ProposedAction

the hazardous waste handling facility. No infectious or biomedical waste is handled at the HWHF.

A description of the hazardous wastes handled at the HWHF, including a complete list of

hazardous waste materials (Table 4-3), is provided in Section 4.10, Hazardous Materials.

Wastes originate from the many different research laboratories at LBL, where they are

appropriately characterized, segrated and assembled by the investigators for transfer to the HWHF.

The wastes are packaged for transport to the HWHF according to applicable standards. Packaging

methods vary depending on the type of waste, its hazard classification, and its physical properties

(i.e., size, physical form, chemical characteristics, etc.). Hazardous chemicals are packaged in

plastic bags, cardboard containers, safety buckets and other containers as needed. Packaging for

radioactive materials uses carboys (polyethylene containers), jugs, bottles, lab-packs, cans and

drums as described below.

Ali radioactive materials transported from the LBL generator to the HWHF are contained in either

drums or boxes permanently mounted to the delivery trucks. The drums used for transporting

radioactive materials (17H drums) are designed to DOT standards and have the ability to retain

integrity if dropped or subjected to extreme heat or other adverse conditions. Before delivery to the

HWHF, waste packages are inspected to determine the estimated amount of radioactivity, the

physical and chemical composition of the waste, and the radionuclides it contains. This

information is recorded on radioactive waste tags provided for each package.

The packaging of radioactive waste, as with other wastes, for transport to the HWHF is performed

by the LBL unit that generates the waste. Packaging methods and maximum allowable package

activity for radioactive materials vary depending on the type of waste and its physical properties. A

significant portion of the total radioactive materials handled by the HWHF are held in waste

packages and containers that remain sealed from the point of collection until their disposal off-site

at a DOE-approved disposal facility.

Ali solid waste, compactible and non-compactible, with low specific activity is packaged in plastic

bags and multi-layer paper cement sacks, or metal cans. Any sharp objects (e.g., glass spitzers)

are packaged in cardboard containers before being placed in cement bags. This waste is placed in

DOT 17H drums and lockable Containers on transport vehicles for .u'ansfer to the HWHF building

where compactible and non-compactible wastes are placed in separate storage bins for further
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2. Descriptionof the ProposedAction

packaging and treatment. Transuranic wastes are triple-contained in cardboard containers, plastic

sealed bags, and metal containers (one and five gallon). 1 Such wastes are packaged on a case-by-

case basis.

Liquid waste with low radioactivity is transported in leak-proof quart bottles or 5-gallon carboys

inside secondary plastic bags which are placed in 23-gallon 17H drums with absorbent material.

Tritium waste, which is the most abundant form of radioactive material handled by the HWHF, is

absorbed in silica gel in polyethylene bottles. These bottles are encapsulated in asphalt in one-

gallon cans which are sealed with a canning machine.

Wl_ste Prep_ation and Disposal

LBL has identified categories for the range of hazardous wastes generated at the Laboratory.

These categories are described above under the heading "Facility Operation." The waste stream

materials are prepared at the HWHF for safe transport off-site and off-site disposal. Preparation

methods may involve compacting solids, combining compatible materials, lab packing, and placing

materials in secured drums. Tritiated materials (substances containing radioactive hydrogen) are

combined in a tar matrix in sealed containers. Ali containers are identified with appropriate labels

as specified by the EPA, the California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal EPA), DOE, DOT

and LBL's Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S) Department.

The following activities are routinely performed at the HWHF:

• Low-level radioactive wastes are solidified and prepared for shipment to an off-site
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facility (TSDF).

• Flammable liquids are combined for shipment to recycling facilities.

• Mercury is collected for off-site disposal at DOE- and State of California-approved disposal
facility.

• PCBs and waste oils are stored in drums for shipment to an off-site incinerator.

• Asbestos is sealed in bags and stored in a locked container for shipment to an off-site
TSDF.

• Induced metals (metals that have become radioactive from use in high-energy particle
experiments) are stored until transported to a licensed radioactive disposal facility.
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• Transuranic wastes such as laboratory-contaminated equipment and/or materials are
solidified and/or packaged for shipment to an off-site TSDF.

Prepared wastes are stored at the HWHF until sufficient quantity exists to comprise a single truck

load for shipment off-site. Wastes are transported periodically by a licensed hazardous waste

hauler for recycling or for final disposal at a licensed treatment, storage or disposal facility.

Approximately ten trips per year by tractor trailer from the facility to DOE- and State of California-

approved off-site facilities are made. A further discussion of hazardous materials handling

procedures is contained in Section 4.10, Hazardous Materials, of this assessment. Section 4.8,

Traffic and Circulation, further discusses the frequency of deliveries to the HWHF and the

transportation of waste to off-site disposal facilities.

Upon completion of the replacement HWHF, management of LBL's hazardous waste would be

transferred to the new facility. Operation of the replacement HWHF would require a hazardous

waste facilities permit issued jointly by EPA and Cal EPA. The existing HWHF has a hazardous

waste facilities permit issued by Cal EPA on November 7, 1983, at a time when it had

authorization from EPA to do so. LBL has recently prepared an application for renewal of that

permit. The application includes the replacement HWHF.

Hazardous waste would be collected, packaged and prepared for transport to off-site disposal

facilities approved by the EPA, Cal EPA, or DOE. The essential waste handling operations at the

proposed facility would be the same as at the existing facility. The replacement facility would not

include the burning of hazardous waste, on-site disposal, or the handling of waste from generators
other than LBL.

CLOSURE PLAN FOR EXISTING HWHF

The proposed replacement LBL HWHF action would involve closing facilities which currently

house HWI-IF operations (Figure 2-9). The main facility to be closed would be the existing

HF building (Building 75A). Other specific facility areas, their present function, and the steps

which would be taken during closure are described below. The location of the existing HWHF

facilities is shown on Figure 2-2. Closure would occur in accordance with the Closure Plan

included in the amended permit application, as approved by Cal EPA and EPA.
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l .uitOilag.
An area adjacent to this building currently houses the storage of waste solvents in 55-gallon drums.

During closure operations, ali drums would be removed and delivered to an approved off-site

recycling or disposal site. Waste oils are stored in a 2,000-gallon underground tank adjacent to

Building 69. This tank would be closed by removal in accordance with the LBL HWHF closure

plan and applicable requirements of CAL EPA and the City of Berkeley. Closure steps likely

would include removal of waste oils by a licensed vendor for recycling; removal of the tank from

the ground and transport to a licensed facility for cleaning and recycling or disposal; sampling of

soil beneath the tank to determine whether the tank leaked; and, if necessary, appropriate corrective
action.

Building 75. Room 131

This area currently is used for storing waste chemicals and packaging lab packs for shipment to a

DOE/EPA approved disposal site. Closure operations would involve packaging ali waste

chemicals and shipment to an off-site disposal location. Room 131 and the adjacent area would

then be cleaned of chemical residues per the approved Closure Plan. Appropriate samples would

be taken and evaluated by LBL as required by CAL EPA and EPA. Radioactive contamination

surveys would be necessary due to the solidification operations that have occurred in this area. If

contamination is found, it would be decontaminated in place to acceptable levels per DOE Order

5400.5, or the material or surfaces would be removed and treated as radioactive waste per

applicable requirements.

Building 75. Room 127

This area now is used as a decontamination facility for radioactive materials and the preparation

area for radioactive waste. Ali equipment would be relocated to the replacement HWHF or

disposed of as radioactive waste. Radioactive waste would be prepared per applicable DOT and

DOE Order 5820.2A requirements and shipped off-site by a licensed vendor to a DOE-approved

disposal site.

Ali floor, wall, ceiling, fume hood and furniture surfaces would be surveyed for residual

radioactivity and any contaminated material would be decontaminated in piace or else disposed of

as radioactive waste per DOE Order 5400.5 requirements. Interior room surfaces would be

cleaned by vacuuming or wet mopping. Test samples or "swipes" would be taken of ali

representative surfaces and evaluated for radioactivity.
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Building 75A

Storage of waste drums prior to shipment and compaction of radioactive wastes presently take

piace in this building. The prefabricated structure would be decommissioned and decontaminated

per the approved Closure Plan. lt would then be dismantled and stored for possible future use.

Closure operations would involve relocating waste drums to the replacement HWHF. The existing

compactor and other miscellaneous equipment also would be relocated to the replacement HWHF.

Ali interior surfaces of the building would be surveyed for radioactivity. If contamination is

found, it would be decontaminated in piace to acceptable levels per DOE Order 5400.5, or the

material or surfaces would be removed and treated as radioactive waste per applicable

requirements. The interior of the building would be vacuumed or wet mopped after ali materials

have been removed. Appropriate soil and groundwater samples would be taken and evaluated as

mandated by CAL EPA and EPA.

Building 75 Yard Area

The area is used for storage of waste acids in a bermed area and storage of materials awaiting

disposal. During closure operations, all waste materials would be relocated to the replacement

HWHF. Storage cargo containers also would be relocated to the replacement HWHF. The yard

area would be surveyed by LBL for residual radioactivity. If contamination were discovered, it

would be decontaminated in piace according to requirements of DOE Order 5400.5 or removed and

treated as radioactive waste per DOE Order 5820.2A requirements. Soil and groundwater samples

would be taken and evaluated as mandated by CAL EPA, EPA and other applicable requirements.

2.3 REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND

The LBL site is leased by DOE from the University of California. DOE is the responsible agency

for ali activities taking piace on the LBL complex, including the handling of hazardous waste. The

Regents of the University of California and DOE share authority to review and approve proposed

building projects for LBL. Certain hazardous waste management activities at the HWHF are

regulated by the EPA and CAL EPA. Activities at the HWHF and other buildings within the LBL

complex are regulated by more than one agency. In addition to the comprehensive safety and

inspection programs implemented by the LBL EH&S Department, additional inspections are

carried out by regulatory agencies at the HWHF.
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Hazardous waste management activities at the HWHF may be subject to the regulatory jurisdiction

of federal, State, regional and local agencies under a variety of environmental statutes and

regulations. For each area of environmental regulation that may apply to hazardous waste

management P_tivities at the HWHF, Table 2-1 lists the principal statutes and regulations, and

provides the identity of the agencies responsible for implementing those environmental

requirements. Compliance with ali applicable laws and regulations concerning hazardous material

and waste management would be part of the action.

HF PERMITS AND OPERATIONS

LBL functions as a unit of the University of California (UC or the University). The University

and LBL comply with appli,:able local, State, and federal regu,lations identified in Table 2-1.

Inspections ,,Ythe HWHF are performed periodically by the DOE _nd the CAL EPA; LBL's EH&S

Department conducts weekly inspections. In addition, the University's Health, Safety and

Environment Advisory Committee has oversight responsibility for environmental, health and safety

policies at UC-operated national laboratories, and exercises review authority of LBL activities.

Th,, key permits necessary for operation of the replacement HWHF are the operating permits

granted by EPA (under RCRA) and CAL EPA (under Title 22). As previously mentioned, the

existing HWHF has an operating permit which was issued on November 7, 1983. LBL has

recently prepared an application for renewal of that permit. The application includes the

replacement HWHF. The backup generator diesel tank would also require an underground storage

tank permit i._sued by the City of Berkeley.

Ali activities involving hazardous wastes at LBL are conducted in accordance with LBL's

Hazardous Waste Management procedures (July 1986). These procedures conform to the

requirements of applicable law as listed in Table 2-1. The use, str,rage and disposal of toxic

chemicals is governed by the LBL Health and Safety Manu_!, Chapter 5 (July 1986). As part of

LBL's hazardous wastemanagement program, a detailed in.pection of hazardous waste storage

areas is carried out on a weekly basis. The inspections include checks of drum integrity, storage

compatibility, and structural integrity, and verification of labeling. Records of inspection activity
are maintained at the site.
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Tanner A_

Assembly Bill (AB) 2948, commonly known as the Tanner Act (1986), encourages hazardous

waste management planning on a county-wide basis and calls for the development of County

Hazardous Waste Mai_agement Plans (HWMP). Such plans include guidelines for locating "off-

site" hazardous waste handling facilities, or facilities that accept hazardous waste from generators

not in the same location as the facility. County HWMPs also include recommendations for "On-

Site Waste Management" at facilities such as the proposed facility and set out a number of goals for

hazardous waste management. Alameda County prepared a Draft Hazardous Waste Management

Plan for the County which was not approved by the State, and is currently in the final stages of

revising the Plan for re-issuance. Approval of the Alameda County HWMP by the Alameda

County Waste Management Authority is being considered at the time of publication of this
document. 3

Because the LBL replacement HWHF, like the existing HWHF, is not an "off-site" facility, the

provisions in the Alameda County HWMP for locating such facilities would not apply to the

proposed action. County HWMPs recognize the important role played by hazardous waste

handling facilities such as the facility proposed by LBL. When operational, LBL's relocated

facility would be used to hold hazardous waste for a period of up to one year before transfer to an

off-site treatment, storage or disposal facility. Waste from the relocated facility would be

ultimately sent to an authorized TSDF. LBL supports the goals in the County's HWMP, and the

existing and replacement facilities would be consistent with county waste management goals (see

also Section 4.1, Land Use and Planning).

Waste Reduction ond Minimization

The goal of LBL's Waste Reduction and Minimization program (November 21, 1986) is to reduce

waste and thereby ensure compliance with applicable local, State and federal programs for waste

reduction. LBL's policy is to reduce the anaount of effluent in sanitary sewers, eliminate PCBs

and PCB oil in transformers and light ballasts, and reduce hazardous waste production. LBL's

Waste Minimization Plan assigns this responsibility to the Programs generating the waste. LBL

has an established policy for the recycling and recovery of solvents, oils and coolants, and mercury

and lead acid batteries. LBL is active in preventive waste generation techniques and provides an

ongoing training program for staff involved in hazardous waste handling and clean up. The

Alameda County HWMP's emphasis on source reduction and waste minimization is a goal shared

by LBL.
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1 Transuranic elements have an atomic number greater than 92. Wastes that include transuranic
materials have a relatively greater, potential biological hazard from inhalation or ingestion. These
wastes therefore receive additional packaging after removal from glove boxes at the HWHF.

2 The transfer of strong acids and bases to Building 77 treatment facility would not change as a
result of the project. The Building 77 treatment facility is not part of the proposed project.

3 Rory Kessler, Senior Planner, Alameda County Waste Management Authority, personal
communication with EIP Associates on July 29, 1991.

. .
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS SUMMARY AND
ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action would potentially create short-term and long-term effects on the existing

environment. The summary table in this chapter notes the potential environmental impacts and

measures designed to lessen adverse effects. A discussion of specific impact categories is

provided in Chapter 4, Environmental Issues.

The proposed action would relocate existing HWHF operations to another part of the LBL site; it

would not increase the number of HWHF employees or change the nature or amount of hazardous

waste handling activities. Construction of a replacement HWHF is consistent with LBL's LRDP

and provides for the planned relocation of activities at the LBL site. The action would not conflict

with other adopted environmental plans or goals, or with established uses of the area.

No potential impacts to historical and cultt:r_l resources have been identified for the action.

However, for the protection and preservation of potential archaeological finds in accordance with

State law, the County Coroner would be notified and appropriate measures determined if human

remains were encountered during construction.

The action would affect the visual quality of the existing HWHF site by removing outdoor storage

containers. Also, the replacement facility and associated yard, road, utility, and landscaping areas

would create visual quality impacts at the proposed action site. Because the existing I-1WHF

building is not a significant architectural structure and does not contribute to the visual quality of

the LBL site, its closure would not be considered an adverse impact of the action. The replacement

facility would be designed to be compatible with the topography of the surrounding site. Locating

the building behind trees and the provision of landscaped buffer zones would mitigate visual

impacts of the action.
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The action would result in the removal of existing vegetation at the site and would affect wildlife

habitat. The removal of approximately 37 native trees at the site is considered an unavoidable

adverse impact of the action. However, the direct loss of habitat is not considered regionally

significant. The action would not affect any threatened or endangered species or the habitat of such

a species or interfere substantially with the movement of any resident or migratory wildlife species.

No threatened or endangered species of animal or associated plant has been discovered at the

proposed site. The site would be replanted and landscaped after the completion of construction.

Grading for the proposed building, yard, parking and services areas, and for the access road

would change the existing land form on the proposed site. As part of the site development, a

portion of the ephemeral stream would be filled and an appropriate storm drainage system installed

to accommodate surface runoff. The grading plan was developed after a site inspection by the

California Department of Fish and Game which determined the absence of significant habitat and

valuable wildlife resources. Excess cut material would be transported to a landfill off-site. Site

preparation would be conducted according to the recommendations of the project geotechnical

report in order to minimize the potential for damage resulting from landsliding and earthquake

groundshaking.

The action would alter existing drainage patterns at the proposed site and would increase the

amount of storm water runoff by adding impervious surfaces. However, the estimated increase to

storm water runoff is not considered significant. Construction activities, which could affect water

quality downstream of the site by creating potentially erosive conditions, would be conducted

according to the standards discussed in Section 4.5, Geology, Soils and Seismicity. Erosion

control practices would reduce the potential for erosion and subsequent water quality degradation.

Air emissions related to the proposed action would be generated by construction activities on a

short-term basis, and from LBL vehicles and the operation ventilation systems on a long-term

basis. Construction operations would be performed in a manner to limit vehicle-trips and the

amount of dust generated as described in Section 4.7, Air Quality. With identified measures,

neither construction vehicle exhaust nor dust generation would create a s,Jbstantial impact on air

quality. Additionally, operational air emissions from the existing facility ,:urrently do not constitute

a significant impact to air quality. Since operational air emissions would not increase with the

development of the replacement HWHF, no new air quality impacts would result.
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The action would not add to the number of vehicular trips generated by HWHF operation nor

would it alter the route of vehicles carrying waste off-site. The transportation of hazardous waste

materials to the replacement HWHF would be along private roads within the limits of the LBL site.

The removal of hazardous waste handling operations from their present location would improve

traffic circulation on the LBL site by relieving congestion at the Shop and Facilities Support Area.

Short-term impacts to traffic from construction vehicles would not have a substantial effect on the

management or operation of the LBL site.

Noise generation would increase in the vicinity of the construction site during the construction of

the proposed HWHF. Trucks transporting excess earth material for landfill disposal would cause

higher noise levels on the haul route. However, the short-term increase to noise generation,

including noise generated by transport vehicles, is not expected to create a significant impact in the

project vicinity or on a haul route. Operational noise at the facility would be generated primarily by

vehicles or trucks accessing the replacement HWHF and would not cause a sigrificant impact.

Hazardous waste management and the possibility of accidental release of hazardous substances

during HWHF operation are evaluated in Section 4.10 of this assessment. As noted in this

section, operation of the proposed facility would not produce adverse health impacts. The project

is designed to reduce potential impacts to human health and the environment from upset conditions.

Design features and safety procedures employed at the facility would mitigate potential adverse

impacts from accidents. Improvements in hazardous waste handling processes and the

construction of a specially designed facility would enhance environmental safety for hazardous

waste handling operations.

Construction of the replacement HWHF would not create any adverse socioeconomic impacts to

population, housing and employment, nor would it produce a substantial new demand on utilities

or services. The existing facility will be subject to RCRA clean closure requirements, and the

radioactive material and chemical controls cited in Chapter 2. Table 3-1 lists the environmental

impacts associated with the proposed action and measures to reduce adverse effects.
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3. Environmental Effects Summary and Alternatives Analysis

3.2 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

LBL conducts operations within a 130-acre site served by contiguous roads and utility systems.

Site selection for scientific and support facilities is a continuing process at LBL. Planning efforts

are,conducted by a staff of engineers, architects, planners and consultants.

The LBL site is organized into seven functional planning areas. LBL has identified sites for

replacement buildings in four of the seven areas as indicated in Figure 3-1. Buildings on the LBL

site house programmatic or support activities that maintain essential Laboratory functions.

Three alternatives to the proposed action were considered. These are: 1) No Action; 2) Remodel

Existing HWHF; and 3) Alternative Site Location.

3.2.1 NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

The "No Action" alternative would continue hazardous waste handling at the existing facility,

Building 75A, adjacent to Buildings 69 and 75. HWHF operations also would remain in two

rooms of Building 75, in the storage area adjacent to Building 69, and in the Building 75 yard area.

The existing fenced service area for the facility is adjacent to Building 75A. Primary access and

circulation is between Building 75A and Building 75.

The "No Action" alternative would allow existing operations similar in scope and content to the

proposed replacement facility to continue at the existing site, but under congested, crowded and

less-efficient conditions. Truck access to this site is along approximately one mile of serpentine

roads. During commute hour_: additional access is provided at the Strawberry Canyon Gate.

Hazardous wastes are delivered in small quantities to the facility from various locations on a

routine basis. Marked pickup trucks with lockable storage containers transport materials to the

facility. Materials are then segregated and prepared for shipment in 55-gallon drums. These

materials are held in storage until an adequate load for off-site shipment accumulates. The "No

Action" aJtemative, like the proposed action, would not involve incineration.

F,n._ronmental lmoacts

-ilae "No Action" alternative would not meet the LBL management's objectives of reducing

congestion in the vicinity of Buildings 75 and 69, and of relocating hazardous waste handling from
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a congested area to a more efficient facility at a less crowded location. Projected improvements to

the efficiency of waste handling operations would not occur if the "No Action" alternative were

implemented. Traffic congestion would not be reduced, and future consolidation of materials

supply and storage functions in the Building 75 and 69 areas could not occur. Consolidation of

functions and the orderly planned restoration of the center of the LBL site, including the relocations

of supply services facilities, would also not occur. The "No Action" alternative would not comply

with the LBL LRDP.

The "No Action" alternative is within the Strawberry Creek watershed as is the proposed action,

but drains a separate sub-watershed. The "No Action" alternative would not modify existing

runoff patterns at the LBL site nor modify any existing vegetation or wildlife resources. In

addition, the "No Action" alternative would maintain the existing visual quality of the site, and

would not result in changes to existing structures, land forms and landscaping, or in light or glare

impacts.

The "No Action" alternative would maintain congested conditions in the receiving, shipping and

materials handling areas of LBL and the building areas where health and safety staff and functions

are maintained. The existing facility is adjacent to office buildings (Buildings 69 and 75) and

pedestrian and vehicle circulation routes. The proposed action would relocate operations away

from these facilities and activities. The "No Action" alternative could contribute to traffic conflicts

associated with handling wastes and hazardous materials in an area of extensive vehicle and

pedestrian circulation, and an area frequented by drivers and vendors who may not be familiar with

LBL site layout and operations.

The "No Action" alternative would not contribute to additional noise from construction or

operations. Noise from existing operations is not significant. Existing vehicle noise does not

affect existing waste handling operations. The "No Action" alternative would not modify existing
utilities or affect economic or cultural resources.

The existing facility is operated under applicable licensed procedures and safety regulations.

Normal facility operation would not result in adverse human health effects. In the event of an

accident, fire or earthquake, the release of some hazardous materials may occur. The "No Action"

alternative would not allow for a specially-designed facility with improved containment and safety
features.
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3.2.2 REMODEL EXISTING HWHF

A possible alternative to the proposed action would be to remodel the existing HWHF. Working

areas would be expanded in this alternative by building a larger structure on the same site as the

existing HWHF Buildings 75 and 75A. Safety would be enhanced by replacing the existing

containment features with specially designed features such as those planned for the replacement

HW'HF. Rebuilding the existing HWHF to the specifications of the proposed replacement facility

would require extensive reconstruction to the existing facility.

Construction for an improved existing HWHF would involve discontinuing operations at the

facility and transferring equipment and stored materials to another site while construction and

remodeling proceeds. However, LBL requires continuous hazardous waste handling services and,

since no interim facility currently exists at LBL, another facility would need to be built to conduct

handling operations. Creating a temporary handling hazardous waste handling facility in order to

improve the existing HWHF would involve substantial construction impacts and costs beyond

those associated with the construction of a permanent replacement facility alone.

Environmental lmoacts

Remodeling the existing HWHF would not allow for compatible land uses in the vicinity of the

existing site because hazardous waste handling would continue to be performed in a congested area

of the LBL site. The objective of land use compatibility associated with the proposed action, a goal

expressed in the LBL LRDP, would not be achieved through development of the remodel

alternative. Improvement of the existing HWHF would not differ from either the proposed action

or the existing HWHF in terms of demand for utilities and services or in effects on socioeconomics

(i.e., population, employment and housing) or historical and cultural resources.

Visual quality of the existing site could be improved by development of this alternative. Existing

structures could be replaced with a permanent building designed to blend with the existing site

elements. The alternative would not remove the storage and loading areas, however, which are not

considered to contribute to the visual quality of the existing site.
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Remodeling would not create impacts on vegetation and wildlife because it would utilize the

existing HWHF site. No new adverse geologic effects would occur, and site hydrology would not

be affected. By comparison, the proposed relocation of the HWHF would create some impacts on

the geology and hydrology of a currently undeveloped site. Neither the proposed action nor this

alternative would create new long-term impacts to air quality.

Construction activities would occur in a more congested area of LBL than the site of the proposed

action and temporary traffic and noise impacts therefore would be greater. In contrast to the

proposed action, this alternative would not reduce traffic congestion in the receiving and shipping

areas of LBL. Remodeling, like the proposed action, would supply specially designed safety

features at the HWHF and provide additional working area to relieve crowded conditions.

3.2.3 ALTERNATIVE SITE LOCATION

This alternative discusses environmental impacts associated with construction and operation of a

replacement hazardous waste handling facility at a location other than the proposed site. The

following criteria were used to identify sites for analysis as off-site development alternatives:

1. The site must be located in the immediate vicinity of LBL hazardous waste

generator sources to maximize efficiency and to minimize potential transport
hazards.

2. The site must minimize potential circulation conflicts and must include

appropriate access for large trucks and adequate circulation for forklift equipment.

3. The site must be, or be capable of being, stable and flat, and must be large

enough to accommodate a minimum of 6,000 gross square feet (GSF) of storage

and material transfer/staging area and an approximately 12,000 GSF building for

hazardous waste handling functions.

Based on these criteria, several alternate LBL sites were considered. Undeveloped sites and

building replacement sites within the LBL property plan for development are described in LBL's

1987 LRDP and associated EIR (see Figure 3-1). Ali of the undeveloped sites at LBL were

examined for the possibility of siting the replacement HWHF and were found to be less suitable for

waste handling purposes than the proposed site in the Life Sciences Research Area. With the
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possible exception of the Blackberry Canyon site, the remaining undeveloped and replacement sites

at LBL are in close proximity to existing activities and would be unsuitable for the HWHF because

of congested circulation and access and would not meet the space requirements for the facility's

building size and associated paved areas for loading and unloading vehicles.

The Blackberry Canyon site is the only location at LBL, other than the proposed site, that meets the

requirements for the HWHF. This alternative site is located in the LBL Central Research and

Administration Area as indicated on Figure 3-1.

Environmental lmoacts

In general, this alternative site would meet the action's objectives. However, as described below,

the proposed site has been determined to be environmentally superior to this site, especially in the

areas of land use and geology.

The Blackberry Canyon site would have visual impacts similar to the proposed action. This

location would be partially visible from outlooks on Centennial Drive and from other surrounding

areas. Like the proposed action, the building would be designed to conform with the site

topography, and would have a similar site layout and landscaping plan. Building colors and roof

treatments would be selected to blend with the surrounding site. Development of the Blackberry

Canyon site would have less impacts on vegetation, wildlife, and hydrology than the proposed site

because it is already paved. Site preparation would require a minimal amount of removal of trees

and other vegetative habitat for LBL wildlife. Although this area of the LBL property contains

both the drainage area and stream bed of Blackberry Creek, development of the facility on this site

would not have significant impacts on hydrology since the site is currently paved.

Development of the HWHF at this alternative site would have more geologic and seismic impacts

than the proposed action. The walls of the canyon on both the north and south sides of the

Blackberry Canyon site are prone to shallow surface slides. The location is approximately 700 feet

from the Hayward Fault zone and therefore has a higher probability of severe ground shaking in

the event of a major earthquake. Further, the existing parking lot at the site was constructed about

40 years ago on non-engineered landfill approximately 60-120 feet deep. The combination of the
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slide potential of the surrounding canyon walls, the close proximity to the Hayward Fault zone,

and the existing non-engineered landfill conditions create substantially more geologic and seismic

hazards than the proposed site.

Development at this alternative site has similar traffic impacts, but more parking impacts, than the

proposed action. Development at the alternative site would not change the patterns to or from LBL

or the number of vehicle trips on the surrounding street network. However, the Blackberry

Canyon site is the largest existing parking lot at LBL and its removal would cause significant

parking impacts since parking is currently inadequate to mee: current demand or planned future
demand.

The noise and air quality impacts of this alternative would be similar to the proposed action.

Development and operation of the HWHF at any alternative location would be performed under

applicable licensed procedures and safety regulations. As discussed in Section 4.10, normal

HWHF operations would not result in any adverse effects on human health. The Blackberry

Canyon site would, in general, not differ from the proposed site in terms of needs for utilities and

services or any effects on socioeconomics, historical and cultural resources.

Other Alternative Sites

Consideration was given to developing a replacement HWHF at a location off of LBL property.

The most likely locations for a new facility were considered to be areas which could be leased by

LBL from the University of California because of their existing institutional relationship. Two

sites that were initially considered were the University's Richmond Field Station in the City of

Richmond and University-leased land on 64th Street in the City of Emeryville. Uses of

undeveloped areas at the Richmond site are currently being planned by the University. The

Emeryville property now contains a warehouse and receiving area as well as a large paved area.

After initial consideration, sites remote from LBL, including the Richmond and Emeryville sites,

were not analyzed further because it was determined that the action's objectives of improving

existing activities to the highest attainable standards following the best criteria for operations and

facilities could not be feasibly achieved at such a location.
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The Guidelines for Hazardous Waste Management Plans (HWMPs) prepared by the California

Department of Health Services, 1987, state that on-site management of hazardous waste is

preferred over off-site management. Although LBL is exempt from local land use regulations,

LBL intends to follow the policies set forth in the Alameda County HWMP. Development of an

off-site HWHF for LBL would conflict with the objectives of the Alameda County HWMP,

whereas the proposed site would further the County's hazardous waste management goals of

containing hazardous waste generation at the source.

The basic function of the LBL HWHF is the processing and packaging of hazardous waste for

shipment to approved off-site facilities. Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations require

that hazardous waste prepared for transport on routes involving public roads comply with stringent

requirements. Therefore, development of an HWHF off of LBL property would not alleviate the

need for an on-site HWHF unless each hazardous waste generator at LBL prepared waste for

transport off-site in compliance with DOT regulations.

The additional personnel, training, supervision, and space that would be needed to perform

HWHF activities in dispersed locations for transfer to a central packaging and transport site, as

well as increased vehicular trips and potential effects to safety, efficiency, and planning goals,

would generate greater potential impacts than the proposed action.

Summary of Alternative_

While existing normal operations should not result in adverse health or environmental effects, in

the event of an accident, earthquake, or fire, the "No Action" alternative would not allow LBL to

achieve efficiency and safety improvements in relation to hazardous waste handling functions.

This alternative would not comply with the goals and policies of the LBL LRDP.

Similarly, the "Remodel Existing HWHF" alternative would not adhere to the goals and policies of

the LBL LRDP in that land use compatibility in the HWHF vicinity would not be achieved. The

"Remodel Existing HWHF" alternative, like the "No Action" alternative, would not meet the goals

of improved safety related to relieving congested traffic conditions in the HWHF area, although it

would allow for improved safety and containment features, and for some improvement to the

visual quality of the facility. The disadvantage of this alternative is that it would require

construc'tion of a temporary facility to handle the hazardous and radioactive waste during the

remodeling. The additional construction impacts of the temporary facility would make the total

impact greater than those associated with the construction of a long-term replacement facility alone.
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The "Alternative Site Location" alternative at Blackberry Canyon, while it would allow for

improved visual quality and increase safety and containment features, would present such

disadvantages as greater potential for impacts from slides on the surrounding canyon walls, and

closer proximity to the Hayward fault zone and a non-engineered landfill, which would pose a

serious seismic hazard. In addition, this alternative would cause adverse parking impacts by

eliminating the largest parking lot at LBL.

The proposed site is substantially more stable and less congested, and offers the greatest potential

for improving the efficiency and safety of hazardous waste operations at LBL.
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

This chapter discusses the potential environmental effects of the proposed action on various impact

categories. Each section of this chapter includes a description of the existing environmental

setting, identifies potential impacts of the action and identifies measures which would reduce

adverse effects.

4.1 LAND USE AND PLANNING

SE'ITING

LBL areas total 130 acres and are completely enclosed within the boundaries of the University. Of

the 130 acres of LBL land, 68.3 acres are UC lands leased to DOE, 11.5 acres are occupied by

LBL under an occupancy agreement with the University, and the remaining 50.2 acres are

University lands controlled by LBL within the LBL fence line, but not developed. Most of this

remaining undeveloped land is open space and hillside areas. Of the LBL site area, the greatest

potential for future development is contained within the original site area (approxim:_tely 15 acres)

and in the east site area where additional undeveloped land exists (approximately 10 acres of the

Life Science Research Area). 1

The proposed site is located in the LBL Life Sciences Research Area. Access to the Life Sciences

Research Area from the west is via Cyclotron Road and a controlled security gate on Centennial

Drive. As shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2, the area that surrounds the Life Sciences Research Area

includes developed areas, natural areas, and ecological study areas. Vegetation on the surrounding

rugge_ hillsides consist of oak-bay woodland, northern coastal scrub, annual grassland, and

various conifer and eucalyptus plantations. Development in the area is concentrated along

Centennial Drive, and new development opportunities are constrained by topography and existing
land uses.
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Surroundin_ Land Uses

The LBL Biological Research Laboratory (Buil_ng 74) and the Cell Culture Laboratory (Building

83) comprise existing development within the Life Sciences Area and lie immediately to the south

of the proposed site. Other adjacent land uses are related to the University as described below.

Undeveloped UC-owned areas of the Strawberry Canyon drainage basin extend north and east of

the site te Grizzl_,, Peak Boulevard (Figure 4-1). This land is designated Natural Area by the 1989

UC LRDP currently in preparation (Figure 4-2). Natural areas are defined as the remaining

undeveloped lands located around sites which are presently developed, designated for development

or identified for future inclusion in the Ecological Study Area. 2

As shown in Figure 4-2, the University's Botanical Garden is situated south of the Life Sciences

Research Area on a 33-acre site on the west-facing slopes of Strawberry Canyon. The Botanical

Garden serves instructional and public service uses. The Lawrence Hall of Sciences is about a

quarter-mile to the northwest of the proposed site. This UC facility houses a science museum and

curriculum development center for primary and secondary science education. The Space Sciences

Laboratory and the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute, which serve research and support

purposes, are located north of the site.

The nearby UC Ecological Study Area (ESA) is an area of undisturbed vegetation that provides

space for instruction and research related to the natural environment. The area was established in

1969. Approximately 600 acres of land are designated for the ESA and are subject to limited use.

Three hundred acres of the ESA presently are reserved as natural areas for research and instruction,

and expansion of the formal boundaries of the ESA is planned as shown in Figure 4-2.

The University affirmed its support of the ESA in the Draft 1989 LRDP for the Berkeley Campus,

and expects _, to remain under the management of the Berkeley Campus. While an active

maintenance program is not provided for most of the ESA, minimal maintenance is performed in

specific locations. Maintenance areas inc'ude fire trails and pedestrian access points. Motor

vehicles, other than official campus vehicles, are not allowed in the area. A faunal refuge area has

been designated adjacent to the ESA for the protection of natural habitats.
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Derrlogr'dphics

As discussed above, the proposed action would be located in an area with limited existing

development. Population in the vicinity generally consists of LBL and UC staff located in the

facilities listed earlier in this section. According to the 1987 LBL LRDP, LBL staff in the Life

Sciences Research Area number 37, and LBL has a total main site population of approximately

2,844 staff and guests. The UC facilities in proximity to the site have the following staff

assignments: Lawrence Hall of Science, 330; Space Sciences Laboratory, 75; and Mathematical

Research Institute, 400. The overall populaz!-n associated with the University (students, staff,

visitors and vendors) is approximately 44,900. Although the action would not be located near

residential areas, it should be noted that the City of Berkeley population is currently estimated to be

107,000 including persons associated with the University.

Plannin_ Contextv

LBL is located in Alameda County, and both the existing HWHF and the replacement facility site

are within the City of Oakland. LBL occupies land in Berkeley and Oakland leased by DOE from

the University of California. As presently located, the University, including LBL, as a state

agency, and DOE, as a federal agency, are exempt from local zoning and planning regulations.

However, the University and LBL cooperate with local agencies in planning matters of mutual

concern. For example, the Advisory Committee for the new Berkeley Campus Draft LRDP

includes a member of the City of Berkeley Planning Department. Comments pertaining to this EA

(for the HWHF) have been solicited from the City of Berkeley.

The Oakland General Plan designates the portion of LBL that is within Oakland as Other

Institutional and Governmental. There are no land use policies that specifically address LBL in the

Oakland Comprehensive Plan. LBL, including the existing and proposed HWHF sites, also is

contained in the University-designated "Hill Area" planning area. However, the LBL site is not a

part of the Berkeley Campus Draft 1989 LRDP. LBL operates as a separate entity from the

Berkeley Campus, although both provide cooperation and mutual assistance in addressing planning
issues.

LBL's LRDP was approved by the Regents of the University in 1987. The LBL LRDP is a land-

use guide for the Laboratory. Among its planning objectives are to: 1) "improve support and
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research services through proper siting and consolidation of functions;" and 2) "ensure a safe,

healthful, and attractive workplace, [and] improve access .... ,,3 The Life Sciences Research

Area, where the project would be located, was designated as a reserve site for future building

development in the 1987 LBL LRDP. The LRDP (page 65) and the Institutional Plan FY 1988-

1993 (pages 6-8, December 1987) call for development of a waste handling facility on the project
site.

IMPACTS

This section evaluates the proposed action in terms of its potential to: 1) conflict with adopted

environmental plans and goals of the region where it is located; or 2) conflict with established

recreational, educational, religious or scientific uses of the area.

Environmerltal plans

The action would relocate an existing LBL function to a new site within the bounds of leased space

currently occupied by LBL and owned by the University. Although the facility site, located on

land owned by the University, is exempt from local zoning and planning regulations, the action is

consistent with the uses designated for the area in the City of Oakland Comprehensive Plan. The

action is not expected to conflict with other environmental plans, such as flood control management

plans, established by either the City of Oakland or Alameda County. 4,5

The action would not conflict with planning goals for Berkeley Campus development because the

LBL site, including the site of the proposed action, is not included in the Berkeley Campus Draft

LRDP. Rather, development at LBL is governed by the LBL LRDP (1987). The action is

consistent with the LBL LRDP and would help LBL attain long-term land use and planning goals

by continuing the planned reorganization of the LBL site.

Established Uses

Implementation and operation of the proposed facility are not expected to impact the surrounding

University land uses, including the environmentally sensitive ESA, or other land uses in the area.

The action would not intrude into the present configuration of the ESA or any potential ESA

expansion area. The ESA is located to the east and south of the site. Containment would be
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provided in HWHF areas where hazardous wastes would be stored and handled, thereby

preventing potentially-spilled hazardous waste from causing contamination off-site, including

existing ESA areas and potential ESA expansion areas. The facility design would also prevent

hazardous waste from being conveyed off-site via runoff. As discussed in Section 4.10,

Hazardous Materials, air releases of hazardous materials from either operations or potential

accidents would not be expected to cause adverse effects in off-site areas, including ESA areas.

The facility would not create conflict with existing LBL land uses within the Life Sciences

Research Area (i.e., the Biological Research Laboratory and the Cell Culture Laboratory). There

are no plans for future expansion of the facility in terms of physical space or building operations

and the replacement facility would not expand the volume of hazardous waste generated by LBL.

The function of the hazardous waste handling facility would continue to be consistent with the

existing land uses within LBL. The proposed replacement facility would continue to provide the

existing level of technical and administrative support to existing functions at LBL.

Imt)act

4.1-1 The action would introduce a new function to the proposed site.

The proposed action would be consistent with the LBL LRDP and would not conflict with other

plans, or goals, or established land uses.

Future Use of the Exi_ling HWHF Site

After implementation of the Closure Plan, areas currently housing HWHF operations would be

available for other uses consistent with the LBL LRDP (August 1987). Future activities planned
for each of the areas are summarized below.

Building 69

The sheltered area adjacent to Building 69 would continue to be used for 55-gallon drum storage of

new materials. Materials stored in drums include solvents and oil. Storage related to the existing

HWHF currently occupies a small amount of rack space in approximately 700 sf of the sheltered

area. This amount of drum rack space would revert to storage of materials not related to HWHF
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operations.RemovalofthewasteoilstoragetankadjacenttoBuilding69wouldfreeabout400 sf

ofarea.Thisareacurrentlydoesnothaveaplannedfutureuse.

])uildiqg75.Rooms 131and 127

Two wastehandlinglaboratoriesinthisbuildingwouldbevacatedandtheircontentsmoved tothe

replacementHWHF. Approximately1,500gsfofareawouldbefreedforfutureusebytheLBL

EH&S Department.The buildingisusedforadministrativeofficeandlaboratoryspace.Future

usewould beconsistentwithadministrativeofficeuse.The additionofemployeesorstaffto

Building75wouldbeconsistentwiththeprovisionsoftheLBL LRDP (1987).

Buildin_ 75A
v

Vacating this building would release 4,064 gsf of existing space for other uses as noted in the LBL

LRDP (1987). This site eventually would be used for a planned addition to Building 69 to house

primarily offices and storage areas for laboratory support services in a 42,000-gsf Support

Services Facility. The clean closure of Building 75A is part of the proposed action. The future

dismantling of Building 75A and the addition to Building 69 are not part of the proposed

replacement HWHF action. The future Support Services Facility addition to Building 69 would be

carded out in conformance with the LBL LRDP (1987). This project would place office,

laboratory, and storage areas in _.hevacated HWHF space. Adverse land use impacts would not be

expected to result from this proposed future use. The population of the building (130 staff) and its

physical characteristics (size, height, massing, bulk and location) would be designed to be

consistent with the goals of the LBL LRDP. Development of the future building addition would be

the subject of separate environmental review processes.

Buildin_ 75 Yard Areas
v

The HWHF yard areas would be released by relocation of the facility. Future plans call for this

vacated yard space to provide part of the area for the development of the addition to Building 69

mentioned above. Approximately 17,000 sf are currently occupied by HWHF activities.

Other future uses of the existing HWHF areas would occur as described above. These uses would

involve creating replacemem space for existing LBL operations as opposed to introducing new

operations. Adverse environmental effects would not be expected from the proposed future uses.
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In'iDact

4.1-2 The action would release existing HWHF areas for alternative future uses.

Released space would help LBL attain long-term land use and planning goals and would be a

beneficial effect of the action.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The action would relocate an existing LBL function to another LBL site and release existing

developed space for alternative future use. It would form part of cumulative land use development

projected under the LBL LRDP (1987). Such development would not conflict with any existing

plans affecting LBL or existing land uses.

1 Director's Office, Health and Safety Liaison, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, LBL Site
_DevelopmentPlim EIR, December, 1986.

2 University Campus Planning Office, University Qf California at Berkeley Draft Long Range
Development Plan: 1989-2005, revised January 1990.

3 LBL Office for Planning and Development, L_wrcn¢¢ Berkeley Laboratory Long Range
Development Pl_n, August 1987, p.vii.

4 Phil Grubstick, Engineering Services, City of Oakland, personal communication with EIP
Associates, August 7, 1991.

5 Andreas Godfrey, Alameda County Public Works Department, personal communication with
EIP Associates, August 7, 1991.
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4.2 CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL RESOURCES

SE'ITING

The site vicinity contains two existing buildings and a paved parking area. Landscaped areas and

native or naturalized vegetation are the predominant elements in the area of the proposed action.

The site forms part of the Strawberry Canyon drainage system, which provides the main natural

drainage channel in the area.

A review of the data on file with Archaeological Resource Service, an archaeological consulting

firm, was performed by consultants to the University in 1982 for the UC Biological Sciences

Alteration and Construction Project. The review revealed that three prehistoric sites are known to

exist at or near the University. The closest of these sites is at UC Memorial Stadium, about one-

half mile from the Life Sciences Research Area. 1 A check of the file for the LBL LRDP EIR

(1987) indicated that no new archaeological sites had been reported since the 1982 review.

Most if not ali areas within the LBL site that would have been suitable for prehistoric occupation

and/or use have been disturbed by existing development. The most likely area within LBL to have

contained evidence of prehistoric human occupation or use is the area currently occupied by

Building 6, No cultural or historical resources have been identified in the site vicinity. 2,3

In the last century, the upper Strawberry Canyon was used for cattle grazing. This use continued

up to the 1930s. Since the turn of the century a continual process of change in the landscape has

converted the area from open grassland to stands of eucalyptus and oak-bay woodland. A check of

the U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) San Francisco and Concord sheets from the year 1899 made

for the LBL LRDP EIR (1987) indicated that no structures were located within the LBL area at that

date. 4

Within the Life Sciences Research Area, an abandoned rock quarry is located adjacent to a parking

area. A cistern at the bottom of the quarry was reportedly used to supply water to Berkeley in the

last century.
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IMPACTS

This section evaluates the action's potential to "disrupt or adversely affect a prehistoric or historic

archaeological site or a property of historic or cultural significance to a community or ethnic or

social group." or a paleontological site except as a part of a scientific study." State law outlines

procedures appropriate for the protection and preservation of such resources (14 CCR Section

15000 ct. seq.).

Impa_ct

4.2-1 During project construction, previously undiscovered evidence of cultural

or historical value could be discovered.

The proposed action would not impact any known cultural resources, including archaeological

sites. The action would not affect identified historic buildings or architectural resources. It would

not impact the abandoned rock quarry or the potential historic value associated with early water

supply facilities. No impacts on cultural or historical resources are expected as a result of the

action.

If archaeological resources, materials, or artifacts are uncovered during grading or construction of

the site, work in the area would be halted and an archaeologist retained to survey findings and

recommend appropriate actions in accordance with standard practice and applicable regulations,

including notification of the State Historic Preservation Office. If unknown human burial sites of

Native American groups are discovered, an appropriate representative of Native American groups

and the County Coroner would be informed and consulted as required by State law.

CUMULATIVE 1MPACTS

No cumulative impacts to cultural or historical resources are expected to result from the proposed
action.

1 "Final Environmental Impact Report for Engineering Center Building," prepared by the UC
Berkeley Department of Facilities Management with the assistance of Ecological Impact Studies,
Inc., July, 1977. See Appendix H, p. 1, "Preliminary Archeological Reconnaissance," prepared by
Archeological Resource Service.
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2 Ibid.

3 The Regents of the University of California, L_wrence B_rkeley Laboratory_, Si_ Dev_lopmont
Plan. Draft Environmental Impact Report, December 1986.

4 Ibid.
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4.3 VisualQuality

4.3 VISUAL QUALITY
SEITING

The proposed site is set in the Life Sciences Research Area of LBL. The Berkeley Hills

surrounding the site consist of steep hills, woodland, open grass areas and hiking trails. Slopes in

the site vicinity vary from moderately steep (8-15 percent) to steep (15-25 percent). Steeper slopes

(above 25 percent) are found north of the site and below Grizzly Peak Boulevard, which reaches

an elevation of about 1,300 feet (Figure 4-3).

The immediate vicinity of the proposed site contains two existing buildings and associated storage

areas, access roads and surface parking lots (Figure 4-4-A). The buildings are modem in style and

are one to two stories in height (Figure 4-5-A). Mechanical equipment on roof tops is screened

from view by five-foot high fences.

The proposed facility would occupy undeveloped land. The site is located on a hillside which

supports brushland, a stand of mature eucalyptus trees, and some oak and bay trees. Some

introduced conifer plantings are used as landscaping elements near Centennial Drive. Figure 4-4-B

is a key to site photographs and Figures 4-5-B and 4-5-C illustrate the existing visual character of

the site. A description of the physical characteristics of the proposed building is contained in

Chapter 2, Description of the Proposed Action.

The existing HWHF is a prefabricated structure set on paved surface with adjacent storage yards.

The building and yards are not considered to add to the visual quality of the Shop and Support

Facilities Area where the existing facility is located (Figure 4-6-B).

Views from the proposed site are either partially or completely screened by on-site vegetation and

by existing hillsides. The wooded hills and vegetated slopes of Strawberry Canyon can be seen

from the site. The tops of some structures associated with other LBL facilities are visible across

Centennial Drive from parts of the Life Sciences Research Area.

The proposed project site may be viewed from some vantage points around the existing buildings

in the Life Sciences Research Area. Views of the site are extremely limited, however, because of
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF SITE VICINITY FIGURE 4-3

SOURCE EIP ASSOCIATES 86180 lA



AERIAL PHOTO OF SITE AND KEY TO SITE PHOTOS FIGURE 4-4



SITE PHOTOS FIGURE 4-5

A. Uncluttered architecture and equipment screening are typical of Buildings 83 and 74.

B. The site contains stands of Eucalyptus trees.

SOURCE: EIP ASSOCIATES 86 _ 8C
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SITE PHOTOS FIGURE 4-5

C. Steep slopes and tree cover typify portions of the site.

i i

(APPROXIMATE)

D. The site vicinity is visible from public viewpoints along Grizzly Peak Blvd.
Panoramic views to the south and west aie obtained from this vantage.

SOURCE: EIP ASSOCIATES 861B
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PROPOSED AND EXISTING SITE vISUAL SETTING FIGURE 4-6

A, Vegetation screens the proposed site from the entrance to the Life Sciences
ResearchArea.
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the density and height of existing vegetation, and the steep topography (Figure 4-6-A).

Unobstructed views of the site are available only from higher elevations on the currently

undeveloped opposite wall of Strawberry Canyon.

Partial views of the site are accessible from some portions of three traffic turnouts along Grizzly

Peak Boulevard, above the site to the east. These turnouts are used by motorists and cyclists

stopping for the panoramic views west toward the San Francisco Bay. From these viewpoints, the

proposed site appears as a tree-covered knoll (Figure 4-5-D) approximately one-half mile or more

away. A PG&E electric power transmission line crosses above the upper end of the site. The steel

support towers of the transmission line are visible from the public turnouts. However, the site of

the proposed facility cannot be seen while driving or bicycling along most other sections of Grizzly
Peak Boulevard.

Light and Glare

The area immediately surrounding the proposed site is undeveloped and existing nighttime lighting

is minimal. Lighting for existing buildings and storage areas in the Life Sciences Research Area is

provided for security. The existing security control gate at the entrance to the Life Sciences

Research Area is well lit to discourage unauthorized access.

IMPACTS

This section evaluates the proposed action in terms of its potential to produce a substantial,

demonstrable negative aesthetic effect. The examination of aesthetics in this section involves

analysis of the proposed action's compatibility with existing buildings and landforms; potential

view blockage; changes to existing vegetation; effects from light and glare; and the visual

consequences of removing several cargo contains from the existing HWHF site.

Building and Site Designv

The development of the proposed site would consist of a two-story building, exterior yard areas

and an access road. Preparation of the building, yard, and access road areas would involve

grading moderately to steeply sloping terrain and would remove some on-site vegetation. Existing

trees and vegetation would be preserved to a maximum extent compatible with facility design.

Grading would result in permanent cut and fill slopes. Land form modification and grading
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impacts are described in Section 4.5, Geology, Soils and Seismicity. Site development would also

result in the relocation of the existing fence line and the construction of a new eight-foot security

fence at the northern end of the site.

The new building would be a reinforced concrete steel frame structure with external metal siding.

The main axis of the building would be generally north-south. The building would be set back into

the hillside with access to the first floor level gained on the east side and access to the second floor

on _hewest. To accommodate the change in grade, the building would step down at the south end

to maintain an appearance as a two-story structure. The profile of the proposed building would be

characterized by overhanging eaves and sloping roof surfaces.

The action would cause a substantial change in the visual environment of the site in terms of the

removal of vegetation, alteration of land form, and the construction of a new building, exterior

yard areas, and an access road. However, the action, with the measures noted for visual impacts,

would not produce a substantial negative aesthetic effect.

Impact

4.3-1 The proposed building, yard areas, and access road would introduce new

visual elements into the visual environment of the site vicinity.

The following factors would limit the visual impact of the action:

A low-profile structure would be constructed that would be set back into the existing vegetation

and landscape. The color of external building elements would be muted in tone to harmonize with

surrounding elements.

Severe angular cuts and/or filling which results in an unnatural or engineered appearance would be

avoided where feasible. Graded slopes would be feathered and rounded where feasible to provide

a natural transition between the graded site and adjacent ungraded areas. Grading woula be

minimized through the use of retaining walls where compatible with proper design.
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Views

The proposed building would be set into the perimeter of a eucalyptus grove to the west of the

building sit,_, The facility would not obstruct views from adjacent areas or buildings. The building

profile would not impact the visual horizon when viewed from above. The action would alter

views of the site currently seen from some turnouts along Grizzly Peak Boulevard. As viewed

from the turnouts, the proposed building would be seen against a background of eucalyptus trees
that would act to reduce visual intrusion.

Iml_act

4.3-2 Views of the proposed site from some points in the immediate vicinity and

from Grizzly Peak Boulevard turnouts would be altered.

The following factors would limit the impact on views of the site:

Landscaped buffering would be provided between new construction areas and adjacent buildings

and roads to screen views and to diminish potential visual intrusion. New landscaping would

utilize native materials and be arranged informally. Plants would be "deer resistant" or protected

from browsing animals until well established.

The exterior storage yard, generator and ancillary equipment area would be fenced and visually
screened.

Views of the facility from the south and west along Centennial Drive would be blocked by existing

landscaping adjacent to the road, by hillside slopes and by existing buildings on the site. Views of

the site from portions of Centennial Drive to the north of the site would be prevented by existing

topography and stands of eucalyptus trees. Views of the proposed site from areas adjacent to

Panoramic Drive south of the site also would be obstructed by intervening vegetation and land
forms.

Light and Glar_v

The action would involve additional lighting irl _:hearea but would not result in substantially

increased light or glare impacts. Exterior lighting would be used to illuminate areas of the site and

increase safety for LBL personnel and traffic circulation, Exterior security lighting would be
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visible from the turnoutson Grizzly Peak Boulevard. However, motorists on CentennialDrive

wouldnot be awareof exteriorlighting fromthe facility.

Bright, reflective or light colors would be avoided on roof areas to lessen the impact of glare.

Spill-over lighting would be minimized by utilizing exteriorlight standardsthatare focused and

directional. Light poles would not be above 15 feet in height. Lighting baffles would be installed

whereappropriate.

ExistingWHF
v

Several large storage containersat the existing HWHF building (Building 75A) would be removed

as part of the proposed action. Removal of structures that do not have architectural significance

would allow the provision of a new permanentstructuredesigned to complement the LBL site.

Impact

4.3-3 The action would remove outdoor storage areas from the visual

environment of the existing HWHF vicinity.

The following factor would limit the impact on the visual environment of the existing HWHF

vicinity:

Any residual building materials or other remnants of the existing HWHF activities would be

removed from the Shop and Support Facilities Area after the transfer of operations to the

replacement facility.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The action would replace an open space area with an area of structures and other improvements

(i.e., road, access and yard areas), and therefore would alter the visual character of the site

vicinity. However, the action' aid allow future improvement of the visual quality of the existing

HWHF site by development of future projects with more compatible aesthetic qualities.
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4.4 VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE

SE'ITING

Vegetation

General Veeetation Cover
v

The vegetation cover of the proposed site vicinity is typical of the Berkeley Hills. The most

common and widespread types are: 1) Baccharis brushland, 2) coastal sagebrush scrub, 3) oak-

bay woodland, 4) annual grassland, and 5) eucalyptus plantations. In addition to these native or

naturalized communities, landscape plantings around existing roads and buildings provide another

component of vegetation cover on the vicinity (Figure 4-7).

1) Baccharis Brushland. This is the major vegetation cover type within the area. It forms an

open to dense shrub layer, approximately two meters (m) tall in some areas. Coyote brush

(Baccharis pilularis var. consanquinea) is the dominant plant species.

2) Coastal Sagebrush Scrul_. This sparse to open, low (up to one m) shrub type covers a

limited area within the vicinity on the exposed south and west-facing slopes of two spur

ridges to the northeast of the site boundary. Coastal sagebrush scrub is characterized by

local dominance of California sagebrush (Artemisia caIifornica). This vegetation type has a

characteristic native perennial grass component composed of Hall's bent-grass (Agrostis

hallii) and purple needlegrass (Stipa pulchra).

3) Oak-Bay Woodland. A dense woodland dominated by two tree species, coast live oak

(Quercus agrifolia) and California bay (Umbellularia californica) occurs in ravines. In

general, the oak-bay woodland vegetation type covers approximately 25 percent of the land

area defined as the Berkeley Hills. Stands of Oak-Bay Woodland occur north of the PG&E

right-of-way and outside the boundary, of the site.

4) Annual Grassland. Patches of grass-dominated vegetation generally occur within the area

of the proposed action on disturbed sites. The major grass species are introduced annuals

such as soft chess (Bromus mollis), wild oats (Avena spp.), and wild barley (Hordeum

spp.). Low-growing, broad-leaved plants commonly associated with annual grassland
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include rabbit-foot clover (Trifolium arvense), cut-leaved geranium (Geranium dissectum),

and English plantain (Plantago lanceolata).

5) Eucalyptus Pl_ntati0ns. Extensive stands of introduced eucalyptus trees occur in the area.

Blue gum (Eucalyptus globulus) occurs on west-facing slopes and mixed stands of blue

and red gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis) dominate the ravines. The trees reach a height of

approximately 80 to 100 feet and are 10 to 40 inches in diameter.

6) Landscape Planl;ings. Extensive landscape plantings surround existing facilities. These

plantings include Monterey pine (Pinus radiata), knobcone pine (Pinus attenuata), and

redwood (Sequoia sempervirens). There are no naturally occurring, native stands of these
trees on the site.

Snecies of Concern-

The following defines the term "species of concern" used in this section. A plant or animal species

of concern is a species or subspecies that falls into one of the following categories:

1) It is listed as endangered or threatened in accordance with the Federal Endangered Species

Act (FESA).

2) It is listed as endangered, threatened, or rare in accordance with the California Endangered

Species Act (CESA).

3) It is a candidate for federal listing (C2) or state listing (C). While not protected by either

FESA or CESA, it is the policy of some state and federal agencies to manage these species

in order to prevent them from becoming listed.

4) It is considered by the Califomia Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) to be a Species of

Special Concern. The CDFG often requests that these animal species be considered in the

impact section of environmental documents.

5) lt is a plant species that occurs in the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Inventory.

Some state and federal agencies request that CNPS List 1 and List 2 plants be considered in
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the impact section. Less frequently, an agency may request the inclusion of plants on the
CNPS List 3 and List 4.

Plant Species of Concern

There are at least three plant species of concern known to occur within the general vicinity of the

Berkeley Hills area. The known distribution of these species near the LBL site area is described
below:

• Presidio clarkia (Clarkiafranciscana): This species has been seen in the vicinity of Skyline
Boulevard in Oakland. lt is associated with serpentine outcrops, often growing with
Brodiaea ssp., Hemizonia ssp. and Calochortus ssp.

• Alameda manzanita (Arctostaphylos pallida): This species is associated with Monterey
pines, redwoods, madrone and coyote brush. The Alameda manzanita has been found in
the Oakland Hills on Skyline Boulevard, in the Huckleberry Botanical Preserve, and in
areas near Joaquin Miller Park, Roberts Recreation Area, and Redwood Regional Park.

• Diablo rock rose (Helianthella castanea): The species is associated with grassy hillsides in
grassland and oak woodland plant communities, lt was last seen in the Oakland Hills in the
1920s at Leona Heights.

The Presidio clarkia is generally associated with serpentine outcrops and soils. Serpentine does

not occur on the proposed site. The remaining species, Alameda manzanita and Diablo rock rose,

may occur in parts of the Strawberry Creek drainage basin beyond the Life Sciences Research

Area. However, no manzanitas, including the Alameda manzanita, and no rock roses were found

on the facility site during a field survey conducted on March 20, 1988 by EIP Associates.

General Wildlife

The area surrounding the proposed site supports a variety of native wildlife. Tracks and other

signs of deer, rabbits, squirrels, and gophers were observed during a wildlife survey of the site

performed by EIP Associates. Fox, skunks, raccoons and other mammals are also known to

frequent the Berkeley Hills area. Birds in the area include mourning dove, California quail, brown

towhee, scrub and Steller's jay, common bushtit, Anna's hummingbird, and wrentit. Red-tailed

hawk and turkey vulture are frequently seen over the entire hill area. Most likely reptiles and

amphibians in the vicinity include California slender salamander, ensatina, California newt,
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common garter snake, western fence lizard, and northern alligator lizard. The following sections

discuss the habitats found at LBL, and endangered and threatened species in the area:

Wildlife Habitat

• Oak-Bay Wooflland Wildlife Habi_. Among the most conspicuous and common wildlife
using this habitat are black-tailed deer, western gray squirrel, deer mouse, bobcat, black-
tailed jackrabbit, steller's jay, acorn woodpecker, and bandtailed pigeon. Food, shade and
nesting sites are provided by the oak woodland habitat. Other common birds include the
California quail, mourning dove, and various species of hawks and owls.

• Ba_charis Br0_hland Wildlife H_bita_. Wildlife species using these areas include brush
rabbit, gray fox, striped skunk, scrub jay, common bushtit, and coast garter snake.

• Ann0al Grassland Wildlife Habitat. These grassland areas provide suitable habitat for a
number of small mammals and their predators, upland game, songbirds and reptiles.

• Eucalyptus/Bay Wildlife Habit_. The ravines and drainage areas lined with these trees
provide food, water, cover, nesting, and migration and movement routes for wildlife.
Mammals such as raccoon and striped skunk are common residents. Black-tailed deer,
gray fox, yellow warbler, tree swallow, great-horned owl, and red-tailed hawk are
occasional visitors. Reptiles and amphibians such as the aquatic garter snake, Pacific tree
frog, and bullfrog are common in and around quiet streams.

Endangered and Threatened Wildlife

The Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973 (as amended) provides a means whereby the

ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved and

provides a program for the conservation of such endangered species and threatened species. The

Secretary of the Interior determines whether any species is an endangered species or a threatened

species on the basis of the best scientific and commercial data available. The Secretary of the

Interior designates critical habitat for such species, lt is the policy of Congress that Federal

agencies shall seek to conserve endangered species and threatened species.

There are three threatened or potentially threatened wildlife species known to occur within the

general vicinity of the Berkeley Hills. The known distribution of these species relative to the

proposed site is described below:

• Bay checkerspot (Euphydryas editha bayensis): This rare butterfly is found in areas of
serpentine rock and soils in grassland habitats. Its primary food sources are plant species
associated with serpentine soils (Orthocarpus densiflorus, Plantago erecta, Lasthenia
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chrysostoma, Layia platygloss, Lovanthus spp., and Lomatium spp.). The Bay
checkerspot has been found in San Joaquin Miller Park and in the hills of San Leandro. lt
is listed as a threatened species under FESA.

• Alameda striped racer (Masticophus lateralis euryxanthus): This rare snake occurs from the
San Francisco Bay area to the vicinity of Monterey. The species is associated with valley-
foothill riparian habitats and is known from Leona Park and the Grizzly Peak area of
Oakland and the Berkeley Hills. lt is cited a Category 2 species by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS). 1

• Callippe silverspot (Speyeria callippe callippe): This butterfly has been found in the
Oakland Hills, and at Joaquin Miller and Redwood Regional Parks. Observation records
of this species in the area may be erroneous, however, because of the similarity of this
species to another butterfly, Speyeria callippe comstocki. The Callippe silverspot is
considered to be scarce or extinct within its historical range in the East San Francisco Bay.

It is cited as a Category 2 species by the FWS. 1

The Bay checkerspot is generally associated with serpentine outcrops and soils. Serpentine does

not occur on the facility site. The Alameda striped racer may occur in the vicinity of the Life

Sciences Research Area site, in the ravines and tributaries to Strawberry Creek. However, it was

not observed during a March 20, 1988 field survey. The Callippe silverspot were not observed in

the field survey and are assumed not to occur at the site. According to the FWS, no proposed

species (for listing as Endangered or Threatened species), including the Alameda striped racer and

the Callipe silverspot, occur within the project area. 2

A Biological Assessment was performed for the proposed action in May 1991 (Appendix E). The

assessment included a field survey for animal species of concern (see definition above) and for

habitat of such species. No evidence was found to indicate the existence of any of the vertebrate or

invertebrate species of concern at the site of the proposed action. 3 Appendix E of this document

also contains a letter from the FWS acknowledging the conclusions of the assessment.

A site inspection by an officer of the CDFG was performed as part of the environmental review

process to determine potential CDFG jurisdiction at the site. Because the action involves filling a

drainage channel, the CDFG was consulted to discuss the possible need for a Streambed Alteration

Agreement. The CDFG may require such an agreement for projects under California Fish and

Game Code Section 1603 for the placement of fill within a drainageway. The CDFG has not

claimed jurisdiction of the site of the proposed action becatase of the absence of critical habitat and

valuable wildlife resources. A Streambed Alteration Agreement for the action is not required. 4
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IMPACTS

This evaluation reviews effects on the following resources:

• Locations and/or principal concentrations of endangered and/or threatened species,
commercial species, or game species, and presence of suitable habitat. 5

• Areas of permanent or seasonal concentrations of wildlife species.

• Areas of mature landscaping comprised of specimen tress and/or unique vegetation.

• Riparian habitat.

• Wetlands habitat.

• Native California plant communities.

• Spawning and nursery stream habitat.

• Areas of scientific or educational use.

Vegetatign

LBL conducted a survey of the site and identified tree species and vegetation that would be

removed as a result of the action. 6 A site survey was performed by EIP Associates which

indicated that there would be no impacts to plant species of concern. Further, the Biological

Assessment performed for the proposed action concluded that the action would not represent a

threat to any vertebrate or invetebrate species of concern, indicating that no habitat for such species

would be affected. 7 Based on consultation with the FWS, and on field surveys and a biological

assessment of the site of the proposed action, the action would not affect any plant species of
concem or result in the destruction or modification of critical habitat.

The proposed action would result in the removal of baccharis brushland and some oak, bay, and

eucalyptus trees as follows: approximately 20 bay ta'ees with trunk diameters of 4 inches to 12

inches, approximately 17 oaks with 4-inch to 10-inch diameter trunks, and 98 eucalyptus trees

having trunks of 10 inches to 36 inches. The removal of existing vegetation would not

substantially reduce the density or variation of trees in the Strawberry Canyon watershed. The

removal of vegetation would have a substantial effect on the natural resources of the project site.
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However, subsequent revegetation and landscaping would be performed. The removal of

eucalyptus trees is supported by the UC Hill Area Fire Management Plan.

Impact

4.4-1 "/'he action would result in the removal of existing vegetation at the

proposed site, including approximately 37 native trees.

The following factors would limit the impact on vegetation resources at the site:

Disturbed areas not covered by improvements (e.g.,structures, hard surface) would be

hydroseeded after the completion of grading. The site would be revegetated according to the

landscape plan prepared by the retained A/E firm. Areas disturbed during construction would be

revegetated with fire-resistant and native plant species to the maximum extent feasible.

Cut, fill, and land grading would be conducted in a manner to minimize tree removal and injury to

mature trees. The roadway alignment would be used in the design of fire breaks for the site to

minimize the removal of vegetation.

Landscaping would be introduced as illustrated in Figure 2-8. Hydroseeding would be performed

as soon as feasible after the completion of grading to establish vegetative cover. The hydroseeding

mix that would be used has been identified by the landscape architect as: Blando Brome, Lana

Vetch, Ariki Rye, Rose Clover, Central Valley Wildflower Mix and Briza Maxima. Plantings on

crib wall faces and benches would include manzanita ('Bearberry,' "Monterey Carpet,' "Point

Reyes,' and "Radient') junipers, "creeping' rosemary, and toyon. Landscaping shrubbery and

trees would be planted in other areas disturbed by construction and would include the following:

shrubbery _ coyote bush and oleander; trees _ Monterey Pine, Live Oak, Bay, Grecian Laurel, and

"Los Altos' Redwood. Approximately 60 trees of the types listed above would be planted.

Impacts and mitigation measures regarding the removal of vegetation also would apply to

maintaining wildlife habitat and wildlife species. Based on consultation with the FWS, and on

field surveys and a biological assessment of the site of the proposed action, the action would not

directly affect any animal species of concern or result in the destruction or modification of critical
habitat.
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The direct loss of brush and eucalyptus habitat is not considered to represent a significant impact,

as these habitats are widely distributed in the Berkeley Hills. No critical breeding or foraging sites,

migration corridors, or other critical wildlife resources occur on the proposed site. Due to

construction noise and human intrusion a temporary decrease in wildlife use of adjacent

undeveloped areas is expected.

The nearby Ecological Study Area would experience some increased noise levels during the

construction period. However, no substantial changes in wildlife species composition are expected

to occur. No related loss of teaching or research opportunities is expected. The action would

involve placing a section of the ephemeral stream which crosses the western portion of the site

underground. Alteration of the streambed downstream from the site has already occurred,

however, and the amount of habitat lost due to stream undergrounding would not be a substantial

part of potential striped racer habitat in the area.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The action would contribute to the cumulative removal of vegetation and potential wildlife habitat in

the Life Sciences Area of LBL. This effect may also be viewed in the larger contexts of LBL, the

University "Hill Area," the University as a whole, and the Berkeley Hills area. Although the

action would substantially alter the vegetative setting at the proposed site, its effect on cumulative

loss of vegetation and potential wildlife habitat in the larger context of the Berkeley Hills would not
be substantial.

1 Category 2: Taxa for which existing information indicated may warrant an Endangered Species
Act listing, but for which substantial biological information to support a proposed rule is lacking.

2 U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service, letter to Gordon Becker, EIP Associates, January 7, 1991.

3 John Garcia, Principal, BioSystems Analysis, Inc., letter to Dr. Ira Fink regarding the results of
Biosystems Analysis, Inc.'s Biological Assessment for the proposed action, May 23, 1991.

4 Terry Palmisano, Wildlife Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game, personal
communication with EIP Associates, September 7, 1989.

5 California Department of Fish and Game, California Natural Diversity Data Base, 1988.

6 Site Plan, East Canyon Corporation Yard, Design Development, Kennedy/Jenks/Chilton, May-
31, 1989.
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7 John Garcia, op. cit.
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4.5 GEOLOGY, SOILS AND SEISMICITY

SEa"ING

The eastern portion of LBL is located on the northwest wall of Strawberry Canyon in the Berkeley

Hills approximately between elevations +700 feet and +1100 feet above mean sea level (msl). It

occupies a portion of the Strawberry Canyon drainage system and is characterized by moderate to

steeply sloping terrain. Differential erosion of soil and rock materials of varying engineering

characteristics has resulted in the diverse topography evident in the region. 1

The Berkeley Hills are underlain by a complex sequence of bedrock ranging in age from Jurassic to

Tertiary. Bedrock in the area is highly deformed from past tectonic activity and is generally

overlain by surficial deposits of Quaternary valley colluvium (the material accumulated by the

natural erosion and sedimentation processes that wear down hillsides). The colluvial soils that have

formed contain silt and clay with variable amounts of rock fragments. Much of this material has

accumulated as reworked slope wash debris including landslide deposits. 2

Site Topo m'aphyand Geology

The proposed site occupies approximately three acres between the +830 and +930 msl contours in

the LBL Life Sciences Area (Figure 4-8). Site topography is dominated by the general southerly

slope of the vicinity and by a north-south trending drainage channel that crosses the site's eastern

portion as shown in Figure 4-8.

Existing slopes within the site boundaries are complex and vary from nearly level to greater than 25

percent. On the north-south axis between the projected upper and lower limits of grading, the

existing generalized slope is approximately 23 percent. The area between the proposed western

grading limit and the eastern edge of the HWHF yard area currently slopes at about 16 percent

downward to the east. This degree of generalized slope continues from the proposed yard area to
the eastern extent of the site.

The site is mapped as colluvial soils over the volcanic bedrock of the Moraga Formation, which, in

turn, overlie the weak sedimentary rocks of the Orinda Formation (Figure 4-8). 3 The volcanic

rock (Moraga Formation) consists of andesite and basalt flows interbedded with pyroclastic

deposits, ali of which are deeply weathered. The Moraga Formation is not well solidified,
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resulting in an inherently weak material. 4 Rocks of the Orinda F_rmation in this area are

sandstone, siltstone and claystone that tend to be weak and poorly consolidated. 5

The contact between the Moraga and Orinda Formations is highly irregular. 6 The main contact

between the two formations crosses the proposed road alignment east of the proposed building

location. As mapped in Figure 4-8, the building and surrounding yards would be underlain

primarily by rocks of the Moraga Formation. The eastern section of the road would be underlain

mainly by the Orinda Formation. Depth to bedrock ranges from one foot to about 18 feet.

The Orinda Formation is well-known for forming unstable slopes in the area. 7 There are some

potentially active landslide deposits in the vicinity of the proposed road alignment as shown in

Figure 4-8. This indicates that slope stability is an important consideration in the design of

roadcuts. In addition, there is a small repaired landslide behind the trailer at the northeast side of

Building 83. The repaired landslide appears to be in an area underlain by the Orinda Formation.

Slopes underlain by the Moraga Formation in the western part of the site, including the area of the

proposed main building, do not show evidence of recent or potentially active landsliding. 8

However, there is some ravelling and shallow debris sliding in the eroded banks of the western

swale, as indicated in Figure 4-8.

The colluvial and residual soils on-site primarily are clay and gravelly clay. In the area of the

proposed building, soils extend to a depth of about 15 feet. Along the road alignment, soils range

from one foot thick near the western end to more than 15 feet near the existing drainage channel.

Borings made in the area to depths of 16 to 27 feet did not encounter groundwater. The locations

of the borings and test pits at the project site are shown on Figure 4-8.

Slope stability is good in the unweathered basalt, but generally only fair to poor in the other

formations, especially where clayey material has created planes in which slippage can occm', and in

zones of sheared rock that have been weakened by seismic activity. The foundation conditions are

good only in the unweathered basalt; they are relatively poor to fair in the other formations,

especially where expansive clays occur, and in the sheared zones mentioned above. 8,9
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The Bay Area is part of the most active seismic region in the United States. Every year, low and

moderate earthquakes occur within or near the region. There are several active and potentially

active fault zones that could affect urban development in the Bay Area. These include faults that are

historically active (during the last 200 years), those that have been active in the geologically recent

past (about the last 10,000 years, usually referred to as Holocene faults), and those that have been

active at some time during the Quaternary geologic period (the last two million years). The

Hayward fault, the Calaveras fault and the San Andreas fault (major features of the San Andreas

rift system) are historically active. Faults that occur east of the Berkeley Hills have been classified

as Quaternary or older because they do not display evidence of recent movement.

Several of the major fault zones in the San Francisco Bay Area are capable of causing strong

ground motion at the proposed site.10 The Calaveras fault is about ten miles east of the site, the

Hayward fault is approximately 2/3 mile to the west, and the San Andreas fault is 18 miles east of

the site. The Hayward and Calaveras faults are each capable of generating a maximum credible

earthquake (MCE) of Richter magnitude (Rm) 7.5; the northern section of the San Andreas fault

could generate an MCE of Rm 8.3.11,12

The Wildcat fault, one of the longest of the many faults in the Berkeley Hills, passes a short

distance east of the site (Figure 4-8). The fault has been mapped in detail by Harding-Lawson

Associates in their report dated February 19, 1980. The fault is located approximately 400 feet

away from the proposed structure and about 80 feet away from the proposed roadway alignment.

Investigation of this fault in the vicinity of Building 74, east of the site, revealed no evidence of

recent displacement. 13 An exploratory trench excavated by Harding-Lawson Associates north of

the proposed site indicated that the fault was nearly vertical. 14

The California Division of Mines and Geology advises that ali proposed construction in the vicinity

should be preceded by fault trace studies to establish the presence or absence of a fault and the level

of activity of any faults located on the construction site. 15 The Wildcat fault has been mapped in

the vicinity of the proposed site and its potential activity examined. Because the Wildcat fault is not

considered active and because the fault trace does not cross the site, it does not represent a rupture

hazard requiring special constraints to the action. 16
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Seismic Hazards

The State of California has delineated Special Study Zones around active and potentially active
faults in the state. The zones extend about 700 feet on either side of identified fault traces. No

structures for human occupancy may be built across an identified active fault trace. 17 Pursuant to

the Alquist-Priolo Act of 1972, the Hayward fault has been designated a special studies zone.

However, the proposed site is located about 2/3 mile outside the eastern edge of the zone for the

Hayward fault and its associated traces.

LBL has carried out a comprehensive earthquake safety program since 1973. Ali new facilities are

designed and constructed to resist the maximum credible earthquake forces estimated for the sites.

Buildings on the LBL site are required to meet the design requirements of DOE Order 6430.1A to

reduce seismic hazards in new buildings. In addition, LBL has established lateral force design

criteria which are more stringent than DOE 6430.1A. For example, LBL criteria establish the base

shear for this facility as 0.28 W compared to 0.23 W required by DOE 6430.1A, where W is the

total dead load of the structure. In addition, a dynamic analysis of the facility using the postulated

ground motion from a magnitude 7.0 earthquake on the Hayward fault will be performed and the

structure will be designed to accommodate the forces and displacements resulting from this

dynamic analysis.

Earthquake-induced landsliding of steep slopes can occur in either bedrock or unconsolidated

deposits. Soil conditions related to instabilities can be created by steep slopes, shallow soil

development, the presence of an excessive amount of water, or the lack of shear strength in the soil

or at the soil/rock interface. Firm bedrock usually can stand in steeper slopes than soils are able to

maintain. Rock type, grain size, degree of consolidation and angle of beds ali contribute to the

strength or weakness of a bedrock hillside. Shales and deeply weathered rocks are very

susceptible to slope failures. Seismic activity induces some landsliding, but most slides result

from the weight of rain- saturated soil and rock exceeding the shear strength of the underlying

material. Erosion of supporting material at the toe of the landslide or of the landslide-exposed

slopes further contributes to instability.
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Another response to severe groundshaking that can occur in loose soils is liquefaction. This

transformation from a solid state to a liquid state ("quicksand"), as a response to seismically-

induced liquefaction does not affect bedrock, however it does affect certain types of alluvium under

conditions of saturation. 18 The transformation can be very rapid. The soil characteristics of a

liquefaction-prone deposit are: saturated conditions; loose, uniformly fine sand; little or no clay-

sized particles to act as binders; and sufficiently violent vibration to increase pore pressure beyond

the shear strength of the sand particles. If these conditions occur within about 30 feet of the

ground surface, any structures supported on the soils would be subject to tilting or settlement

(sometimes very violent and rapid) as the supporting capabilities of the soil diminish. Liquefiable

material at or near the ground surface would need to be replaced or compacted before it could be

used as structural support.

Other Geotechnical Conditions

There are six soil conditions in the Berkeley Hills area that could contribute to the potential

instability of a structure and have been considered during the planning phase of this action: 1)-

liquefaction; b) impermeability; c) expansiveness; d) settlement; e) erosion; and f) landsliding.

Site-specific geotechnical investigation has been performed as required to refine the regional

interpretation and determine specific remedial actions regarding these conditions.

a) LiquefactiQn can occur in loose soils due to groundshaking. As described earlier,

liquefaction is the transformation of a solid state to a liquid state, resulting in ground

settling, landsliding and lurch cracking. Earthquake-induced liquefaction does not affect

bedrock, however it does affect certain types of alluvium under conditions of saturation.

Liquefiable material at or near the ground surface usually needs to be replaced or

recompacted before it can be used as structural support.

b) Impermeability, or a very slow rate of percolation, can produce structural problems if water

collects beneath or within the foundations of buildings. Positive drainage must be

established to prevent supporting soils from becoming weakened by saturation.

c) Expansiveness, or the potential to swell and shrink with repeated cycles of wetting and

drying, is another fairly common feature to fine grained soils. If left in piace these weak

soils can cause unacceptable amounts of settlement. The effects can range from the
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nuisance level (sticking doors and windows) to major structural damage level (shifted or

collapsed foundations). Combined with seismic loads, the effect could be sufficient to

make the difference between survival and destruction of the foundation system during a

major earthquake.

d) Settlement is a function of the compressibility of loose deposits, such as uncompacted fill,

and the weight of overlying fill or structures. Settlement occurs within the fill as the

material readjusts to the load being added. Fill composed primarily of sand is not

susceptible to post-construction settlement unless the sand fill has an extremely low

density.

e) Erosion potential is variable throughout the Berkeley Hills area. Soil erosion can be a

problem for foundation components in ways similar to those produced by expansive soils.

Basically, the loss of foundation support can result from excessive erosion.

f) Landsliding is a significant component of the natural erosional processes. Static slope

instability is the major cause of landslides other than those induced by seismic vibration.

Landslides, earthslips, mudflows and soilcreeps are ali expressions of soil conditions

related to the instabilities created by steep slopes, shallow soil development, the presence of

an excessive amount of water, or the lack of shear strength in the soil or at the soil/rock

interface. Each of these conditions is observable in the Berkeley Hills. Erosion of

supporting material at the toe of the landslide or of the landslide-exposed slopes further

contributes to instability.

Another unstable situation exists where the bedding planes or rock strata are parallel to the surface

slope of the ground. In this case the potential exists for entire rock units to slip along a weakened

plane.

The steepness of a slope is a major component of instability because of the unsupported weight of

rock and soil that may bear on a weak zone. Such human activities as making road cuts, diverting

surface runoff or impounding water can reduce the natural shear strength of bedrock slopes, and

generate landsliding even in areas of normally low susceptibility. 19
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IMPACTS

The potential geologic, soils and seismic effects of the proposed project are considered from two
e

points of view: construction impacts and hazards to people or structures. The basic criterion

applied to the analysis of construction impacts is whether or not implementation of the action

would cause substantial erosion or create unstable geologic conditions that would last beyond the

short-term construction period. The analysis of hazards involves determining the degree to which

the action would produce hazard to people or structures from seismically-induced groundshaking,

secondary ground failure, rock or soil instability, or other soil conditions.

Construction Imt_acts

ImpacI

4.5-1 Site excavation and grading could create unstable earth conditions on-site

that could pose a hazard to construction personnel and equipment.

Grading would be necessary to prepare the building site, yard areas, and access road for the

proposed facility. A portion of the drainage channel which crosses the site would be filled. The

maximum thickness of fill would be on the order of 20 feet and the deepest cut along the roadway

alignment would be approximately 20 feet. A cut in the planned borrow area north of the building

would be about 30 feet. lt is the design intent that site development would optimize cut and fill

operations to the extent feasible and minimize impacts on existing undeveloped hillsides. Retaining

walls would be utilized to retain slopes in most cut areas rather than removing additional earth

materials. An estimated 21,000 cubic yards of excess material would be generated that would be

transported off-site.

The following factors would limit the impact from grading and excavation:

Temporary and permanent altered slopes on-site would not exceed the maximum height and

gradients recommended by the geotechnical engineer. Where needed, design would utilize

structural retaining walls and crib retaining walls to retain soil slopes.

Excavations would be shored as required by OSHA regulations to preclude trench and

embankment failures during the construction period,
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Imt)act

4.5-2 Facility site areas disturbed by construction activities could be

subject to short-term and long-term erosion.

The following factors would limit the erosion impact:

Construction would be performed according to the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG)

standards regarding erosion control.

Construction would incorporate recommendations from the geotechnical report regarding erosion
control.

Disturbed areas would be replanted as soon as feasible after the completion of grading. Plantings

would be used on surfaces of cut and fill areas to collect surface runoff and reduce erosion. A

landscape maintenance program would be conducted.

Lined drainage ditches would be constructed on ali cut slopes to intercept surface runoff.

Geologi_ H_z_rds

The proposed building and access road would be located on cut and fill slopes. The existing site

also has variable slope stability conditions, which have been analyzed in the project geotechnical

report. The adverse effects of these conditions would be lessened by incorporation of the

geotechnical report recommendations cited above. Geologic hazard considerations relate to

ensuring a stable site during static as well as dynamic conditions.

Imoact

4.5-3 Facility elements could be subject to damage resulting from improper

surface or subsurface drainage or from improper compaction or

composition of fill.

The following factors would limit the impact on facility elements:

Design specifications for foundations of the proposed structures and engineered fill would conform

to recommendations made by the California registered geotechnical engineer retained by LBL.
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Benched keyways, subdrains and culverts would be utilized as necessary to eliminate the effects of

the subsurface conditions, along with building foundations designed to resist the designated

vertical and lateral loads.

Impact

4.5-4 Earthquake groundshaking at the site could cause structural damage

and subsequent hazard to building occupants. Non-structural

elements, such as shelving, cabinets, bookcases and light fixtures,

could become hazards to facility occupants.

Should an earthquake of maximum credible magnitude occur along the Hayward, Calaveras or San

Andreas faults, the facility site could experience violent groundshaking. During such an event, the

intensity of groundshaking for the vicinity of the proposed site is estimated to be VIII on the

Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale. 20 Fault rupture would not affect the site, because during the

earthquake acta:al displacement would occur only along fault traces that are actively involved in the

seismic event, none of which pass through the site. The main hazards to the proposed facility

would be the strong ground motion resulting from the earthquake and some of the various types of

ground failure associated with that motion. 21 During earthquake-induced groundshaking, the

upper story of the structure would experience the greatest amount of sway.

The following would limit the impact from potential groundshaking:

Site work for foundations and other structural elements and new construction would comply with

the Uniform Building Code, Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, DOE building design

criteria (Order 6430.1A), LBL standards, _,ad the recommendations of the geotechnical report,

whichever are most stringent.

Shelving, cabinets, bookcases and light fixtures would be securely bolted to walls and other

structural elements according to LBL policy.
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Other Geot_hnical Consideration,_

Consolidated volcanic and sedimentary rock formations, such as those that occur at the site, are not

subject to liquefaction; however, colluvial soils may be. Examination of the soil boring logs taken

from the site does not reveal any obviously liquefiable zones in the colluvium. Fills at the site

would be engineered to resist the intense groundshaking associated with seismic activity, and the

potential for settlement effects would therefore be low. Similarly, proper design of the fill

according to the recommendations of the geotechnical report would lessen the potential hazard from

soil expansiveness.

The potential for seismically-induced landsliding in the general vicinity of the proposed site is

moderate to high because of the relatively low slope stability of the colluvium and the sedimentary

interbeds. 22 The site contains a certain anaount of basaltic rocks, which have the characteristics of

good slope stability, and to that extent the site is less landslide-prone. The geotechnical study

concluded that potential landsliding impacts could be minimized through project design. As

discussed above, the recommendations of the geotechnical report regarding slope stability, and fill

and structure engineering, would form part of the action. Potential hazard from seismically-

induced landsliding would not be significant.

Temporary or incomplete excavations and grades would be susceptible to failure should a major

earthquake occur during the construction period. However, this is a hazard that is short-term and

is considered acceptable for construction projects in the Bay Area.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

With the incorporation of the measures noted above, the action would not create new cumulative

impacts associated with geology or geologic hazards. No long-term increase to erosion rates or

geologically unstable conditions woald result from implementation of the action.

1 Geo/Resource Consultants, Inc., Geotechnical Investigation, Replacement Hazardous Waste
Handling Facility, LBL, Berkeley, California, October, 1 89.
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4.6 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
SEqq'ING

The site of the proposed replacement HWHF is located within the 874-acre Strawberry Creek

watershed which lies generally above Gayley Road and Highland Avenue. Strawberry Creek has

two main branches, the South Fork and the North Fork. The SoutL Fork watershed contains about

759 acres, including the proposed site, generally comprised of steep-sloping canyons covered with

timber and/or brush and grasslands, and existing development. The site is in the 502-acre portion

of the South Fork watershed called the Upper Strawberry sub-watershed (Figure 4-9). A 1980

Storm Drainage Study reported that about ten acres of the Upper Strawberry sub-watershed had

been developed, including about four acres by LBL and about six acres by the combined

development of UC Berkeley, private residences and roads. 1

Drainage

The area surrounding the proposed site slopes down toward Centennial Drive in complex slopes

ranging from near-level in the lower parking area (below the site) to near-vertical in the old rock cut

below the existing biomedical buildings. The overall gradient of the site vicinity is approximately

25 percent, with some of the slopes above the buildings in the range of 50 percent. The stream

channel that passes through the westem portion of the site has a gradient of about 20 percent. This

ephemeral stream flows in a narrow ravine trending approximately north-south, draining a
catchment area of about 51 acres.

The stormwater runoff for this type of partially developed, partially landscaped, partially wooded,

rock-cored hillside site ranges from a coefficient of about 60 percent for the natural areas to one of

about 95 percent for the heavily developed areas. 2,3 Drainage from hillsides above the site flows

into natural stream channels which enter culverts below the site, and pass under Centennial Drive

and into the Strawberry Creek retention basin. Stormwater runoff from within the site enters the

culverts by way of catch basins. An inlet basin protected by primary screens upstream serves the

48-inch storm drain in the Building 74-83 area.

Extensive improvements w, re made to the drainage system through-out the Strawberry Creek

watershed after the heavy damage caused by the storms of October 1962. The current drainage

facilities have been able to accommodate ali runoff since the improvements were made. The
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improvements include additional pipe and culvert capacity, a 1.5 million cubic foot retention basin

in the Upper Strawberry sub-watershed, trash racks, and "hardening" of stream channels. A

safety overflow system from the retention basin called "North Canyon Road Bypass" exists to

divert water in excess of the retention basin capacity to the adjacent roadway.

Based on a storm of 100-year recurrence, the existing drainage facilities have been reported to be

adequate to handle the peak runoff from the Upper Strawberry Creek watershed. 4 In addition, the

impact of LBL development in the watershed is reported to represent a small increment of increased

peak flow which would have a negligible effect on the drainage: facilities in the Strawberry Canyon
watershed. 5

Water Ouality

Because of its location upstream of existing development, the quality of runoff water at the site

presently is considered high. Water quality sampling was performed at a point above the retention

basin dam previously mentioned as part of the Strawberry Creek Management Plan (1987). Water

quality at this location is influenced by drainage from the upper canyon areas via Hamilton Creek

as well as Strawberry Creek and its tributaries. Analysis of water samples revealed expected lower

levels of dissolved and suspended solids, turbidity, oil and grease, nitrogen and phosphorus,

bacteria, metals, temperature, and flow than those found at downstream locations. However, the

Plan concluded that wet weather quality of Strawberry Creek was impacted by urban runoff and

deteriorated over baseline water quality conditions. 6 Generally, a large percentage of the annual

contaminant load collects through the dry summer period and is carried off with the first winter
storms.

Nation_d Pgllot_nl_Discharge Elimina_i0n System

Under recent (November 1990) anaendments to the regulations contained in 40 CFR 122-124

regarding the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), stormwater discharge is

now regulated through this program. Authority for the NPDES program is found in the Federal

Clean Water Act, and in the State of California its enforcement has been delegated to the Regional

Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs). The State Board adopted a State-wide general permit

for industrial stormwater on November 19, 1991.7 This permit contains stormwater discharge

requirements for both municipalities and industrial dischargers in the State. Compliance with the
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permit conditions will be documented through submittal by dischargers of a "Notice of Intent"

form to the RWQCBs, stating the dischargers' intent to comply with the permit. As necessary,

more specific permit conditions may be applied to dischargers by the RWQCBs in the future. 8

LBL is subject to the requirements of the NPDES for stormwater discharge, and to the

requirements of the San Francisco Bay Area RWQCB. LBL intends to submit a Notice of Intent

form to the Bay Area RWQCB within the appropriate time limit. LBL would thereby be subject to

site-wide stormwater discharge requirements as stated in the State-wide permit discussed above.

Site-wide stormwater discharge requirements would include discharge from the proposed action

site, and no further NPDES requirements are expected to be applicable to the proposed action. 9

IMPACTS

This section evaluates the action in terms of its potential to: 1) substantially degrade water quality;

2) contaminate a public water supply; 3) substantially degrade or deplete ground water resources;

4) interfere substantially with ground water recharge; or 5) cause substantial flooding. The section

also analyzes potential changes in drainage patterns and surface runoff.

The potential hydrologic effects of the proposed are considered from two points of view: the short-

term and long-term effects of the action on the environment. In the first category, potential short-

term effects of construction are water quality degradation resulting from on-site erosion and

subsequent turbidity and sedimentation downstream, as well as from improper storage or disposal

of construction materials, chemicals, equipment washdowns, etc. In the second category, action-

induced hydrologic changes that could alter water quality or flooding potential at the site or
downstream are considered.

_Imoact

4.6-1 Construction activities could cause increased erosion at the site and

subsequent water quality degradation and/or reduction of storm drainage

system capacity.

During the construction period, the soils at the site could be exposed to the erosive forces of wind

and storm runoff. In their present condition the site soils are low to moderately erosion-prone;
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however, when devegetated and excavated they would be subject to gullying under the influence of

moderate to heavy rains, if preventive action is not taken. Increased on-site erosion could result in

adverse effects to downstream water quality and increased sediment transport could reduce the

carrying capacity of downstream storm water drainage systems.

The following would limit the action's effect on water quality:

Erosion control measures cited in Section 4.5, Geology, Soils and Seismicity would apply to

mitigating potential water quality and storm drainage system effects. In addition, temporary stilling

basins would be constructed to trap sediment and prevent it from leaving the site in storm water or
washwater runoff.

Disturbed areas at the site would be protected and stabilized as soon as feasible by revegetation and

drainage facilities. Afte," implementation of the landscape plan, surface soils would be stabilized

and would not constitute a substantial erosion hazard.

Impact

4.6-2 The action would alter existing drainage at the proposed site and would

increase the amount of storm runoff from the site.

The proposed action would increase the impervious surface at the site by slightly over one acre.

This figure represents impervious surfaces from roofs, road, access and yard area surfaces, and

other improved areas. The remaining portion of the site would include graded, landscaped areas

and areas within the site fenceline that have not been graded as part of the action. The facility

comprises about 0.5 percent of the Upper Strawberry sub-watershed. The action would add

approximately two percent impervious surface to its catchment basin which is predominantly
undeveloped.

Storm runoff volume from the entire 51-acre catchment basin would increase by about 1.3 percent

as a result of the action, l0 The actual increased volume of runoff from the site (estimated at 1.5 cfs

during the 100-year, 24-hour storm) would be relatively small and would not be expected to cause

any substantial adverse impacts on the hydrologic regime of the South Fork of Strawberry
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Creek. 11 The percentage increase in peak flow in the Upper Strawberry watershed is estimated to

be 0.1 percent. 12

'Drainage facilities for the site are shown on the project Grading and Drainage Plan (Figure 2-7).

The plans indicate that it would be necessary to route the ephemeral stream in a culvert where it

crosses under the site. lt is expected that stormwater velocities in the culvert would be higher than

the velocities in an open creek channel. However, the action would include facilities to protect the

downstream channel as shown in Figure 2-7. lt is not expected that erosion effects would extend

into the lower campus area because the flow rate would drop as the water passed through the

retention basin on South Fork Strawberry Creek.

The following would limit the impact on drainage and stoma runoff:

The replacement HWHF would be constructed with adequate drainage facilities to collect storm

water runoff from roofs, sidewalks, parking lots and other hard surfaces, and deliver it to existing

channels of adequate capacity to accommodate the flow.

To alleviate potential erosion impacts on the lower reach of the ephemeral stream, the proposed

storm drainage systems would be designed to reduce the velocity of post-construction runoff by

using energy dissipaters.

_OperationalWater Ouality Impact_

Operation of the replacement HWHF would not create impacts to surface water or groundwater.

Hazardous wastes handled by the facility would continue to be transported for approved off-site

disposal. Waste oil would be stored in 55-gallon drums in an above-ground storage rack. The

structure would have secondary containment which would prevent potential contamination of soil

or groundwater. Removal of the waste oil tank at the existing HWHF would be performed in

accordance with the LBL HWHF Closure Plan and requirements of Cal EPA and the City of

Berkeley, and would include soil and/or water testing by a State-certified laboratory to ensure that

on-site water quality is not affected.

The HWHF would be designed using berms, perimeter ditches and closed catch basins to provide

containment and prevent contamination of the surrounding environment during an accidental spill

of hazardous or radioactive materials. Facility design and operation would be governed by the
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federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the California Hazardous Waste Control Law,

and DOE Orders 5820.2A and 6430.1A. For a more detailed discussion of pertinent requirements,

see Section 4.10, Hazardous Materials.

Accident scenarios involving hazardous or radioactive materials transportation at LBL or off-site

were analyzed in the Safety Analysis Document (SAD) for this action. These scenarios included

potential release of hazardous materials to a storm drain or to a permeable surface. As discussed in

the SAD, the potential for water quality degradation by this means is remote because of the safe

packaging materials used for transporting wastes and the careful operating procedures employed by

the licensed waste haulers, and would not increase as a result of the proposed action.

4.6-3 The potential for a hazardous waste spill that could affect water quality

would exist from continued handling operations.

The following would limit the operational impact on water quality:

The facility would be designed and operated in conformance with applicable State and federal

hazardous waste regulations and DOE Orders 5820.2A and 6430.1A to secure the loading and

storage areas and to prevent contamination of the surrounding environment during an accidental

spill of hazardous or radioactive materials. Containment features would be provided as described

in Chapter 2, Description of the Proposed Action.

Underground fuel storage tanks located at the facility would be designed, constructed and operated

in conformance with the applicable requirements of EPA, Cal EPA and the City of Berkeley

Department of Environmental Health. (For a more detailed discussion of applicable underground

tank requirements, see Section 4.10, Hazardous Materials.)

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Addition of impervious surface from the proposed action would result in an increase in storm

runoff from the Life Sciences Research Area that drains into the South Fork of Strawberry Creek.

The action would form one acre of the overall four-acre increase in the total amount of impervious

surface at the Life Sciences Research Area projected by the LBL LRDP (1987). Full buildout at
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LBL, including Life Sciences Research Area development, is not expected to substantially affect

the drainage facilities in the Strawberry Creek watershed. 13 The project would not be considered

to contribute to a significant cumulative effect to hych'ology.

1 G.T. Kuntz, Consulting Engineer, Storm Drainage Study, Strawberry Creek Watershed at
University of Californi,_, Lawrence Berkeley Lab or_torv, prepared for LBL Plant Engineering,
February 1980.

2 Runoff coefficient is the percentage of precipitation that appears in surface streams. This value
is determined on the basis of climatic conditions and the physiographic characteristics of the
drainage basin and usually is expressed as a number between zero and one. (Glossary of Geology,
American Geological Institute, 2nd edition, 1980.) Runoff volumes are shown as percentages in
the present report for purposes of clarity.

3 Runoff coefficients from ABAG, Manual of Standards for Erosion and Sedimentation Control
Measures, 1981, p. 19.

4 Kuntz, op. cit., p. 10.

5 Ibid.

6 Charbonneau, 1987, op.cit.

7 San Francisco Bay Area RWQCB Stom_water Information Line, updated November 20, 1991.

8 Tom Mumley, San Francisco Bay Area RWQCB, personal communication with EIP Associates,
August 8, 1991.

9 Ibid.

10 Kuntz, 1980, op.cit.

11 Charbonneau, 1987, op.cit.

12 Kuntz, 1980, op.cit.

13 Ibid.
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4.7 AIR QUALITY
SETTING

Re_lato._rvB_ckgr0und (General)

The basic regulatory framework governing the control of air emissions from the proposed HWHF

is provided under the federal Clean Air Act. The Clean Air Act directs the EPA to adopt national

primary and secondary ambient air quality standards (NAAQSs) for certain "criteria" air pollutants.

It also directs the EPA to adopt performance standards for stationary sources of air pollutants and

national emission standards for certain hazardous air pollutants (NESHAPs).

While the EPA has independent jurisdiction to enforce federal standards under the Clean Air Act,

the law assigns principal responsibility for implementation and enforcement to the states. In

California, that responsibility has been delegated to the State Air Resources Board (ARB) and

various local air pollution control districts. The district having immediate jurisdiction over most

stationary air emission sources located in the Bay Area, including the proposed H Ce'HF,is the Bay

Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). The ARB has retained jurisdiction over non-

stationary sources (i.e., motor vehicles) throughout the State.

The EPA h_s adopted primary and secondary NAAQSs for several specific air pollutants known as

criteria pollutants. These include sulfur dioxide (SO2), suspended particulate matter (TSP), carbon

monoxide (CO), ozone (O3), nitrogen oxide (NO 2) and lead. In addition, the ARB has adopted

State ambient air standards for these and several other pollutants (hydrogen sulfide, sulfates, and

visibility reducing particles). State ambient air quality standards are equal to or more stringent than

the federal NAAQSs.

The Bay Area air basin currently is in violation (i.e., non-attainment) of a number of State and

federal ambient air quality standards, including the NAAQSs for ozone and CO (urbanized areas

only). Ozone is not emitted directly from pollutant sources but instead forms in the atmosphere

through a complex series of photochemical reactions involving reactive organic compounds (ROG)

and nitrogen oxides (NOx). No single-source category accounts for a majority of ROG and NOx

emissions in the air basin, and many such sources are spread throughout the Bay Area.
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In contrast with ozone, CO is a nonreactive pollutant with one major source: motor vehicles.

Ambient CO distributions closely follow the spatial and temporal distributions of vehicular traffic

and are influenced strongly by meteorological factors such as wind speed and atmospheric

stability.

In addition to ozone and CO, ambient air quality standards for TSP may be exceeded from time to

time in the Bay Area. The highest concentrations of TSP tend to occur in dry, inland areas, such

as the Santo. Clara, Diablo, and Livermore valleys. The largest contributors to TSP levels in the

Bay Area are demolition and construction activity and motor vehicle traffic over paved and unpaved
-oads.

O,,'_eimportant consequence of area non-attainment with ambient air standards is its impact on the

ability of new or modified emission sources to obtain necessary permits from the appropriate air

quality mar_agemen) district. Under BAAQMD rules, any person who builds, installs, modifies or

replaces a stationary source usually must obtain a permit from the BAAQMD in the form of an

authority to construct (ATC). In addition, such persons must obtain a permit to operate (PTO)

before the murce can be used. The determination of whether to issue an ATC or PTO depends on

whether the applicant can demonstrate compliance with specified emissions standards, or

alternatively, that the proposed source will not interfere significantly with the attainment or

mainl"enance of any NAAQS. If the required demonstration cannot be made, the permit will be
denied.

There are a number of exemptions fr:_m BAAQMD permit requirements. These exemptions are

available to different types of soecified facilities (e.g., certain office and commercial buildings

heated by natural gas) and equipment. However, the exemptions do not apply to any facilities or

equipment that emit specified levels of certain hazardous substances, including lead, asbestos

(other th_l in connection with demolition operations or waste disposal), beryllium, mercury, vinyl

chloride, fluorides, and cef rain sulfur compounds.

HWHFOperation

Although the existing HWHF does generate some low-level air emissions, principally associated

with on-site, laboratory-sea',le chemical storage, treatment, and packaging activities, the facility has

been allowed to operate _ithout _ermits issued by BAAQMD. Under BAAQMD rules, facilities
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that emit air contaminants as a result of the operation of certain types of laboratory and testing

equipment and liquid storage and loading equipment generally are exempt from district permitting

requirements. Operation of the proposed HWHF will involve similar types and levels of emissions

as the existing facility; based on current regulations LBL would not be required to obtain air

permits from the district.

The HWHF will be required to comply with various operating standards under both federal and

BAAQMD rules. These standards are designed to limit the potential for emissions of certain types

of organic and inorganic gaseous pollutants and specified hazardous substances. As noted above,

the federal NESHAPS establish specific limitations and requirements on emissions of a variety of

hazardous substances, including asbestos, benzene, beryllium, coke oven emissions, inorganic

arsenic, mercury, radionuclides, and vinyl chloride. BAAQMD standards for hazardous

substances overlap the federal NESHAPS to a large extent, but do address some additional

substances (lead and hexavalent chromium) and entail some differences in application. A

compliance agreement with EPA Region IX is in draft form. This agreement commits LBL to

developing a monitoring strategy that includes the HWHF and is based on hazardous risk.t

The proposed HWHF does have the potential to emit certain substances, including radionuclides,

that are subject to specific operating standards. EPA has promulgated NESHAPS for

radionuclides emitted from most facilities owned or operated by DOE and other facilities licensed

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or operated by other federal agencies. These

NESHAPS include specific emissions standards, monitoring and compliance procedures, and

reporting and record-keeping requirements.

As a federally directed facility, LBL is subject to DOE Order 5820.2A regarding radioactive waste

management. Certain ventilation systems for radioactive materials handling and storage areas at the

existing facility are (and in the proposed facility will be) equipped with High Efficiency Particulate

Air (HEPA) filters and contain, in ali cases, in-line samplers to control and monitor emissions.

There have been no instances of radioactive releases in reportable quantities at the existing facility,

and normal facility operation is not expected in the future to generate adverse airborne emissions of

radioisotopes.
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Regulatory Settin_z(Toxic Air Contaminants_
v - --

In addition to requirements adopted by the EPA, the ARB, and the BAAQMD to implement the

federal Clean Air Act, California has adopted special rules applicable to emissions of certain kinds

of toxic air contaminants (TACs). TACs are defined by State law to include any air pollutant that

may cause or contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in serious illness, or which may

pose a present or potential threat to human health.

The State air toxics law requires the ARB to identify specific chemical substances that constitute

TACs. TACs identified to date include asbestos, benzene, cadmium, carbon tetrachloride,

chlorinated dioxins/furans, hexavalent chromium, and ethylene oxide. Other substances that are

being (or may in the future be) considered for identification as TACs include inorganic arsenic,

vinyl chloride, methylene chloride, chloroform, formaldehyde, nickel, perchloroethylene, and

trichloroethylene. The ARB has adopted TAC control measures for benzene (requiring installation

of Phase I and II vapor recovery systems at retail motor fuel service stations) and hexavalent

chromium (addressing emissions from chrome plating and chloride acid anodizing operations).

Additional control measures for other TACs have been considered and may be adopted in the
future.

In 1987, the State Legislature adopted a new law known as the Air Toxics "Hot Spots"

Information and Assessment Act. This law requires certain facilities to prepare and submit to air

quality control districts (e.g., the BAAQMD) a comprehensive inventory quantifying air emissions

of over 150 different listed substances. Facilities to which the inventory requirement applies

include: 1) those that manufacture, formulate, use or release any certain chemicals (or their

precursors); and 2) those that have been listed in an existing toxics use or air toxics emission

survey inventory or report issued by an air quality management district. LBL h_ been included in

the air toxics inventory issued by the BAAQMD, and it is expected that LBL will continue to

prepare site-wide air emissio_i., _,_ventories periodically as required by the Air Toxics "Hot Spots"

legislation.

Under regulations adopted by the ARB, covered facilities that either 1) emit a total of 25 tons per

year or more of certain criteria pollutants; or 2) have been listed in a district air toxics inventory

report were required to have submitted an emissions inventory by August 1, 1989. Other covered
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facilities were required to submit inventory reports by August 1, 1990. The reports must include

facility plans and detailed emissions data on standard fornas approved by the ARB.

Upon receipt of facility reports, the ARB is directed by law to assign covered facilities to priority

categories and designate facilities that are required to prepare health risk assessments. Depending

on the results of the assessments and other information, the ARB may take further action to control

air toxics emissions.

IMPACTS

This section evaluates the proposed action for its potential to violate any ambient air quality

standard, contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation, or expose

sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations. Air quality impacts comprise two

categories: temporary impacts due to construction and long-term impacts due to operation. Air

emissions from HWHF-generated traffic is considered as an effect of facility operation.

Construction lmoacts

Imvact
-

4.7-1 Construction activities would create short-term increases of dust

emissions at the proposed site and exhaust emissions from vehicles related

to construction.

Construction activities would create a temporary increase in dustfall, and therefore an increase in

TSP concentrations, near the proposed site. Equipment and vehicles generate dust during clearing,

excavation and grading. Construction vehicle traffic on unpaved surfaces also increases dust, as

does wind blowing over exposed earth surfaces. Construction vehicles and equipment and worker

commute vehicles also would emit exhaust at the construction sites that would contribute to local

and regional pollutant concentrations. The amount of the increase would not cause violations of

any air quality standards or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation.

The following would limit the effect of construction activities on air quality:

Dust emissions related to excavation and construction would be reduced by watering. The

frequency of watering would increase as wind speeds increase.
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The site would be cleaned daily of mud and dust carried onto street surfaces by vehicles during
construction.

Measures noted in Section 4.5, Geology, Soils, and Seismicity related to erosion also would apply

to reducing dust emissions. Upon completion of construction, replanting and paving would be

completed as soon as feasible.

Operational lnlpaq|s

The proposed action would relocate existing HWHF activities from one LBL area to another. A

net increase in LBL vehicular traffic, employee or operational, is not expected. Since the action

would not affe_'t internal and external traffic volumes, no measurable increments to local CO

concentrations or to emissions of ROG or NOx would occur. The quantity of hazardous materials

handled by LBL also would not increase as a result of the proposed replacement HWHF, and

therefore air emissions from waste handling activities would remain at existing levels.

Storage, treatment and packaging activities would continue to be performed using sealed containers

and fume hoods, with radiation areas ventilated by HEPA-filtered fume hood systems with in-line

samplers and chemical handling areas covered by fume exhaust hoods at negative pressure. Based

on a preliminary review of the conceptual design by the BAAQMD, it is anticipated that BAAQMD

permits will not be required for the replacement HWHF operations. At the completion of the

design, the replacement HWHF operations will be reviewed in detail by the BAAQMD and any

required permits will be obtained. ! A discussion of potential air emissions during upset conditions

is provided in Section 4.10, Hazardous Materials.

Radiolo_ca! Air Emissions

Some of the activities associated with the handling of hazardous wastes at the HWHF result in the

release of small quantities of chemicals into the atmosphere. The amount of chemicals released are

in conformance with standard industry practice for facilities of this type. Worker protection

standards require that a negative pressure be maintained in radioactive materials handling areas,

potentially resulting in venting of radionuclides to the atmosphere, including the potential release of

low-level radionuclides (tritium, carbon 14, iodine 125 and iodine 131). Industry standards are
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designed to ensure that these compounds are released in negligible quantities during
decontamination activities.

Approximately 2 curies (Ci) of radioactivity would be processed with the solid and liquid waste

through the HWHF annually. Tritium activity is not included in this estimate because it is

impregnated in a silica gel and packed in tar and does not become airborne. A substantial portion

of the total radioactive materials would be in waste packages and containers that would remain

sealed from the point of collection until their off-site disposal.

Quantities of radionuclides and hazardous wastes potentially emitted from the HWHF would be

considerably smaller than quantifies emitted from laboratory facilities within the LBL complex. Air

sampling devices equipped with filters that capture radioactive particulates are used to regularly

monitor laboratory emissions and emissions from the three existing stacks at the HWHF. Analysis

of samples from laboratory and existing HWHF stacks has demonstrated that radioactivity on the

filters has not exceeded background levels.

Environmental releases of radionuclides at the LBL facility have been studied and reported in the

1990 Annual Environmental Monitoring Report by LBl., engineers. A detailed meteorological

study of Strawberry Canyon was performed by LBL scientists, including five years of hourly

wind speed and direction measurements. These wind data have been coupled with emissions data

to predict the trajectory of radioactive emissions through the atmosphere. For 1990, as in the

previous several years, dose equivalents attributable to LBL radiological operations were a small

fraction of both the relevant radiation protection guidelines and the natural background radiation. 2

Areas of the new HWHF which would present contamination potential are decontamination,

solidification, compaction and sorting. Each of these areas would be protected from contamination

by glove boxes or exhaust hood enclosures. Where required, exhaust discharge from hoods or

glove boxes would pass through a single-stage HEPA filter with a particulate removal efficiency of

99.97 percent for 0.3 micrometer particulate. The release mechanism for the decontamination and

compaction areas is assumed to be resuspension; for the solidification operations it would be

partitioning activities from liquids.
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Released contamination would be minute and would be diluted by the air exhaust flow from the

various ventilation zones. The area that would produce the greatest total concentration of

radioactive activity at the roof stack is the compaction area. This maximum concentration is

estimated to be 3.2 x 10"13 microcuries per cubic centimeter (mCi/cc). 3

To determine the level of significance of radioactive effluents, the estimated concentrations of the

various materials at the point of discharge have been compared to their respective release limits. 4

The concentrations of the discharged radioactive effluents would be at least one order of magnitude

below the Maximum Allowable Concentrations. Further reduction of the concentrations by

dispersion would occur with increasing distance from the building.

lmmra
4.7-2 HWHF operations would continue to involve generation of low levels of

air emissions of radionuclides.

HEPA filters and in-line samplers would be provided to reduce emissions of radioactive materials

and to monitor exhaust air from radioactive handling areas. Air emissions would be maintained

below threshold levels determined by statutory requirements.

Air Emissions of Hazardous Chemicals

The handling of hazardous chemicals may potentially release chemicals into the gaseous effluent

stream through: 1) the transfer of organic materials from laboratory size containers into 55-gallon

drums for off-site disposal, and 2) the neutralization of acid. Chemicals that potentially may be

emitted during handling activities include solvents, fixatives, petroleum hydrocarbons, alcohols,

and various other organic compounds. Ali volatile chemicals processed at the HWHF are kept in

closed containers, so that the only source of airborne emissions for these chemicals are in

transferring liquids from one container to another. These operations would be performed under

fume hoods which would maintain negative pressure with respect to the HWHF even in the event

of loss of power to the facility. No appreciable amount of chemical fumes could build up inside

the facility. No other waste handling operations would produce chemical releases because the
chemicals would be sealed in containers at ali times.
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An estimated maximum five gallons per day of organic solvents would be transferred from small to

larger containers. 5 The amount of acid to be neutralized would also be less than five gallons per

day. Both processes involve a simple pouring operation using a funnel to prevent spillage. Fume

releases, estimated based on the amount of materials evaporated from the exposed surface while

being poured, would be mixed with ventilation exhaust air and diluted prior to discharge at the roof
stack.

The concentrations of representative materials in the air discharge at the stack would be 3.4

milligrams per cubic meter (mg/m 3) for trichloroethane and 0.4 mg/m 3 for nitric acid. The

concentration at ground level downwind, and still within site boundaries, would be less than 0.3

mg/m 3 for trichloroethane and 0.004 mg/m 3 for nitric acid. 6 These values can be compared to the

Threshold Limit Values (TLVs) published by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial

Hygienists (ACGIH 1988). The ACGIH states that it is believed that the average worker can be

exposed to the TLV on a daily basis, up to 8 hours per day and 40 hours per week without adverse

health effects. The trichloroethane TLV is 1,900 mg/m 3 and the nitric acid TLV is 5 mg/m 3.

Although the ACGIH cautions use of the TLV for non-occupational exposures, non-occupational

exposure limits are not available. Based on this analysis, there would be no adverse environmental

impact from the anticipated concentrations of materials discharged to the outside air.

Total discharge of organics and acids through working loss may be extrapolated from the estimated

discharge concentrations. Assuming there are 200 working days in a year, and each one-gallon

pour takes two minutes, the total annualized release to the environment would be about 0.8 grams

of solvent and 0.8 grams of acid.

CUIVIULATIVE IMPACTS

The action would not include new employees, new waste handling functions, or a greater volume

of wastes handled. Consequently, no increase in air emissions would result from workers'

vehicles, waste transportation vehicles, or from handling activities. Emissions from construction

vehicles and equipment would constitute a short-term addition to cumulative air emissions sources.

1 Judith Cutino, Senior Engineer, BAAQMD, conversation with EIP Associates, Mayl8, 1989.
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22. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Environment, Health and Safety Division, Annual
Environmental Monitoring Report of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1990, May 1991, pp. 1-
2.

3 Please see Appendix C, Technical References to Endnotes for Section 4.7.

4 Please see Appendix C, Technical References to Endnotes for Section 4.7.

5 Jim Haley, Deputy Department Head, Operations, LBL EH&S Department, conversation with
EIP Associates, September 11, 1989.

6 Please see Appendix C, Technical References to Endnotes for Section 4.7.
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4.8 TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION

This section discusses existing traffic and circulation patterns at LBL, and access to mass transit,

as well as pedestrian traffic, egress and ingress to LBL, and HWHF transportation needs. DOT

regulations regarding the transportation and export of hazardous wastes, including designated

access routes on local roadways, are also discussed. A detailed analysis of traffic and circulation

in the LBL vicinity is contained in the LBL Site Development Plan, Draft Environmental Impact

Report, December, 1986 and Final EIR. 1 Pertinent areas of that study are summarized in this
section.

SE'VHNG

Automobiles, public transit, bicycles, and walking are available modes ef transportation to the area

of the proposed action. Regional access to LBL is provided by Interstate 80, State Route 24 and

State Route 13 (Ashby Avenue). The Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) and the Alameda County

(AC) Transit serve downtown Berkeley. The UC campus and LBL are connected by a shuttle bus
that serves various locations in LBL.

The majority of LBL staff and employees commute by automobile and travel via surface streets to

one of three gates to the LBL site. Ali three gates have security-controlled access; approximately

30 percent of LBL traffic uses the Strawberry Canyon Gate, adjacent to the Life Sciences Research

Area (Figure 4-10).

LBL Circolafign

The LBL site is served by a serpentine roadway system oriented from east to west. Because of

circulation constraints, most large truck deliveries are directed to LBL's Emeryville warehouse,

where materials are transferred to smaller trucks for delivery to the LBL site. The Laboratory's

policy is to encourage the use of public transit and the LBL shuttle as the primary means of travel

to and within the site. Foot travel is encouraged for trips within LBL through a system of

footpaths and walkways. Cyclotron Road is the main east-west road within LBL and is a major

internal circulation route. Cyclotron Road is complemented by a northern road loop and a southern

road loop. The loop portions are one lane designated one-way to facilitate traffic flow and

minimize congestion. Where the road carries traffic in two directions, it has two lanes. Cyclotron

Road terminates at the Life Sciences Research Area as shown in Figure 4-10.
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Life Sciences Research Area

Access to the site of the proposed facility is gained either through the Strawberry Canyon Gate on

Centennial Drive, or using Cyclotron Road and the underpass below Centennial Drive. An

existing roadway within the Life Sciences Research Area passes between Buildings 83 and 74 and

terminates behind Building 83. The existing access road is primarily used by delivery trucks

serving the biomedical facilities. 2

Parking at LBL is limited because of the LBL's hilly terrain. Parking demand generally exceeds

the number of available spaces. However, the demand/supply ratio of parking space at the Life

Sciences Research Area is generally superior to other LBL locations.

Existing HWHF Traffic and Circul_lion

There is an average of six trips per day by pick-up truck or van to the existing HWHF facility.

Approximately ten trips are made per year by tractor rra,lcr carrying wastes from the LBL facility to

approved off-site disposal facilities. The site of the existing HWHF is some distance from any

State routes, and the contribution of the facility to total traffic on these routes is considered

negligible.

Hazardous waste transportation routing is designed to reduce potential exposure to waste materials.

Federal regulations addressing this issue are set forth in Title 49 CFR 397.9. 3 State law for the

transportation of waste is contained in the California Vehicle Code, which states that the transfer of

waste materials shall be on state or interstate highways which offer the least overall transit time. 4

The route currently used passes through LBL and exits at the Blackberry Canyon Gate. Trucks

proceed down Hearst Street to connect with University Avenue and travel west to 1-80 before

heading north or south.

Potential alternate routes include Centennial Drive and Grizzly Peak Boulevard. Centennial Drive

is a steep public roadway with tight curves which can experience poor visibility and fog. Grizzly

Peak Boulevard provides access to Route 24 to the east. However, it is a two-lane highway with

sharp curves and long downhill runs to the interstate highway. The current transfer route is

preferred to other routes that involve the use of public roads in the vicinity of the proposed site and

use of alternative routes is not recommended or planned.
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IMPACTS

This section evaluates the proposed action in terms of its potential to cause a substantial increase in

traffic relative to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system. Increases in traffic

volume that reduce intersection capacity to below Level of Service D are considerred significant

adverse impacts. Increase in traffic volumes of more than two percent for intersections currently at

Level of Service E or F are also considered significant adverse impacts. The degree of change in

the frequency of hazardous waste transfer operations on public roads is _Llsoconsidered as a

criterion for potential adverse effects.

Off-Site Hazardous Waste TransportatiQrl
Imvact

-

4.8-1 Trucks transferring wastes would continue to access public streets and

highways.

There would be no increase in the volume of hazardous waste from the replacement facility, and on

a yearly basis there would be no increase in the number of trips made by transfer vehicles or

frequency of service. The transfer of wastes to an approved off-site disposal area would continue

to occur approximately ten times per year. Approved disposal sites are located in Utah, Nevada,

Washington, or elsewhere in California. The routes used for the transfer of wastes from the

proposed facility to the disposal site would continue to be generally over interstate highways. The

routes used would not differ from routes currently used for the transfer of hazardous waste
materials from LBL.

The following would limit the impact of continued use of public streets and highways:

The operation of transfer trucks would continue to be carried out in compliance with ali applicable

State and federal regulations including Title 49 CFR 397.9 and Title 26 of the California Vehicle
Code.

The transportation of materials from the HWHF would not have an increased impact on areas

through which trucks currently pass. The Level of Service at intersections around LBL would

remain unchanged as a result of the action.
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LBL Circulation

Because the proposed facility would not result in an increase in the volume of hazardous waste

handled at LBL, the number of daily deliveries and transfer truck departures would not be greater

than at the existing facility. The new HWHF would not result in an increase in truck traffic on

LBL roads, including Centennial Drive and Cyclotron Road. Hazardous waste would continue to

be transported to the facility along internal roadways within LBL. Vehicles would use Cyclotron

Road and pass under Centennial Drive to access the Life Sciences Research Area and the

replacement facility. Circulation within LBL would not be affected by the minor amount of internal

redistribution which would take piace.

There would be a maximum of ten staff members assigned to the proposed facility. The same

number of personnel presently employed in waste handling operations would be transferred to the

relocated facility. Since the number of employees at LBL would not increase as a result of the

action, there would not be an increase in overall parking demand on the LBL site. Parking in the

Shop and Support Facilities Area, where the existing HWHF is located, may be slightly improved.

The action would improve congestion and site access to the Shop and Support Facilities Area in

that it would involve removing existing facility activities from this crowded area.

!moact

4.8-2 The action would remove some vehicular congestion at the existing

HWHF site and facilitate access to the Shop and Facilities Support Area.

This is considered a beneficial impact of the proposed action.

Life Sciences R¢search Area

Construction plans involve providing access to the HWHF by the extension of the existing road

between Buildings 74 and 83. The road would gain elevation and turn north beyond Building 83

as shown in the site plan (Figure 2-3). This route would minimize the grade required to gain

access to the proposed facility. The road would be engineered to accommodate 60-foot tractor

trailers used for transferring hazardous waste.
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4 8 TrafficandCirculation

The maximum grade for the new access road would be 12.5 percent to accommodate 60-foot long
_mitrailers. The traffic index for the road construction would be 4.5 for automobile areas and 8.0

for trucks. The movement of trucks on the access road would require the appropriate structural

requirements to be factored into the road design. The sabgrade would have an "R" value

recorm,ended by a Civil Engineer.

Irrmaet

4.8-3 The action would include construction of an access road to serve vehicles

transporting hazardous wastes.

Design of the access road would comply with the Caltrans H:,ghway Design Manual.

Development of the proposed facility would provide new ,on-site parking for employees working in

the facility. The existing parking lot located west of the Strawberry Canyon entrance gate would

not be disturbed by the project and would continue to serve the occupants of the immediate area.

Construction lmoacts to Transt_nation and Parkin_
- v

Short-term transportation impacts generated by the proposed action would include vehicle trips by

workers to and from the site, truc:k trips related to construction, and vehicle trips related to transfer

of operations. Trucks would bring building materials to the site and remove excess materials (i.e.,

earth materials, cleared vegetation) to an off-site landfill. Most truck trips would be involved in the

removal of excess materials created by cut and fill operations. During an estimated 3-month

period, about 20 truck trips per day would be needed for this purpose. A total of about 290 truck

trips would be needed to import concrete at a later stage of the construction process which would

not overlap the site work phase.

Construction activities would create temporary parking demand tbr workers' vehicles and would

cause a short-term increase in vehicle traffic on the ",BL site P.ad on City access roads. These

effects would not conflict with any regulations or policies relatiag to transportation and parking and

would not otherwise be considered adverse impacts. Parl:ing for workers' vehicles would be

restricted to the construction and staging areas and would not produce a substantial effect on

parking elsewhere at LBL.
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Transfer of operations from the existing to the replacement HWHF is described in Chapter 2 of this

document under the heading "Closure Plan for Existing HWHF." The transfer of operations

would produce an estimated four to six truck trips per day on an LBL roadway between the two

facilities for about two weeks. This number of vehicle trips would not create an effect on vehicle

circulation at LBL discemable from the effect of the 1,000 to 2,000 vehicle trips per day that occur

within the boundaries of LBL. Hazardous wastes m,nsferred to the replacement HWHF would be

packaged for shipment in accordance with the existing established procedures for transfer of

hazardous materials from LBL generator locations to the HWHF.

Imt)act

4.8-4 Construction would create short-term increased construction vehicle

traffic at LBL and on City access roads.

The construction contract would strongly urge carpooling to limit the number of vehicle trips per

day and to reduce parking demand.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The action would not increase the number of HWHF employees, or the volume of waste handled

or transported off-site for disposal. Existing waste volumes would continue to be handled by

HWHF personnel transferred to the replacement facility. The action therefore would not create a

long-term cumulative inpact related to traffic or parking.

1 Director's Office, Health and Safety Liaison, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Site Development
Plan, Draft Environmental Impact Report, December 1986.

2 Ibid., p.121.

3 U.S.Department of Transportation, Title 49, CFR 397.9, 262 and 263.

4 _2alifomia Vehicle Code, Section 31303.
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4.9 NOISE

SETTING

Noise is defined as an unwanted and disturbing sound. The human response to environmental

noise is subjective and varies considerably from individual to individual. The effects of noise can

range from interference with sleep, concentration, and communication, to physiological and

psychological stress, and, at the highest intensity levels, to hearing loss. Sleep disturbance occurs

when interior noise levels exceed 40 to 50 A-weighted decibels (dBA). 1

The passage of a heavy truck can generate sound in excess of 90 dBA. A jet airliner takeoff at a

distance of 200 feet amounts to about 120 dBA. The California Department of Health recommends

60 dBA as the maximum acceptable average outdoor noise level in noise-sensitive areas (e.g.,

residential neighborhoods, areas near hospitals and schools, etc.).

The major sources of urban noise are traffic-related. Noise levels in the vicinity of LBL, with the

exception of areas bordering major arterials, are relatively low. Located in the Berkeley Hills, the

site of the proposed action is some distance from major roadways. The dominant noise sources are

LBL traffic using Cyclotron Road and vehicles using Centennial Drive, a public roadway.

Operation of the existing HWHF presently does not produce a substantial amount of noise either in

the facility areas or in adjacent areas. The ten tractor trailer trips that the HWHF generates are the

greatest source of noise related to facility operation. Because the trips are infrequent and the haul

vehicles maintain sound suppression equipment (i.e., adequate mufflers), these tractor trailer trips

are not considered to substantially affect nearby receptors.

IMPACTS

In this section the project is examined relative to its potential to increase the ambient noise levels for

adjoining areas. This section analyzes potential noise generation from project construction and

replacement facility operation.

Construction Noi_

Construction activities would temporarily generate high noise levels on and araund the site during

some construction activities. Table 4-1 shows outdoor noise levels lkkely to be experienced during
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TABLE 4-1

TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION NOISE LEVELS AT 50 FEET (dBA) 1

Commercial/Industrial
Construction Average Housing Construction

Construction Phase N9i_¢ Level Averdge Noise Level

Groundclearing 84 84
Excavation 89 88

Foundations 7 8 81

Erection 85 82

Finishing 89 88

1Taken from Noise from Construction EauiDment and Ooerafions. Buildin_ Eauioment. and Home
Appliances, prepared by Bolt, Beranel_, and Newman for the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, December 31, 1971, p. 20.

construction phases. Table 4-2 illustrates typical construction equipment noise. Noise from

localized sources typically falls off approximately 6 dBA with each doubling of distance from

source to receptor when the receptor is located on a fiat plane.

Receptors located within about 1,400 feet of construction would experience noise greater than 60

dBA during the noisiest phases of construction. No noise-sensitive receptors fall within this

range. Since the area of the project site is surrounded by wooded hillsides, noise attenuation

would be greater than under "typical" conditions. Construction noise impacts would be of short
duration.

Project construction would also involve a substantial number of truck trips to and from the site in

order to transport excess earth materials off-site and construction materials to the site. These trips

would add to noise levels along the vehicle routes. The exact routes used by construction vehicles

would vary depending upon the origin or destination of the vehicles and are not presently known.

However, it is expected that vehicles primarily would utilize the routes shown on Figure 4-10 in

Section 4.8, Traffic and Circulation.
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TABLE 4-2

TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT NOISE (dBA) 1

Noise Level at 50 Feet
Without With Feasible

Eouioment Twe NQise Control Noise Control 2

Earthmoving:
Front Loaders 79 75
Backhoes 85 75
Dozers 80 75
Tractors 80 75
Graders 85 75
Trucks 91 75
Pavers 89 80

Materials Handling:
Concrete Mixers 85 75
Concrete Pumps 82 75
Cranes 83 75

Stationary:
Pumps 76 75
Generators 78 75
Compressors 81 75

Impact:
Pile Drivers 101 95
Jack Hammers 88 75
Pneumatic Tools 86 80

Other:.
Saws 78 75
Vibrators 76 75

1Taken from Noise from Construction Equipment and Opera_ions_ Building Equipment, and Home
Appliances, prepared by Bolt, Beranek, and Newman for the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, December 31, 1971.

2Estimated levels obtainable by selecting quieter procedures or machines and implementing noise
control features requiring no major redesign or extreme cost.
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Residential areas located along Hearst Avenue would be subjected to noise from construction

vehicles accessing the LBL site. Construction activities would be conducted during daylight hours

when the existing noise levels due to Hearst Avenue traffic are relatively high. The contribution of

construction-related vehicles to existing noise levels on Hearst Avenue and other City roads (e.g.,

University Avenue) would not constitute a substantial addition to ambient noise levels.

ImDact

4.9-1 Construction would create increased short-term noise levels at the

adjacent Buildings 83 and 74 area, and along the routes used by

construction vehicles.

Construction equipment, including construction vehicles transporting materials on- and off-site,

would be fitted with sound suppressant devices to control noise volumes to the degree shown
feasible in Table 4-2.

Ooerational lmp_t¢_s

The facility design would include exhaust fans at roof level and an outside standby generator. The

generator would only function during power failures. Noise from exhaust fans or from the

standby generator would not be of sufficient volume to affect noise-sensitive receptors outside of

LBL. No noise-sensitive areas exist in the vicinity of the replacement HWHF.

Future noise levels on and around the HWHF site would be influenced by action-induced changes

in traffic circulation patterns on the internal LBL road system. Since the action is planned as a

replacement for an existing facility, it would generate no new internal trips; about six pick-up

trucks per day, which now carry waste to the existing facility, would bring wastes to the new

facility from other LBL locations. A similar number of trips made by relocated employees would

occur at the new facility. The proposed rerouting would not measurably affect average ambient

noise levels on LBL property.

Wastes stored at the replacement facility would be removed periodically, lt is estimated that ten

trips per year by heavy trucks would continue to be required to carry the wastes to a disposal site.

The trucks would reach the site via the main LBL campus and depart along Cyclotron Road (see
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Section 4.8, Traffic and Circulation). For approach and departure, transfer trucks would use

Hearst and University Avenues as access routes to the 1-880 Freeway (via 1-80).

Heavy trucks can generate noise of about 80 dBA at 50 feet when traveling at 30 mph, Noise at a

comparable level can also be generated when such trucks labor uphill at slower speeds or when

they apply brakes on a steep downgrade. However, trucks engaged in the transfer of waste

materials presently use LBL roads and public streets. Trucks accessing the proposed facility

would use the same route. The proposed action therefore would not result in an increase in

existing truck noise.

Occupants of Buildings 74 and 83 could be affected by the noise of heavy trucks arriving and

leaving the project area. These trucks can generate maximum noise levels approaching 90 dBA at

50 feet. Most receptors in the Buildings 74 and 83 area would be indoors and would experience

attenuated noise levels. The limited number of times that transfer trucks would access the site

would not result in a substanital adverse noise impact on site users.

4.9-2 Facility operation would involve exhaust fans and periodic tractor trailer

trips that would elevate noise levels in areas adjoining the site.

The following would limit the action's operational impact on noise:

Noise suppression features would continue to be maintained on transfer vehicles.

Exhaust fans would be contained in a mechanical penthouse that would reduce noise emission.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The action would not change the nature of HWHF operations and would not increase the amount

of noise generated by facility activities. Noise associated from facility operations (i.e., equipment

and transfer vehicle noise) would be relocated from the area of the existing HWHF to the area of

the replacement facility. The action therefore would not result in a cumulative operational noise

impact.
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During construction, the use of trucks to transport materials to and from the proposed site would

create a short-term effect on cumulative noise levels along the routes followed by the vehicles.

These routes include both LBL roads and public streets. However, HWHF construction activities

would be performed during daylight hours when noise from construction vehicles would
contribute a minor increment to total ambient noise levels.

1 For a discussion of acoustic fundamentals, see Appendix D of this report.
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4.10 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

SETTING

The hazardous wastes handled at the LBL HWHF include a wide range of chemical substances

with a broad variety of associated hazards. Wastes originate from the many different research

laboratories within the LBL facility. The categories of hazardous wastes handled consist of

radioactive and mixed radioactive wastes, PCBs, corrosive liquids, waste solvents, metal sludges,

waste oils, waste coolant, waste empty drums, contaminated soils, fluorescent light bulbs, motor

vehicle batteries, lab packs, mercury waste, paint materials, oily rags, spent activated carbon and

asbestos. No biomedical or infectious waste is handled at the HWHF.

The HWHF does not dispose of wastes, but rather stores wastes and prepares the wastes for

transport to off-site TSDFs. Preparation may include combining compatible wastes, sealing

radioactive materials in a tar matrix, solidifying, and neutralizing acids. The LBL EH&S

Department has Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) on file for the chemicals used throughout the

LBL facility. Table 4-3 presents a list of the hazardous wastes to be handled at the facility and the

annual average quantity handled. These wastes correspond to those listed in the Operation Plan for

the facility. The radioactive elements handled at the HWHF and rate of generation are detailed in
Table 4-4.

Regulatory Se||in_ v

A number of regulatory programs have been enacted to ensure the safe management of hazardous

materials and hazardous wastes, lt is the policy of LBL to manage its hazardous materials and

hazardous waste in accordance with ali applicable laws. This section describes the principal

hazardous material and hazardous waste programs that may apply to the HWHF. Each program

defines the particular substances covered. Citations to the relevant statutes and their

implementation regulations are provided in Table 2-1.

Hazardous Materials Managem_n[ Planning

Both the federal government and the State of California have adopted community right-to-know

laws to ensure that the public and local emergency response personnel are provided with

information about hazardous materials that are used, stored, or released into the environment by
facilities in their communities.
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TABLE 4-3
HAZARDOUS WASTE MATERIALS LIST

Estimated
Amount Handled

Description Chemical Composition Per Year

Solidified Metal Sludge Typically Contains Metals of 3,000 pounds
from Plating Shops Chromium, Zinc, Nickel, Copper, (lbs.)
(toxic metals) Cadmium and Lead

Wastewater Sludge Same Metals as Above 150 gallons (gal.)

Spent Plating Solutions and Nitric, Chromic and Sulfuric 5,000 gal.
Acids (corrosive liquids) Acids, Etchant Solution, Metals

Lab Pack-Drummed Waste Arsenical Compounds, Gallium 5,000 lbs.
(poisonous solids) Arsenic-and Thallium-

Contaminated Items (plastics,
glass, etc.), Cyanide Compounds,
Osmium Wastes. Laboratory
Chemical Containing Na, P, CI,
Mg, Zn, Al, Ni, Ag, K, Fe and S.
Oxides and Halides of Ge, Al, B,
Bi, Dy, Eu, Er, Sm, Hg, Ti and
Zn. Hydroxides, Sulfates and
Sulfides, Ni-Cd Batteries.

Petroleum Products Waste Oil and Fuel Oil 4,100 gal.

Contaminated Oil and Liquid Polychlorinated Biphenyls 8,300 gal.
Waste (carcinogenic liquids) (PCBs), PCB-Contaminated

Waste Oil and Other Liquids

Solvents Halogenated and Aromatic 3,000 gal.
Solvents, Ethers, Ketones,
Alcohols, Freon and Trichloro-
Ethane

Other Waste Alcohol, Freon, Resin Solution 350 gal.

Bulk Hazardous Materials Diesel- and Oil-Contaminated 1,500 lbs.
(carcinogenic and_r Machinery Parts
poisonous)

Diesel-Contaminated Soil 1 0 to 14,000 lbs.

Asbestos 1 1,600 to 14,500
lbs.
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TABLE 4-3 (Continued)

Estimated
Amount Handled

Description Chemical Composition Per Year

Reactive Metals Alkali Sodium, Lithium, 20 lbs.
Potassium and Calcium

Waste Empty Drums Contaminated with Solvent, Oil or 310 drums
Corrosive

Crushed Fluorescent Light Contanainated with Mercury 12,460 lbs.
Bulbs

Flammable Solids Ethidium Bromide Waste (plastic, 1,000 lbs.
paper, solidified products, etc.),
Mineral Oil Absorbed with
Superfine (diatomaceous earth),
Resin, Waste Organics
Compounds, Phenol and Phenol-
Contaminated Items

1The amounts given for diesel-contaminated soil and asbestos are approximations. The actual
amount of these substances handled annually at the HWHF varies widely depending on the
quantity that is discovered and/or designated for removal.
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TABLE 4-4
ESTIMATED RADIOISOTOPIC INVENTORY IN THE

HAZARDOUS WASTE HANDLING FACILITY

lsotooe mCi lsotooe mCi

14C 104 237Np 4

32P 41 238U 0.1

35S 35 238Pu 1

59Fe 1 239Pu 7

68Ge 9 242Pu 2

85Sr 748 241Am 2

99mTc 571 243Am 2

106Cd 16 248Cm 1

11 lln 2 249Cf 6

ll8Te 214

123I 59

1251 120

1311 27

204T1 10

228Th 4

232Th 6

lA millicurie (mCi) equals one one-thousandth of a curie.

Note: The amount of radioactive materials handled per year equals approximately one turnover
of inventory. Total activity of absorbed tritium handled annually is estimated at 20,000
curies (Ci). Estimated total activity of the above isotopes handled annually is 2 Ci.
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The federal Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act establishes a number of

different reporting requirements for owners and operators of facilities where hazardous materials

are present. These requirements include submission to local and State agencies of MSDSs and

emergency and hazardous chemical inventory forms and submission to EPA and designated State

officials of toxic chemical release forms showing releases of these substances into the environment

on an annual basis. The law also requires prompt reporting to local emergency planning officials

of hazardous substance releases beyond facility boundaries.

The California Hazardous Materials Release Response Act of 1985, which is broader in scope than

the federal law, requires that businesses that handle hazardous materials in certain quantities

establish and implement a business plan for emergency response to a release or threatened release

of the material in accordance with regulations promulgated by the State Office of Emergency

Services (OES). For purposes of these requirements, the term "business" encompasses any

employer, including State agencies and, to the extent authorized by law, the federal government.

Business plans must include an inventory of information concerning the type and quantity of

hazardous materials handled by the business, together with emergency response plans and

procedures for use in the event of a release or threatened release of a hazardous material. The law

also provides that handlers of hazardous materials must immediately report any release or

threatened release of hazardous materials to the OES and provide appropriate governmental health

and safety officials with access to the handler's facilities in the event of such releases.

It is LBL's policy to comply with ali applicable community right-to-know requirements.

Worker Safety

The federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Fed/OSHA) is responsible for

ensuring worker safety and work practices under the federal Occupational Safety and Health Act.

The OSHA regulations contain standards addressing hazardous materials handling and storage,

including workplace conditions, hazard communication, safety training, monitoring, employee

protection requirements, first aid and fire protection.
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DOE has enteredinto a memorandumof understanding with Fed/OSHA which provides thatDOE

will implement OSHA requirementsat DOE facilities throughDOE orders. DOE has also adopted

DOE Order5480.11, which provides radiation protection standards and requirements to provide

protection of workersfrom ionizing radiation consistent with approved guidance and as far below

limitspromulgatedintheorderasreasonablyreachable.

Activities at thereplacementHWHFwill be conducted in accordancewit!, the OSHA requirements

and radiationprotection standardsand requirements,as specified in the applicableDOE orders.

.WasteManaeement

HazardousWaste. The federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) establishes a

"cradle to grave" hazardous waste regulatory program administered by EPA. The California

Hazardous Waste Control Law (HWCL) establishes a similar State programadministered by Cal

EPA. Both programsregulate the generation, transportation, treatment, storage and disposal of

hazardous waste to ensure protection of human health and the environment. California is seeking

authorization from EPA to implement its program in lieu of RCRA, but until EPA approves the

California program,both the Sv:,teand federal hazardouswaste laws apply in California.

UnderbothRCRA andHWCL, awasteischaracterizedandregulatedashazardousifitislistedas

suchordemonstratesoneoffourhazardouscharacteristics:ignitability,reactivity,corrosivityor

toxicity.Generatorsofhazardouswasteareresponsiblefordeterminingwhethertheirwastesare

hazardoustoensurethattheyaremanagedinaccordancewiththeapplicabletransportation,

treatment,storageanddisposalrequirements.

Bothprogramstrackhazardouswastefrom"cradletograve"throughuseofa hazardouswaste

manifestsystem.Wheneverhazardouswasteistransportedoff-site,itmustbeaccompaniedbya

manifest,whichcontainssectionsthatmustbecompletedbythegenerator,thetransporterandthe

off-sitetreatment,storageordisposalfacility.Unde;theHWCL, off-siteshipmentsofhazardous

wastemustbeundertakenonlybyregi:,teredhazardouswastehaulers.

Both programsalso require permitsfcr facilities engaged in the treatment, storage or disposal of

hazardousweste to ensure thatthes_ la(:ilitiesmeetminimum standardsfor the safe managementof
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hazardous waste. The regulations establish general facility standards for waste analysis, security,

inspections, personnel training and site location. The regulations also require facility design,

operation and maintenance to minimize the possibility of fh'e, explosion or accidental release, and

contingency plans and emergency procedures to minimize the effects of such events. In addition,

the regulations require environmental monitoring or groundwater monitoring for certain types of

waste management units and appropriate facility closure.

The regulations also contain specific standards for particular types of waste management units to

protect human health and the environment. Unit-specific standards pertinent to the HWHF address

safe waste management in containers and tanks. The container standards include provisions for

waste compatibility, inspection, management of containers to prevent rupture or leakage, and

impervious containment systems. The tan:" standards include provisions for waste compatibility,

inspection, structural integrity, secondary containment, and prevention of and response to leaks or

spills.

LBL was granted a permit to operate the existing HWHF on November 7, 1983. LBL is applying

for an amended facility permit from C.al EPA and EPA for the replacement HWHF and approval of

a Closure Plan for the existing HWHF. LBL would construct and operate the replacement HWHF

and close the existing HWHF in accordance with the permit conditions, the approved Closure

Plan, and ali applicable hazardous waste requirements.

Radioactive and Mixed W,agg. Policies and requirements applicable to management of radioactive

wastes (including mixed radioactive wastes) and radioactively-contaminated facilities for DOE

under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, are set forth in DOE Order 5820.2A. LBL

generates three radioactive waste types covered by the order: transuranic waste, low-level waste

and accelerator-produced radioactive material (APRM). If the radioactive waste also contains

hazardous components as defined under RCRA, the waste is a "mixed waste" end must also be

managed in accordance with the hazardous waste management requirements.

DOE Order 5820.2A generally provides that radioactive and mixed wastes shall be managed to

protect human health and safety and the environment in a manner that minimizes the generation of

such wastes and in compliance with ali applicable health and safety and environmental laws and

DOE requirements.
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For transuranic waste, DOE Order 5820.21 requires appropriate waste classification and waste

reduction measures; when feasible, treatment to destroy the hazardous waste component;

packaging that meets DOT and other applicable requirements and storage consistent with the RCRA

requirements. These include requirements for waste segregation; protection from unauthorized

access; monitoring to ensure against radioactive or hazardous constituent releases; facility design,

maintenance and operation to minimize the possibility of fire, explosion or accidental release;

contingency plans to minimize impacts of such events, and storage to maintain radiation exposures

as low as reasonably achievable. Transuranic waste shipment must comply with DOE and DOT

regulations pursuant to DOE Order 1540.1.

DOE Order 5820.2A requires that low-level waste be managed using the most appropriate

combination of reduction, segregation, treatment and disposal practices, and provides for

implementation of measures to protect public health and safety in accordance with applicable

standards and to prevent exposure above limits specified in the order. Low-level waste is also

subject to requirements for appropriate waste classification, certification and treatment to meet

acceptance criteria of the off-site disposal facility, packaging to meet DOT requirements and DOE

Order 1540.1, environmental monitoring in conformance with DOE Order 5484.1, quality

assurance and record-keeping.

Under DOE Order 5820.2A, small quantities of APRM may be managed as low-level waste, while

larger quantifies must be managed pursuant to 40 CFR Part 192 guidelines.

Land disposal restrictions included in RCRA apply to mixed waste generated at LBL. LBL is

currently in the process of characterizing its mixed waste in order to determine proper disposal

procedures. Depending on the results of the waste characterization, some of the waste included as

mixed waste may be subject to land disposal restrictions, and some may not. Those wastes which

are subject to land disposal restrictions will continue to be stored until an approved disposal

method is available. LBL estimates that the site generates approximately 60 55-gallon drums of

mixed waste annually.
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Closure of the existing HWHF and construction and operation of the replacement HWHF would

be conducted in accordance with ali applicable radioactive and mixed waste management

requirements.

Special Wastes. In addition to the requirements for the management of the general categories of

hazardous waste, radioactive waste and mixed waste, there are special regulatory programs that

apply to wastes containing polychlorinated biphenyls or asbestos.

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs_: PCBs are organic oils that formerly were placed in many

pieces of electrical equipment, including transformers and capacitors, primary as electrical

insulators. In 1979, EPA banned the use of PCBs in most new electrical equipment and began a

program to phase out certain existing PCB-containing equipment.

Pursuant to the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), EPA has promulgated regulations

applicable specifically to PCBs, including regulations governing the marking of certain PCB-

containing items and storage and disposal of PCBs and PCB-containing equipment. The

replacement HWHF would comply with the PCB storage regulations, and PCB wastes would be

disposed of off-site at facilities in compliance with TSCA PCB regulations.

In addition, PCBs are regulated as hazardous wastes in California under the HWCL administered

by Cal EPA. As with other hazardous waste management practices at the replacement HWHF,

PCB waste management would be in conformance with the Cal EPA hazardous waste regulations.

Asbestos: Various federal and State regulations apply to the handling, transport, and disposal of

asbestos-containing waste materials (ACWM). (As a general matter, ACWM is any friable material

that contains 1 percent or more asbestos by weight.) While ACWM is not considered to be a

hazardous waste p._ se under federal law, it is under State law, and its handling and disposal is

subject to regulation by EPA as a hazardous air pollutant.

ACWM must be properly wetted and containerized when being transported for disposal. When

more than 50 pounds of ACWM are being disposed of, a registered hazardous waste hauler must

be used and the shipment must be accompanied by a properly completed hazardous waste manifest.

Waste containers must be labeled conspicuously with cautionary language specified by Sta_e
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regulation. While ACWM can be disposed of at any landfill which has waste discharge

requirements issued by the regional water quality control board authorizing it, many landfills

require compliance with special requirements (e.g., for bagging the material in plastic or containing

in 55-gallon drums) before accepting ACWM for disposal.

LBL manages ali ACWM in accordance with the applicable requirements.

Transportation

Under the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, DOT has broad regulatory responsibility for

safety in transportation of hazardous materials, including hazardous and radioactive wastes. DOT

also derives regulatory authority over radioactive waste transport from the Atomic Energy Act, as

amended, and the Department of Energy Organization Act. DOT regulations require that shippers

appropriately classify, package, mark, label, placard and provide shipping papers for ali hazardous

materials shipments. Additional requirements for packaging of radioactive wastes are provided in

regulations promulgated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and hazardous wastes must be

accompanied by an RCRA manifest.

Carriers must transport hazardous materials shipments in accordance with DOT rules, and report

and respond appropriately to spills and other emergencies. DOT also prescribes requirements for

safe routing of hazardous materials shipments under the Motor Carrier Safety Act of 1984. Under

the California Vehicle Code, the CHP administers a similar program to ensure safety in the

transportation of hazardous materials. In addition to the types of requirements described above,

the program includes licensing and registration requirements.

Ali hazardous wastes handled at the LBL HWHF are prepared for shipment and shipped in

accordance with ali applicable transportation requirements.

Under m'ound Storage of Hazardous Substances (Materials and Wastes_

Subtitle I of RCRA establishes a regulatory program for UST storing hazardous substances,

including petroleum. EPA has promulgated UST standards under RCRA Subtitle I that address

tank design, construction, monitoring, operation, release response, and closure and financial

responsibility requirements for tank owners and operators. There is no permit requirement in the
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RCRA Subtitle I UST program. However, UST for hazardous substances must meet the

requirements contained in 40 CFR 281.33(e).

California has its own statute governing hazardous materials storage in UST, including the storage

of diesel fuel. The statute and its implementing regulations require permits for operation of UST

storing hazardous materials and specify requirements for tank design, construction, installation,

monitoring operation, release response and closure. The California requirements vary in many

ways from the federal regulations and until California receives authorization to implement its

program in lieu of the federal program, tanks in California must comply with both sets of

requirements.

The California Underground Storage Tank Law is administered locally by cities and counties.

Under a memorandum of agreement with the City of Oakland, the City of Berkeley Toxics

Management Program is responsible for implementing the State UST requirements for LBL. LBL

will obtain a UST permit for the tank associated with the emergency generator at the replacement

HWHF and comply with ali applicable regulations. Underground storage tanks taken out of

service as a result of the closure of the existing HWHF will be temporarily or permanently closed

in accordance with applicable requirements.

Emergency Response Related tOHoz_rdous Materials

The policy at LBL is to prevent the occurrence of hazardous material spills by facility design and

preplanning. However, if a spill should occur at the HWHF or elsewhere on the LBL site, its

effect on the environment would be mitigated by whatever means are available. The LBL EH&S,

Protective Services, and Fire Departments are trained in emergency response techniques including

techniques covering hazardous materials incidents. LBL has a Master Emergency Response Plan,

individual building response plans, and a standing contractual agreement with IT Corporation (in

Martinez) to respond to any hazardous material spills within two hours.

Emergency facilities and equipment maintained at LBL include: on-site fire department with two

complete fire trucks and an ambulance; heavy equipment such as bulldozers, trenchers, dump

trucks, fork lifts; light equipment such as shovels, picks, axes, etc.; communications equipment

such as alarm systems, internal/external hand radios, and hill public address system; and

decontamination equipment. The LBL Fire Department has fully encapsulating protective clothing,
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disposable protective suits, breathing apparatus, and other protective equipment in the event of an

emergency involving hazardous materials. Sandbags, absorbent materials and pumps are available

on-site for containment and cleanup of potential small spills.

Potential off-site spills would involve notification of emergency response personnel by the carrier.

Acceding to the severity of the accident, responding organizations would include the carrier, LBL

EH&S Department, local fire departments, the California Highway Patrol, DOE, and IT

Corporation. LBL also participates in two mutual aid agreements for fire protection and emergency

response. These agreements are with the County of Alameda, the Cities of Berkeley, Oakland, and

Orinda, and the East Bay Regional Parks District. The LBL and the City of Berkeley Fire

Departments cooperate through planning exercises and familiarization visits.

Proiect Site Conditions

The location for the replacement HWHF would be north and uphill of Buildings 83 and 74 in the

Life Sciences Research Area. The site is presently an undeveloped hillside. It was inspected by a

risk management consultant as part of the environmental review conducted under the California

Environmental Quality Act. No evidence of activities or contamination suggesting impairment of

the environmental quality of the site were observed. The uphill area adjacent to the site is

undeveloped woodland and it is unlikely that any contamination of the site has occurred from

adjacent areas. A list of the documents prepared for Cal EPA, DOE, and the LBL EH&S and Fire

Departments may be found in Appendix B of this report.

IMPACTS

This section evaluates the proposed action's potential to create a potential public health hazard;

involve the use, production or disposal of materials that pose a hazard to people or animal or plant

populations in the area affected; or interfere with emergency response plans or emergency

evaluation plans. In making this determination, the degree of change in the type and quantity of

hazardous waste handled, and the handling methods and facilities are considered.

1atom
4.10-1 Improper handling of hazardous wastes could result in a hazard to

HWHF personnel or the environment.
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The action would not increase the volume or nature of hazardous wastes handled at the LBL

HWHF. Hazardous wastes would continue to be collected, and treated, prepared, packaged, and

stored for transport to approved off-site disposal facilities. The replacement HWHF, like the

existing facility, would not perform waste disposal, including liquid waste disposal through

sanitary or storm drains.

The following would limit the potential hazard from hazardous waste handling:

An ongoing training program to instruct and update EH&S Department personnel and facility staff

on the handling of hazardous materials would be continued at the new facility. Training and

handling procedures would be performed in accordance with established regulations and programs

as at the existing facility.

All handling activities involving transfer of hazardous wastes would continue to be conducted

using fume hoods and glove boxes as required.

A comprehensive regulatory review and environmental audit routinely administered for the existing

facility at LBL would be extended to include the proposed facility.

A monitoring program to sample soil and groundwater conditions would be instituted at the new

facility. The monitoring program would be consistent with federal- and State-mandated

environmental regulations. Sampling locations appropriate to the site would be identified when

final design plans are complete.

Routine O_ration,_

Normal handling operations at the replacement facility would pose a hazard equal to, or less than,

the hazard associated with operation of the existing HWHF. Activities would continue to be

conducted in a controlled manner designed to minimize the remote likelihood of an uncontrolled

accidental release. The action would generally decrease the likelihood of upset conditions creating

a risk to health or the environment by providing a more modern, specially designed facility for

hazardous waste handling.
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Proposed HWI-IF; Special Design Provisions

The design for the proposed HWHF is described in Chapter 2, Description of the Proposed

Action. Several provisions have been included in the replacement facility design that are not part of

present operating methods employed at the existing facility. These additional provisions at the

proposed HWHF would further reduce the risk of accidental release of hazardous wastes.

At the proposed HWHF location, ali handling of liquid hazardous wastes except loading and

unloading vehicles would take piace in concrete, diked and sumped containment areas, surfaced

with an impervious coating and protected from rainfall. Vehicle loading and unloading would be

performed in sloped concrete catch basins with valved drains.

Containment of hazardous waste would limit the extent of any potential spills and allow for

immediate clean-up with sorbent materials by trained personnel. The areas used for combining

solvents and oxidizers would be separated from the main the building as shown in Figure 2-3. In

addition to an upgraded containment structure, the flammable liquids area would be equipped with

an automatic sprinkler fire protection system.

Facility radioactive decontamination areas would include an ultrasonic cleaning area and a chemical

cleaning area. Ali activities involving radioactive materials, except induced metals, will take piace

indoors. Induced metals have no potential for surface or airborne contamination and would

continue to be handled outdoors.

Ali radioactive and hazardous waste handling areas at the HWHF would be maintained under

negative pressure to protect against uncontrolled release of hazardous contaminants. Fume hood

and glove box ventilation systems exhausting such contaminants would be equipped with in-line

samplers for checking radioactivity in compliance with DOE regulations. The building would be

designed so that the location of air emission stacks would not result in the re-entrainment of

airborne contaminants.

The existing HWHF includes a 2,000 gallon waste oil storage tank. In response to stricter

sampling requirements, waste oil would be stored at the replacement HWHF in 55-gallon drums in

support racks in the Flammable Liquid Storage shelter. An in-rack foam fire extinguishing system
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would be,included in Flammable Liquid Storage shelter. An emergency electrical generator would

be located adjacent to the northern wall of the proposed facility. An underground diesel fuel tank

would be associated with this generator.

The design of the proposed HWHF would prevent rainfall from coming into contact with

hazardous wastes per applicable regulations. These measures include diked containment of all

hazardous waste handling areas, and overhead rain protection to prevent filling of diked areas with

rainwater. Thus all rainfall runoff from the proposed HWHF site would be free of hazardous

wastes. Runoff generated by improvements at the proposed HWHF would be conveyed to

Stxawberry Creek through existing drainage networks, or through new drainage systems.

Impact

4.10-2 Containment and safety features at the replacement HWHF would

improve environmental and health protection over existing

conditions.

This is considered to be a beneficial impact of the proposed action.

Potential Accident8 Involving Hazardous Waste

A Preliminary Safety Analysis Document (PSAD) has been prepared for the proposed HWHF

which documents the potential hazards of facility operation, describes and analyzes the adequacy of

measures taken to eliminate, control or mitigate identified hazards, and evaluates potential accidents

and their associated risks. Several accident scenarios postulated for the HWHF by the PSAD are

described below. The potential accidents considered are:

• Vehicular accident involving radioactive waste transfer to HWHF.

• Vehicular accident involving hazardous waste transfer to HWHF.

• HWHF spill involving radioactive waste.

• H HF spill involving hazardous waste.

* Potential radioactive waste release during an earthquake.

* Potential hazardous waste release during an earthquake.
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The accidents above have been selected because they represent credible scenarios for the potential

release of hazardous wastes related to the action. Other potential accidents involving the facility

and its activities, such as landslide, fire, underground tank leakage or intentional sabotage, may be

envisioned. These accidents are not discussed here because the facility design includes prt.,visions

that would make the potential hazard from their occurrence minimal. Such design elements are

discussed in Chapter 2. Other potential accident scenarios, including fire inside the HWHF, fire

resulting from a vehicular accident involving hazardous waste, and release of hazardous waste to a

storm drain system, are described in the PSAD. While the PSAD concludes that fire inside the

HWHF could produce radiological contamination conditions which are more severe than those

postulated for other radiological accidents, fire suppression equipment in the HWHF makes the

occurrence of such an accident less likely than the accidents considered here. Therefore, the

postulated fire accident analysis is not presented in this document.

_VehicularAccident Involving R_dioa¢tive Waste Transfer to HWHF

An accident could occur on-route to the HWHF in which radioactive waste is released, causing

exposure to persons and contamination of the environment. Typically, a single shipment of waste

materials on the LBL site has a total radioactivity in the tens of millicuries (mCi, or one one-

thousandth of a curie) range. The majority of the individual waste packages contain less than 50

microcuries (mCi, or one one-millionth of a curie). The amount of radioactive material released by

the accident would depend on the integrity of the waste containment vessel, the dispersibility of the

radioactive material, and the impact energy.

Steel 17C and 17H drums and permanently mounted steel boxes are used to contain waste during

on-site transfer which can withstand relatively high impact loads as required by DOT regulations.

Additional packaging materials for radioactive waste are provided as described earlier in this

section and provide supplemental containment. Solid dry waste is considered to be the most

hazardous material in a potential accident because of its ability to become airborne. This type of

waste is normally composed of paper, gloves, lab coats and small laboratory equipment which are

ali relatively immobile. Traffic control and topography limit vehicle speed at LBL to 25 miles per

hour, and it is therefore assumed that a vehicular accident would not result in complete destruction
of either the vehicle or its contents.
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Total radioactivity approaching 100 mCi could be released from an assumed accident that breaches

two waste packages. At the accident site, the initial puff radioactivity concentration from such an

accident would be 4.8 x 10.2 mCi per cubic meter (mCi/m3). 1 Resuspension would produce a

local radioactivity concentration of 1.2 x 10-3 mCi/m 3. At a distance of 100 meters from the

accident location, the air concentration of radioactive materi'd would initially be 4.6 x 10-3 mCi/m 3

and concentration from resuspension would be 4.2 x 10-5 mCi/m 3.

Based on the above concentrations, workers involved in the accident who could be exposed to the

initial puff for 30 seconds would receive an estimated 11 millirem (mrem) of radiation exposure.

Personnel located 100 meters away from the accident who were exposed to the puff and

resuspension for two hours would receive an estimated exposure of 2.2 mrem. These radiation

exposures are comparable to occupational limits, indicating that the accident postulated would not

create a significant adverse impact to human health. Surface contamination levels in the area

immediately surrounding the accident release point would be below DOE Order 5480.11 release

limits and would not create an adverse impact on the environment. 2

Vehicular Accident Involving Hazard00s Waste Transfer t0 H HF

An on-site transportation accident that causes the release of hazardous waste is possible, subject to

the same limitations regarding containment integrity, dispersibility and impact energy as discussed

above for radioactive materials. A spill of solid waste is not likely to produce severe

consequences; rather, a spill of either volatile organic liquid or highly corrosive acids would create

the greatest impact and is discussed below.

Liquid organic chemicals transported to the HWHF would be primarily mixtures of alcohol,

acetone, chlorinated cleaning solvents (trichloroethane), benzene, and heptane. Hydrochloric,

nitric, chromic and sulfuric acids would also be transported on-site. For the purposes of analysis,

a .zompound has been chosen from each group to represent a "worst-case" material. Selection is

based on the toxicity and volatility of the material and the quantity handled.

In the postulated accident, it is assumed that one 55-gallon drum containing trichloroethane and

two 23-gallon plastic drums of nitric acid are breached and spill their contents in an undiked area.

Air concentration on top of the spill would be an estimated 5,410 milligrams per cubic meter
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(mg/m 3) for the solvent and 723 mg/m 3 for nitric acid. 3 At 100 meters, the respective

concentrations would be 760 mg/m 3 and 101 mg/m 3.

NIOSH publishes values for the concentrations of various chemicals at which they are Immediately

Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH). As defined by the Occupational Health and Safety Act of

1970 (30 CFR 11.3), the limit of concentration at which trichloroethane and nitric acid may result

in irreversible health effects or death to healthy males exposed for 30 minutes are 5,450 and 260

mg/m 3, respectively. Comparison to the estimated concentrations resulting from the postulated

accident indicates that evacuation from the immediate vicinity of the accident would be necessary,

and that at a distance of 100 meters, an acceptable level of short-term exposure to each chemical

would exist. The combined effect of these concentrations, obtained by adding the individual

concentration/IDLH ratios, also would not surpass the acceptable limit at 100 meters.

Hazardous wastes spilled during a potential on-site transfer accident would be cleaned up by

trained personnel at LBL, and contaminated materials would be handled according to ali applicable

requirements. Proper containment and cleanup of a potential spill would prevent any significant

effect on the environment.

HWHF Spill Involving Radioactive Waste

As discussed above, an accident involving solid radioactive material would create more severe

consequences than an accident with radioactive liquid because of the potential mobility of an

airborne substance. In order to evaluate the impact to workers and the environment from a

radioactive material accident in the HWHF, a spill of dry solid is discussed below. Although

tritium is the most common radioactive substance handled in the HWHF, a tritium accident is not

considered because tritium is impregnated in silica gel and packaged in tar, and would not be

released in appreciable amounts during an accident.

The greatest potential for spillage of dryLow Specific Activity (LSA) waste would be during the

transfer of individual waste bags from their on-site shipping drums to storage cabinets, and from

storage cabinets to either glove boxes or the compactor. If mishandled, a bag could conceivably be

ruptured and its contents emptied. In the accident, 50 mCi of radioactivity would be released to the

inside of the compaction room in a manner similar to that described for a vehicular accident. This
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amount of radioactivity represents the maximum credible discharge based on HWHF standard

waste packaging practices.

The resulting initial puff concentration of radioactivity would be 3.3 x 10-2 mCi/m3. 4 After the

initial puff, immediately over the waste spill, radioactivity would be 5.0 x 10-4 mCi/m3.

Assuming a 30-second exposure time in the initial puff and 10 minutes before a worker left the

spill area, it is estimated that the total radiation exposure received would be 6.5 mrem. DOE Order

5480.11, which treats emergency conditions, does not set specific exposure limits during an

accident. However, the exposure predicted for this scenario would be less than the annual

recommended exposure limit, which is 5 rem, or 5,000 mrem.

If it is conservatively assumed that the contaminated air from the puff and immediately above the

spill is exhausted undiluted, the same concentration would be released at the stack. The resulting

radiation close for an individual breathing diluted stack exhaust at 100 meters distance for two

hours would be 6.9 mrem. 5 This negligible quantity for a "worst-case" outdoors exposure

illustrates the extremely small dose which could be received by a person located off-site. The

activity concentration outside the LBL fence line about 150 feet from the HWHF would be reduced

below the already insignificant level at the stack.

HWHF Spill Involving Hazarctous Waste

The most severe credible scenario in terms of release of hazardous waste is a forklift accident in

which waste containers are breached and spill their entire contents. Two "worst-case" wastes

which could be spilled are the same as discussed earlier; an organic solvent, trichloroethane, and a

highly corrosive material, nitric acid. A spill of trichloroethane from a 55-gallon drum in the

Chemical/Flammable Preparation Area and a spill of nitric acid from a 23-gallon barrel in the Acid

Storage Room are considered.

Concentrations to which workers would be exposed from the accidents are 5,800 mg/m 3 for

trichloroethane and 34,000 mg/m 3 for nitric acid. 6 As these figures are substantially greater than

the IDLHs for the substances concerned (5,450 and 260 mg/m3), immediate evacuation of either

spill area would be necessary. This procedure would be included in the emergency response plan

for the facility. One hundred meters downwind of the building, concentrations would be 760
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mg/m 3 of solvent or 89 mg/m 3 of acid. Because the concentrations at this distance would be

below the IDLHs for the chemicals of concern, impacts at and beyond 100 meters would not be

considered to present an unacceptable hazard.

As discussed previously, containment features at the HWHF would prevent release of potentially

spilled hazardous wastes to the environment. However, airborne contaminants resulting from a

spill could create temporary effects in the immediate vicinity of the facility such as toxicity to plants

or animal._. The estimated concentrations of released hazardous wastes that would result during a

spill at the facility would not cause a significant impact on the environment because of the short

duration of release before the spill could be cleaned up, the limited area affected, and the absence of

critic,ai habitat or wildlife resources in the affected area.

Potential Radioactive Waste Release During an Earthtluakev

The facility would be designed to rt_sist seismic loading. However, a seismic event conceivably

could cause an accident similar to the vehicular accident described above, lt would involve the

breaching of waste containers and spillage of contaminated waste materials. The primary

differences between the two accident scenarios would be the source term and waste volume

available for release.

Radioactive contamination of s'. lid dry waste would be the greatest potential source of radiation

exposure in an earthquake due to its possible mobility. Tritium waste and other solidified products

would not be expected to contribute substantial amounts of radiation release. Nearly ali of the

wastes (al_proximately 90 percent) at the HWHF would be stored in metal cabinets, 17H drums

and glove boxes which provide protection from falling debris and consequently prevent exposure

of the bulk of the waste present. Based on these assumptions, the quantity of radioactivity

available for release in an earthquake is estimated to be 3 mCi.

The total radiation dose received by personnel in the HWHF building, assuming a 30-second

exposure time in the initial puff of radioactives spilled by an earthquake and 30 minutes before a

worker could be evacuated, is 331 mrem. 7 An individual 100 meters away from the building

could receive 45 mrem during a two-hour exposure time. T[,ese radiation exposure are more than
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an order of magnitude lower than the off-site dose level for a Low Hazard Facility. 8 Resulting

surface contamination would be less than 10 disintegrations per minute per square centimeter. 9

Potenti_! Haz_rclous Waste Release Dtlring _n Earthquake

As mentioned earlier, the HWHF building and yards construction would be designed to resist

seismic loading. Induced settling of fill material under the building cause by an earthquake would

be minor and would result potentially in hairline cracking of the floor slab. The concrete slab

foundation, dikes and berms provided i,: the HWHF would retain their structural integrity

sufficiently to contain liquids spilled in an earthquake until the liquid could be recovered.

Therefore, hazard from hazardous waste leakage into the ground beneath the facility and the

outdoor storage areas is expected to be insignificant. Further, an earthquake would not be

expected to breach underground storage tanks and cause a release of hazardous wastes to the soil

or groundwater. The postulated release of chemicals due to an earthquake-induced accident is

through air emission.

The bermed area in the organic solvent shed would be 500 square feet (sf) and the diked acid

storage area in the HWHF would be 200 sf. Trichloroethane and nitric acid, potentially spilled

through a loss of containment caused by an earthquake, are credible "worst-case" released

hazardous chemicals. Assuming the wastes filled their containment areas, concentrations of

11,815 mg/m 3 and 632 mg/m 3 respectively would be reached over the spills, l0 At 100 meters

from the spill, trichloroethane concentration could approach 1,660 mg/m 3 and nitric acid

concentrations 88 mg/m 3. Evacuation to a distance of 100 meters would ensure that exposure

would be to concentrations substantially below the IDLHs. HWHF personnel are trained to

respond to emergency conditions and evacuation would avoid adverse effects to human health.

Hazardous wastes spilled during a potential HWHF accident caused by an earthquake would be

contained on-site and cleaned up by trained personnel at LBL. Any airborne release of hazardous

wastes to the environment would be short-term and would affect a limited area surrounding the

facility.
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!mv_ct

4.10-3 Upset conditions could cause a spill or discharge of hazardous materials
related to HWHF activities.

The following would limit the potential impact of upset conditions at the HWHF:

Facility design would include features to contain potential spills such as concrete diked floor areas

with chemical-resistant surfaces and sloped, valved yard areas.

HEPA filters and in-line samplers would be installed to control and detect the release of

unauthorized quantities of radioactive particulates.

An emergency generator would be installed at the facility to ensure safe operation in the event of a

power failure.

An existing emergency communication system including the LBL Fire and EH&S Departments

would be extended to new facility to allow immediate response by appropriate authorities and LBL

personnel in the case of an emergency situation.

The emergency evacuation plan for the site would be circulated to LBL staff and to researchers

instructing them on measures to be taken in the event of a fire, earthquake or occupational mishap.

Based upon hazardous waste management practices and regulations, the potential for an accidental

release of wastes that could impact the environment would appear to be negligible. No new

equipment or training would be needed by the LBL EH&S or Fire Departments in relation to the

project; existing Mutual Aid Agreements would be adequate and would not need to be expanded.

LBL would continue to provide response capability for potential hazardous waste accidents at the

facility, elsewhere at LBL, or on City of Berkeley streets.
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CUMULATIVE IM,_ACTS

The action would not add to the volume of hazardous wastes used at LBL. Potential hazard to

health or the environment from LBL HWHF activities would be equal to, or lesser than, the

existing hazard conditions. Therefore the action would not be considered to contribute to

cumulative hazardous materials effects.

Please see Appendix C, Technical References to Endnotes, for endnotes 1-10 for Section 4.10.
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4.11 UTILITIES AND SERVICES

SE'IqTNG

This section discusses utilities and services in relation to proposed action's characteristics and

needs. The various categories of utilities and services are analyzed to determine whether the action

would create demand that exceeds existing capacities for the project site. Where no potential

impacts have been identified, the project may be assumed to be consistent with development as

discussed in the LBL LRDP (1987) and its accompanying EIR.

4.11.1 LAW ENFORCEMENT AND SECURITY

Law enforcement and security matters at LBL are handled by LBL's Protective Services

Department. Protective Services is presently staffed with 16 officers. Maximum response time to

the project site is less than five minutes.1

Imoacts

This section evaluates the action's potential to exceed existing law enforcement and security

services capacities. Such an exceedance would occur if the service provider anticipated great

difficulty or hardship in providing increased service or the service extension resulted in major

adverse secondary effects such as substantial use or reallocation of a limited resource.

The facility would be relocated to the perimeter of the LBL site and, therefore, project

implementation could piace some additional service demands upon the LBL Protective Services

Department. Additional demands would not be substantial and would not require additional

personnel or equipment to maintain existing law enforcement and security levels at LBL. 2

Measures that would be incorporated as part of the project to maintain a high degree of security at

the facility include:

• Installation of an eight-foot high chain link security fence at the perimeter of the site. A

second eight-foot chain link fence would be installed immediately adjacent to the new

facility providing a minimum 50-foot buffer space between the facility and the perimeter

fence. New fencing would provide a continuous security boundary to the site. 3
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• Access to building and facilities within the facility area would be limited to authorized
personnel. Positive identification of individuals requesting access would be provided by
coded ID cards. The card key system would be operated by LBL Protective Services using
a dedicated computer to identify, record and control access. 4

4.11.2 FIRE PROTECTION

Setting

Fire protection services at LBL are provided by the LBL Fire Department, located on Cyclotron

Road approximately 400 yards downhill from Building 75. The Department is staffed 24-hours

with five fully-trained fire fighters and a mutual aid agreement is maintained with the City of

Berkeley Fire Department. Maximum response time to the existing site is less than two minutes,

and response time to the proposed site would be less than three minutes. 5 The accessibility of the

existing facility is limited by low circulation space in the area and the number of building entry

points.

Impacts

In this section, the action is evaluated in relation to its fire protection services requirements. The

action is examined in terms of its potential to require additional service that cannot be provided

without great difficulty or hardship; or major adverse secondary effects such as a substantial use or
reallocation of a limited resource.

4.11-1 Accidental fires could occur at, or around, the proposed facility.

Development of the proposed project could piace some additional service demands upon the LBL

Fire Department because the facility would be close to natural vegetation set on steep slopes, and to

eucalyptus plantations. However, additional demands would not be substantial in that they would

not require additional personnel or equipment in order to maintain the existing level of fire

protection provided at LBL. 6 The action would remove existing vegetation, including eucalyptus

trees, immediately around the facility areas and therefore would decrease the risk of fire at the
HWHF.
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The following would limit the potential impact from fire:

The proposed action would be designed and constructed to meet ali applicable fire safety codes and
standards.

New landscaping would be pruned and cut back on a routine basis to prevent a build-up of

vegetation at the perimeter of facility structures. The proposed access road, including adjacent

gutters and sidewalks, would be 46 feet wide and would serve as a firebreak between the facility

and surrounding natural vegetation.

The HWHF would be equipped with an automatic wet sprinkler system, fire alarms and smoke

detection devices. The detection and alarm systems would be consistent with LBL Standard

Specification 16721. 7

Protection and detection systems would be controlled from Pyrotronics System 3 control panels.

Alarms would be transmitted to the Fire Department's (Building 48) Pyrotronics Multilarm VI

System by transmitter/receivers. Alarm bells and manual stations would be installed at principal

exits. Automatic smoke control functions would be included in the Heating, Ventilation and Air

Conditioning system and would be controlled by a separate smoke control panel with manual
override controls.

Impact

4.11-2 The action would remove dense underbrush and eucalyptus trees and

would utilize fire-resistant landscaping.

This action would reduce the danger of uncontrolled f'tre in the site vicinity.

4.11.3 WATER SUPPLY

LBL's primary water supply is the East Bay Municipal Utilities District (EBMUD) Shasta

Reservoir (2.2 million gallons) which supplies LBL with domestic water and high-pressure water

for fire fighting. A secondary water source is the EBMUD's Berkeley View Tank (approximately
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1.0 million gallons). The LBL water distribution system operates entirely by gravity flow and

does not require pumping. 8

LBL has two emergency 200,000-gallon water storage tanks in separate locations for fire

protection. The tanks are located near Building 75 in the Shops and Support Facilities Area and

near Building 71 in the Bevalac Accelerator Complex. Diesel-powered fire pumps provide the

necessary flow and pressure for maintaining a reliable fire protection system for emergencies. 9

Imt_acts

This section examines potential adverse effects related to the action's capacity to substantialy

deplete water supply resources, encourage activities which result in the use of large amounts of

water, or use water in a wasteful manner.

The proposed utilities corridor, to be located within the new access road right-of-way, would

contain the water main supplying water to the site. The main would be sized to meet domestic and

fire protection needs for the area. The new water main would connect to the existing six-inch, high

pressure water line that currently serves the Life Sciences Research Area and create a "loop" feed

system to assure uninterrupted service. Connection to the existing line would be made about 100

feet east of the northeast corner of Building 83.10

No problems are anticipated in providing adequate water service to the HWHF site. Also, the

facility would not be considered to use water in a wasteful manner or to encourage activities which

result in the use of large amounts of water. Thus, the action would not create adverse impacts

related to water supply.

4.11.4 SANITARY SEWER

The sanitary sewer system at LBL flows entirely by gravity and connects to the City of Berkeley

sewer system in two locations. The west side LBL sanitary sewer system connects to the Berkeley

sewer main through a monitoring station in Hearst Avenue. On the south side of LBL, a

connection is made through a monitoring station located in Centennial Drive in Strawberry

Canyon. LBL monitors its discharge for the presence of certain chemical and radioactive

elements.11 LBL, including the HWHF, discharges only sanitary waste into the municipal sewer,
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hazardous waste is not part of LBL sanitary discharge. Sewage from LBL is treated at the

EBMUD Sanitary District No. 1 plant in Oakland.

lmp_gts

Potential adverse effects in this section relate to the capacity of the existing sewer system to be

extended to the proposed facility. The action would not increase the amount of wastewater

generated by the LBL HWHF and thus would not increase the waste load applied to the sewage

collection and treatment system.

The proposed utilities corridor, located within the new access road right-of-way, would contain the

sewer line that provides sewerage service to the site. This line would be sized to meet sewage

needs for the area. The new line would connect to the existing six-inch line to Building 83. Few

facilities currently tie into the existing six-inch line and ample capacity exists to accommodate the

proposed facility. 12

4.11.5 STORM DRAINAGE

 ,lttag
The LBL storm drainage system discharges into the Blackberry Creek watershed and the

Sla'awberry Creek watershed. Both creeks flow through the Berkeley campus and then flow into

the City of Berkeley system, continuing into San Francisco Bay.

The LBL inclusive storm sewer system provides for run-off intensities that could be experienced in

a 25-year maximum design storm. The system, with large conduits, special inlet and exit

structures, energy dissipators, and hardened channels, is capable of handling run-off from future

building sites at LBL. In addition, the Upper Strawberry Creek, Chicken Creek, and North Fork

drainage systems have been improved substantially in the past twenty years. 13

ImDacts-- _

The proposed action would increase the storm drain runoff coefficient calculaed for approxi-

mately three acres of 500 acre watershed. This represents only a small percentage in-

crease of downstream runoff.14 Potential increases to downstreatm discharge are discussed in
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Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality. The drainage system for the .proposed facility would

be designed to handle a storm intensity of 2.0 inches per hour (equivalent to a 100-year storm) and

would connect to the existing storm sewer system. The new system would include ali necessary

drain lines, manholes, catch basins, inlet structures, interceptor ditches and energy dissipators.

Debris interceptor grates would be provided upstream of ali inlets in unpaved areas. 15

The existing downstream drainage facilities would not require enlargement in order to

accommodate the increase in run-off resulting from the project. New upstream drainage facilities

would include a storm drain in the main natural drainage channel of the new access road, with

collector branches as required. 16 The new storm drainage system would be capable of handling a

storm per specifications in the Storm Drainage Study, Strawberry Creek watershed, UC LBL (Ted

Kuntz, February 1980).

Where relocation of existing storm drainage facilities is required, measures would be taken to

provide controlled diversion of storm water until the new lines are in piace. Temporary silt traps,

sedimentation ponds and/or diversion structures would be provided to minimize erosion and

siltation during construction. 17

4.11.6 ROAD MAINTENANCE

Setting

Although the site of the action is located in the City of Oakland, the site is immediately adjacent to

the City of Berkeley and is primarily accessed from roadways in Berkeley. Funding for road

maintenance in the City of Berkeley is derived from two primary sources and some secondary

sources. The primary sources are monies from gas taxes distributed by the State and Alameda

County Measure B (i.e., one-half percent of sales taxes). Secondary sources may include

Berkeley Redevelopment Agency funds for certain improvements and special assessment district

resources provided by fees imposed on district property owners. Compliance is enforced by the

City Department of Public Works.

The City of Berkeley is in the process of preparing a General Plan that will include a revised

transportation element. The element will contain a truck route ordinance that specifies particular

City streets to be followed by truck traffic.
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Impacts

During the construction phase, the proposed action would generate vehicle trips needed to carry

construction personnel and materials to and from the site. The number of truck trips that would be

needed for various stages of construction has been estimated as described in Section 4.8, Traffic

and Circulation.

Construction vehicles trips related to the action would access the site primarily via LBL and City of

Berkeley roads. Construction vehicles would travel over roads in accordance with City of

Berkeley laws and ordinances. Truck weights would not exceed the maximum load limits for

either the vehicle carrying capacity or the rating of the particular road used.

During a site work phase of approximately three months, the action would add about 20 truck nips

per day to University Avenue's current volume of approximately 35,000 to 40,000 daily trips. 18

Travel over City of Berkeley roads by construction vehicles would not create substantial new road

maintenance demands. Any contribution to the deterioration of Berkeley's roadways would be

minor relative to the maintenance demands placed by existing traffic volumes.

4.11.7 EMERGENCY POWER

The emergency power generator- located nearest to the site currently supplies emergency electrical

power to Building 74. A 12,000-gallon capacity diesel fuel storage tank, located underground

between Buildings 74 and 74B, supplies the necessary fuel to run this generator. Although this

fuel tank contains sufficient capacity to power additional generators, the existing emergency power

generator near Building 74 is at capacity. 19

Impacts

An automatic starting diesel engine generator set would be installed to serve the emergency power

needs of the facility. This system would include an underground fuel taak and a standby power

distribution throughout the building through separate panelboards for lighting and power loads. 20
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The emergency power generator system would be installed in compliance with ali applicable safety

codes and regulations, including California Underground Tank Regulations. No adverse impacts

related to supplying emergency power would result from the proposed action.

4.1 1.8 ENERGY USE

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) supplies both natural gas and electricity to the LBL

campus. PG&E generates electrical energy from various sources including oil, natural gas, wind,

cogeneration, solid waste, hydroelectric, geothermal and nuclear power. 21

New buildings in California are required to conform to stringent energy conservation standards

specified by Titles 20 and 24 of the California Code of Regulations. As a federally-operated

facility, the proposed project also would be subject to DOE 6430.1A regulations regarding design

specifications. These regulations require inclusion of energy conservation features in building

design and allow projects to comply with via performance standards. Suggested conservation

features include:

• incorporation into the building of a set of specific energy-conserving design features;

• the use of non-depletable energy resources; and

• demonstration that the building would comply with a specified "energy budget," that is,
consumption of no more than a certain quantity of energy specified for different types of
building uses.

The proposed action would have an adverse effect in terms of energy use if it would: 1) encourage

activities which result in the use of large amounts of fuel or energy; or 2) use fuel or energy in a

wasteful manner. This section analyzes potential increase in short-term and long-term energy use

at the proposed facility.

Activities planned for the replacement facility are currently occurring at the LBL HWHF.

Therefore, it is not expected that there would be an increase in energy usage at LBL due to

implementation of the action. The primary impact on energy resources would be the consumption

of nonrenewable energy during construction and building operation.
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Facility-generated motor vehicle traffic would continue to consume gasoline, oil and diesel fuel

during daily activities and in the transportation of hazardous wastes to off-site disposal locations.

Since the action would relocate personnel and equipment within the LBL site, there would not be

an increase in oil-based energy usage.

Both natural gas and electricity would continue to be used for HWHF operation. Projected energy

use for facility operation has been calculated by the LBL engineering staff. Total operational

energy is estimated at approximately 868 million British thermal units (Btu) annually. 22,23 PG&E

foresees no difficulty in supplying the proposed facility with sufficient natural gas and electricity. 24

Over the HWHF's estimated 50-year life span, annualized energy usage from construction is

expected to be 140 million Btu per year. 25 This represents about 14 percent of the total projected

annual energy use.

No new energy use impacts would result from development of the proposed action, and no

additional mitigating design features are suggested. Development of the action would comply with

the standards of the DOE 6430.1A. The new building would also comply with the requirements of

the Uniform Building Code regarding insulation, glazing, weather sealing, choice of building

materials and water- and energy-conserving plumbing fixtures.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The contribution of the proposed action to cumulative utilities and services impacts is limited by the

fact that the facility would replace an existing function at LBL. Rather than introduce a new

function, or add to the number of LBL employees or the volume of hazardous wastes handled, the

action would relocate current employees and redirect the existing waste stream. Potential impacts

on utilities and services from cumulative LBL development, including the proposed action, have

been addressed in the LBL LRDP EIR (1987) and are summarized below.

The LRDP EIR indicates that cumulative development at LBL would not produce significant

impacts on fire, police or other municipal services. LBL supplies its own fire and police protection
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and maintains its internal road system, Further, the HWHF would not contribute new demands for

such services.

LBL has identified a potential cumulative impact relating to the provision of adequate sanitary

sewer systems for future LBL development. The LRDP EIR recommends that any future action

include an investigation of its respective contribution to capacity limitations at the time of proposal.

Because the proposed action would not involve additional employees, it would not contribute to

potential sanitary sewer system capacity problems at LBL.

No impacts have been identified relating to the ability of the utility companies concerned to supply

energy and water to meet cumulative LBL demands. Cumulative energy and water supply impacts

relate to the extension and/or relocation of water, gas and electricity lines. The LRDP EIR

incorporates as a mitigation measure that such extensions be located within roadways and along

rights-of-way where practical. The proposed action would be in conformance with this intention.

Cumulative development at LBL is not projected to require upgrading or enlarging existing storm

drainage facilities beyond the local systems for proposed buildings, parking areas and roads. The

action would include proper storm drainage facilities and therefore would not contribute to a

cumulative adverse effect relating to adequate storm drainage conditions.

1 Officer Michael Sexton, LBL Police Department, telephone communication, April 6, 1988.

2 Ibid.

3 Steve Blair, Project Manager, LBL Plant Engineering Department, personal communication,
December 5, 1988.

4 LBL Plant Engineering Department, Design Program for East Canyon Corporation Yard,
January 13, 1988, p. 18.

5 George Dietrich, Assistant Fire Chief, LBL Fire Del_,,_:'_ment,telephone communication, April6,
1988.

6 LBL Plant Engineering Department, op.cit., p.35.

7 Ibid.

8 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, LBL Site D_v_lopm_m Plan, December 9, 1987, p.III-11.
9 Ibid.
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10 Bill Bennett, Plant Maintenance Technician, LBL Construction and Maintenance Department,
telephone communication, April 8, 1988.

11 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, op.cit.

12 Bill Bennett, op.cit.

13 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, op.cit., p.III-12.

14Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Conceptual Design Report, Hazardous Waste Handling
Facility, February 1986, p. 2-2

15 LBL Plant Engineering Department, op.cit., p.17.

16 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, op.cit., p.2-2.

17 LBL Plant Engineering Department, Design Program for East Canyon Corporation Yard,
March 24, 1988.

18 Brian Lee, Assistant City Manager of Public Works, telephone communication with EIP
Associates, October 2, 1989.

19 Don Webber, Superintendent of Maintenance, LBL Construction and Maintenance Department,
telephone communication, April 12, 1988.

20 LBL Plant Engineering Department, 1988, op.cit.

ii Pacific Gas and Electric, PG&E Annual Report, San Francisco, 1981.

22 The British thermal unit (Btu) is the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of one
pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.

23 Bill Bennett, Plant Maintenance Technician, LBL Construction and Maintenance Department,
telephone communication, April8, 1988.

24 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1986, op.cit., p.7-2.

25 Hannon, B. et al., "Energy and Labor in the Construction Sector," Sci¢nce 202:837-847.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCE MATERIAL:

Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Air Quality and Urban Develooment: Guidelines for
Assessing Impacts of Projects and Plans, San Francisco, November, 1985.

Rau and Wooten, Environmental Impact Analysis Handbook. McGraw Hill, 1980.
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4.12 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

There are a number of actions planned for the Life Sciences Research Area in addition to the

proposed action. These actions are listed with the proposed action in Table 4-5. Potential

cumulative impacts associ_'ted with the implementation (i.e., construction and operation) of the

proposed actions would relate to site layout, visual quality, vegetation and wildlife, geology, water

quality, air quality, traffic and circulation, noise, and services and utilities. These cumulative

impacts are discussed in the LBl., LRDP EIR (1987).

Another potential cumulative impact of future actions in the Life Sciences Area would relate to

anticipated increases in parking needs associated with these actions. As noted in the transportation

and parking discussion, LBL's campus-wide long-range traffic management and parking system

would be expected to mitigate the future parking and traffic impacts in the Life Sciences Research
Area.

Prot_sed Action's Contribution to Cumulative Impacts

The action would relocate existing operations within the LBL site, and would not add to or reduce

operations beyond LBL. The relocation of the HWHF would not change the number of personnel,

vehicles, or the volume or nature of the hazardous waste handling operations. While cumulative in

the Life Sciences Research Area, effects of the action would not be considered cumulative to the

LBL site overall or to any larger scale environment. The action would not contribute to long-term

cumulative impacts on cultural or historical resources, air quality, traffic, noise, hazardous

materials, or socioeconomics at LBL. lt would not create additional demand for services and

utilities. The action would cause short-term cumulative construction impacts related to air quality
and traffic and circulation.

The action would form part of cumulative land use changes at LBL in accordance with the LBL

LRDP. The relocation of the HWHF would contribute to the efficient organization of LBL and

therefore help minimize cumulative effects associated with long-range development. It would not

be considered to have an adverse cumulative impact on land use or planning at the project areas, the

LBL site, or larger contexts such as the University or the Cities of Berkeley and Oakland.
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TABLE 4-5
FUTURE REDEVELOPMENT

LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH AREA 1

Area Staff
Category/Action _ (gsf) (Heads)

Existing Buildings 54,200 72

Additions/Replacements
a) Waste Handling 12,300 4
b) Cell Culture Lab. II 27,000 45
c) Life Science Additions 12,700 20
d) Human Genome Lab. 32,200 60
e) Future Building Sites 10.000 ..2.5.

Subtotal 94,200 154

Planned Removals 490 ....0

Net Total 147,910 226

1Area and staffing plans are for general estimating purposes only.

Source: LBL Long Range Development Plan (August 1987).

The proposed action would contribute to cumulative visual quality impacts in the Life Sciences

Research Area and the LBL site by introducing new visual elements. Visual quality impacts of the

facility would be limited by its location, and by design characteristics such as vegetative screening

and building style and materials.

The action would remove existing vegetation and potential habitat. In combination with other: Life

Sciences Research Area actions, the removal of vegetation could constitute a substantial vegetation

and wildlife impact. However, the three-acre replacement facility site does not contain endangered

species habitat or a wildlife migration corridor. The action also would include revegetation to

mitigate impacts on vegetation and wildlife.
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Construction of the replacement HWHF would involve grading the site and creating about one acre

of impervious surface. Potential impacts on geology, soils and seismicity would be minimized

because the action would incorporate slope stability guidelines, structural specifications, and

erosior_ prevention techniques as recommended by the geotechnical study and by this assessment.

Design would also include proper drainage facilities to avoid potential adverse hydrology impacts.

The consolidation of operational and service functions at the proposed facility would result in more

efficient vehicular trips to LBL facilities. The location of the facility on a site close to the edge of

LBL with direct access to existing public roads would also contribute to reducing the number of

vehicles requiring access to the center of LBL. Traffic trips generated by the proposed facility

would not cause a change in existing peak-hour traffic conditions on surrounding public roadways.

Noise impacts generated by service delivery vehicles and transfer vehicles would result in

intermittent impacts in the immediate vicinity of the proposed site. These impacts would, however,
be minor.

Because the action would relocate an existing function of LBL, it would not create additional

demand for fire or police services. Further, it would not add new employees and therefore would

not contribute to potential sanitary sewer systems limitations identified in the LBL LRDP EIR

(1987). Water and energy delivery systems would be extended to the HWHF in accordance with

planned development. The action would not produce new utilities demands at LBL.

Cumulative development at LBL, including the HWHF action, is not projected to require

upgrading or enlarging existing storm drainage facilities beyond the local systems for proposed

buildings, parking areas and roads. Adequate storm drainage systems would be provided for
future LBL actions.

Construction impacts associated with the action could cause short-term on-site inconvenience and

possible impacts on building occupants in the immediate vicinity of the proposed site.

Construction activity could be expected to create localized noise and the temporary disruption of

service and utility lines. However, no dislocation of employees or site users is expected for the
Life Sciences Research Area.
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The precise extent of cumulative construction impacts associated with the issues noted above in the

Life Sciences Research Area would relate to the phasing and scheduling of future development. Of

the actions proposed for the area, construction would commence first on the Human Genome

Laboratory. However, this construction is scheduled for the fall of 1995 and would not coincide

with the replacement HWHF construction.

FutureDevelopment Conf_ext

The LBL LRDP (1987) designates LBL areas for future development. Potential additions

identified for LBL are estimated to total 613,600 gross square feet (gsD. Future building removals

comprise 208,800 gsf, for a net increase of 404,800 gsf on-site. This amount of space represents

about 25% of the total existing LBL building area. Of the actions which have been identified for

future development, the following are currently under construction: 1) Advanced Light Source

(46,600 gsf), 2) Addition to Building 26 (2,000 gsf), and 3) Underground Utilities Rehabilitation.

Combined, these actions account for about 48,600 gsf of building area, with no new additions to
staff.

LBL occupies about 130 acres in the northern portion of the "Hill Area." lt is one of seven

management zones in the "Hill Area" used for planning purposes by the University of California.

Future development in the "Hill Area" is discussed in the UC Berkeley Draft LRDP (1989).

Projects which are proposed but not yet approved include Lawrence Hall of Science Additions

(39,000 gsf), Mathematical Sciences Research Institute Addition (9,000 gsf), and Silver

Laboratory Addition (25,000 gsf). The UCB LRDP (Draft, April 1989) also indicates the

provision of an Environmental Health and Safety Facility (16,500 gsf) in the Hill Area, which

would accommodate hazardous materials generated on the UCB Campus (UCB LRDP Appendix,

Table 7). The site is as yet undetermined and it is not possible at this stage to estimate cumulative

environmental impacts. The UCB facility will be the subject of a separate environmental review

process. These projects togery equal 73,000 gsf of potential additional "Hill Area" development.

Reserve sites for the "Hill Area" identified in the UCB Draft LRDP represent potential locations for

projects envisioned beyond the 2005-2006 planning horizon. University "Hill Area" reserve sites

have been designated for the following projects:
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• Relocation of Field Station for Behavioral Research and Redevelopment of West Edge for
Research Facilities.

• Faculty Housing

• Research Facilities

• Goat Barn Rim Research Facilities

• Poultry Husbandry Field Research

These sites are mapped in the UCB Draft LRDP (April, 1989, p. 61). Gross square footages for

the projects have not been assigned.

A larger context for "Hill Area" projects is the approved and proposed development for the entire

University of California at Berkeley campus. The University has approved development totaling

approximately 700,000 gsf. 1 Proposed additional space involves approximately 1,786,000 gsf to

2,020,000 gsf.

In addition to the Life Sciences Research Area, LBL, "Hill Area," and University actions and

projects, development in the City of Berkeley may be considered in conjunction with the proposed

replacement HWHF. As cited in the UCB Draft LRDP EIR (1989), over 400,000 gsf of future

development space have been proposed for private and public sector projects unrelated to the

University in the City of Berkeley. The following list summarizes potential project development

which could contribute cumulative impacts to the general area of the proposed action:

• UCB Category 1 (Approved Development) 772,850 GSF

• UCB 1989 LRDP Category 2 (Proposed Development) 1,874,000 GSF

• Recent Development in Downtown Berkeley 239,000 GSF

(Existing Buildings Not Fully Occupied)

• Proposed Private Sector Projects 194,436 GSF

• Potential Future Private Development 55,000 GSF

• Proposed (Non-UC) Public Sector Projects 205.600 GSF

Total 3,340,886 GSF

The following is a list of additional projects not included in the table above:

• Durkee project (125,000 square feet)

• California Department of Health Services (146,000 gross square feet)
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• Cutter Lab/Miles Lab (35,000 square feet plus 50,000 square feet in planning stage)

• Additional West Berkeley projects (square feet undetermined)

• Additional Telegraph Avenue area projects (square feet undeterr:tmed)

• Berkeley Waterfront Plan (530,000 square feet of hotel/mixed use)

• Albany Waterfront Plan (square feet undetermined)

• Emeryville Waterfront Plan (square feet undetermined)

These projects would add incrementally to cumulative traffic, air quality, population, housing and

employment in the region. Analysis of cumulative impacts resulting from individual projects

would be required at the time of project proposal. The proposed HWHF action would not increase

impacts on traffic, population, housing and employment, air quality or hazardous materials

generation.

1 University of California, Berkeley, Draft Long Range Development Plan, April 1989.
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5. CONTRIBUTORS TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Plant Engineering Department
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

Donald G.Eagling, Plant Manager
Steven A.Blair, P.E., Project Manager
Buck Koonce, Planner
Calvin Jackson, Office of Health and Safety Liaison
Jensen Young, Department Head, Environmental Health and Safety Department
Mike Chartock, Senior Planner
Jim Haley, Deputy Department Head, Operations

Environmental Consultams
EIP Associates
150 Spear Street, Suite 1500
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 546-0600

Principal-in-Charge: Russell Faure-Brac
Project Director: Terence O'Hare
Project Manager: Gordon Becker

AssessmentTe_m

Booker Holton, Biologist
Katherine Mortimer-Garcia, Environmental Planner
David Friedland, Environmental Engineer
Geoff Homek, Air Quality Analyst
Ed Minister, Environmental Analyst
Gordon Becker, Environmental Analyst
George Burwasser, Geologist
Jennifer Toth, Land Use Planner
Alan Lyons, Production Manager
Mark Mischan, Word Processor
Janet Fong, Graphic Artist
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Subconsultants

AquaTerra Technologies (Hazardous Materials Analysis)
2950 Buskirk Avenue, Suite 120
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 934-4884

R.Wane Schneiter, Ph.D., P.E., Vice-President

Proiect Architects

Kennedy/Jenks/Chilton
20 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

John G.Wells, Dirctor of Architecture
W.Philip Gardner, AI.A, Project Architect

Preliminary_ Safety Analysis Document Consultant

M.H.Chew & Associates, Inc.
1984 Holmes Street
Livermore, CA 94550

Samuel Chu, P.E., Project Engineer
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6. REFERENCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

Pr¢vious mpor_ reviewed in the course of this study include:

LBL East Canyon Site Utilization Study and Environmental Assessment (August, 1985).

LBL Site Development Plan Draft EIR (December, 1986).

LBL Site Development Plan Final EIR (August, 1987).

LBL Long Range Development Plan (August, 1987).

LBL Institutional Plan, FY 1991-1996 (November, 1990).

Urban design studies and reports by the Campus Planning Study Group.

Berkeley Campus Long Range Development Plan, 1990.

Campus Historical Resources Survey, Campus Planning Study Group, 1978.

Berkeley Campus Space Plan, Buildings and Campus Development Committee, 1981.

Task Force Report; Landscape, Open Space, Circulation, and Parking, prepared as part of the
Berkeley Campus Space Plan, November 1982.

Task Force Report; Hill Area, prepared as part of the Berkeley Campus Space Plan, April 1984.

Amended University of California Procedures for Implementation of the California Environmental
Quality Act of 1970, June 20, 1986 (effective July 1, 1986).

University of California Berkeley Long Range Development Plan Draft EIR (January 1990).

Materials identified by reference in source notes include:

Annual Environmental Monitoring Report of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1990, UC LBL
(May 1991).

Report No.2, S0rfaceDrajnage through Black Canyon Watershed at the Lawrence Radiation
Laborato_, January, 1966.
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Storm Drainage Study, Strawberry_Creek Wat_rshe.d,UC LBL, Kuntz (February, 1980).

Hazardous Waste Handling Facility Conceptual Design Report, UC LBL (February, 1986).

Design Prog-r_mfgr the East Canyon Com_oratign Y_rd, UC LBL (March, 1988).

Geotechnical Investigation. Replacement Hazardous Waste Handling Facility. LBL. Berkeley.
_, Geo/Resource Consultants, Inc.(October, 1989).

Prelimilaary_S_fety Analysis Document. Hazardous Waste Handling Facility (HWHF)at LBL,
M.L. Chew & Associates, Inc.(February, 1991).

Abbreviations

A/E: Architecture/Engineering

ARB: State Air Resources Board

ATC: Authority to Construct

BAAQMD: Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Cal EPA California Environmental Protection Agency

CCR: California Code of Regulations

CDFG: California Department of Fish and Game

CFR: Code of Federal Regulations

CHP: Califomia Highway Patrol

Ci: Curie- a measure of radioactivity equal to 3.7 x 1010 disintegrations per second.

CO: Carbon Monoxide

dBA: A-weighted decibel

DOE: U.S.Department of Energy

DOT: U.S.Department of Transportation

EA: Environmental Assessment

EBMUD: East Bay Municipal Utilities District
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EH&S: Environmental Health and Safety Department

EIR: Environmental Impact Report

EPA: U.S.Environmental Protection Agency

gsf: gross square feet

HEPA: High Efficiency Particulate Air

HWCL: Hazardous Waste Control Laws

HWHF: Hazardous Waste Handling Facility

HWMP: Hazardous Waste Management Plan

IDLH: Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health

LBL: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

LRDP: Long Range Development Plan

LSA: Low Specific Activity

m: meters

MCE: Maximum Credible Earthquake

mCi: milliCurie

_Ci: microCurie

mg: milligrams

mrem: millirems

MSDS: Material Safety Data Sheet

msh mean sea level

NAAQS: National Ambient Air Quality Standards

NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act

NESHAP: National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

NIOSH: National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health

NO2: Nitrogen Dioxide
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NOx: Nitrogen Oxides

NRC: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

03: Ozone

OES: Office of Emergency Services

OSHA: Occupational Safety and Health Administration

OPR: California Office of Planning and Research

PCB: Polychlorinated Biphenyl

PG&E: Pacific Gas and Electric

PSAD: Preliminary Safety Analysis Document

PTO: Permit to Operate

RCRA: Resource Conservaton and Recovery Act

ROG: Reactive Organic Gases

Rra: Richter magnitude

RWQCB: Regional Water Quality Control Board

SAD: Safety Analysis Document

sf: square feet

SO2: Sulfur Dioxide

TAC: Toxic Air Contaminants

TLV: Threshold Limit Value

TSCA: Toxic Substances Control Act

TSDF" Transfer, Storage, and Disposal Facility

TSP: Total Suspended Particulates

UC: University of California

USGS: United States Geological Survey

UST: Underground Storage Tank
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

i.I G mu.. "\
o

This report presets the results of our geological and
g_tec_ical investigation for the proposed .development of the
Replacement Hazardous Waste Handling Facility for Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory. The location of the site is presented in

Figure 1, Location Map. The facility wall be used for processing

and shipping of hazardous _8te8 generated at the Laboratory.

The site 18 approxlmately 200 feet northwest of Building 83 as

shown on Plate 1, Site Plan.

1 • 2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed project includes consr_-uction of a t'wo-sl:ory
reinforced concrete and steel framed building, measuring about

170 f_t by 50 feet in plan dimensions, _wo service yards, and a

n_ access road. The service yazds will be at t_o levels,

elevations 875 and 890, corresponding to the floor elevations for

each level of the building. Additional small st.Tucture8 are

pl_ed to the noEth side of the pEopomed building foe storage

flammable liquids.

The current plan includes a 8i_£icant amount of cue to

establish the Eoads_y ali_maent, wall 8t.EUC_EeS tO Eetsin cut

areas in the uppeE Fazd, building and z_ad alignmant, and falls

to bring up the pEoposed building and poz_ionm of the yazds to

planned g_ade. The thickness of fill wall be on the ozde= of 20

feet. The deepest cut along the Eoadwa 7 alignment will be

approximately 20 feet. Critical cut 8ross wall be supported by
retalning _lls.

LBLt 1393-1 Gee/Ruoume Commitants, Inc.
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1.3 seeps oF S V CES.

The scope o_ our investigation Incl_ded the followings

1. A geologic evaluation, includ_.ng literature review, aerl

photo interpretation, site ges logic mapping and az

reconnaissance to evaluate bedrock and suzficial deposit

faulting and seismicity and olr.h_T geologlo hazards on t
i site which may affect the pEoposed develo_t.

2. Subsurface fleld exploration consls_tng of test pits a

sell ..borings.

3. Laboratory testing and analysis of repEesentative so

samples collected during subsurface Inves_Lgatlons.

4. Engineering analyses to develop geotechnical reoommendatlo

for the design of the paviDent section, cut slopes, fl

slopes, sell bearing pressures foe retalnlng walls, gener

site grading criteria, general foundation design criteri

earthwork requirements, and active and passive so

pressures for wall design.

5. Preparation of this report sn_aEislng the results of o

invistigations.

Maps and plans pEovidod to foe this invoer_Lga_Lon includ
Site work and Utility Grading and Dzalnage Plans and Desk

Developsmnt Slte Plan (dated August 31, 1989)pEep_red by t

Project Azchll_t_ (Kennedy lOenki /_il _ ) Ihowir%_ pEopos

_ iapv antm ana Lsrsl, of Cal£foznia TopogplULc (sd,:an¢
Drawing No. 48000131. The Site Wo_k and Utility Grading e

Drainage Plan, at a scale of I inch equals 40 feet was used

su= investigatlon as the base map foe building and lIprovem
locations.

During the investigation, we have pEovlded one findings in

draft report dated October 4, 1988. _ent changes and a:

your commits on the initial draft have been incorporated in tl
draft report.

LBL: 1393-1 Geo/Resource C_nsut
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2.0 FIELD EXPLORATION AND LADORATORY TESTS

2 oi FIELD EXPLORATION

Geotechnical exploration _t the proposed facility consisted of
two phases z

I. Surface engineering geologic mapping;

2. Subsurface exploration with backhoe test pits and soil/rock
borings and sampling.

Our engineering geologist tzave:sed the proposed build/rig and
road locations and surrounding vicinity and performed site

geologic mapping. Features mapped included contacts between

ma Jet rock units, faults, landslldes, and other surfi_ial

deposits. Geologic features pertaining to the site are presented
on Plate 2, Geologic Map.

Test pits were excavated at the site to visually examine the
depth and nature of subsurface sell and rock materials.

Initially, a total of twelve test pits were excavated in August,

1988 with a rubber tiz_ backhoe. These test pits ranged in depth

from about 5 to 13 feet. A second sezles of nine test pits were
excavated in July 1989 to supplement the initial soil

information. Test pits vera excavated to bedzm=k except in 8zeas
where the soils wore too deep to be :1ached bY the backhoe. Bach
test pit was logged In the field by ou: engineering geologist.
Logs of test pits Lte pEesented in Flguzes A-I thzq_ugh A-II in

the Appendiz of thlm =epec. Test pit loca_tons aze pzasented on
Plate 10

A total of 8 test boEings were dzllled in the development area.
Borings ranged in depth from about 16 to 27 feet. Bach boring
was drilled _u:ough the soils and into the unde::171ng bedzock.
Test borings weEe dzilled with a t:ack-nounted dELl1 :Ig using

hollow-stem auge:s. Samples wee obCalnld wlth a Sp:ague and

Henwood (2.5 inch I.D.) drive sazpleE, dzlven bT a 140 Pound

hasme= falling 30 inches. A detailed descrIptlon of the sell and

rock encountered and insitu test data fz_R felt bozings are

LELs 1393-1 Geo/ReNurce Consultants, inr.
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U
presented on the Logs of Borings, Figures A-12 T_Ltough A-19,
the Appendix of _his report. The soils are described based

the Unified Soil Classification system _.s shown in Figure A-20
the Appendix.

2.2 LABORATORY TESTS \

I The soils were re-exand_ed In our laborato_ and th

classification verified. The la_ratoz7 t_st program inclu

tEiaxia I compres sloe, Atterborg Limits, c_ction tea

moisture content and dry densltT detezninatlon, and R-Va

resistance. The results of ouz laborator7 tests azo presented

the boring logs. The results of co_%_a_ion tests are presen

on Figure A-21 of the Appendix. Roslstance values are presen

on Figures A-22 and A-23. Atterbo_ Limits are presented
Figure A-24.

3.0 8Z'1'3 COlmIT]:0S8

3. I SURFACE CONDITIONS

The site is located on gen_._e to relal_Lvel¥ Jtup slo_
terrain, upslope f:om the existJ_g Building 83. Two so
draining swales pass tJ_tough the sit_, one on TJle east side
the site and one on the west side. The eastern mmle crosses

lower end of the proposed road allgnmmnt. The western sw
- passes along the font edge of the pcopoud MuAldAag and _z¢

poz_ioas of the proposed yard. The 1_ poz_on of the west
swale As deeply eroded. The banks within the eroded :each of

swale are as much as IS feet high. Loose soil and rock exlx
in the banks hate undergone recent raveling and shallow slidJ
The upper portion of the westeEn swale As considerably shall¢
and less eroded.

Much of the site ks cmmred by a faLxly thick stand of euca11_

t_-ees. Slopes range in steepness f:ca gentle: _han S horizo;

to 1 _ertical to steeper t3um 2 horizontal ta 1 verti,

LBLs 1393-1 Geo/Resoume Const
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Elevations in the development area range from about 830 feet to
930 feet above mean sea level.

b.

3.2 REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING

The Berkeley Hills consist of a series of northwest-trending\
synclines and anticlines cut by numerous faults. Rocks are

primarily Jurassic-Cretaceous to Tertiary in age and are of

marine, terrestrial and volcanic origin. Extensive folding and
faultlng by tectonic movements has taken place since the

Cretaceous and was particularly intense during the Plio-

Pleistocene. The project site is located on the northeast

dipping llmb of the Siesta Valley syncline (Radbruch, 1969).

Differentlal erosion of sell and rock materials of varying

engineering characteristics has resulted in the diverse

topography in the area. Tectonic activity and the resultant

crustal deformation continues in the area at the present time.

3.3 SITE GEOLOGY

Bedrock formations underlying the proposed building location and

road alignment include the Orlnda Formation, of Miocene-Pliocene

age, and the Mo:ags Formation, which s_tatigraphically overlies

the Orinda. The contact between these foxmations ks highly

irregular. There appears to be 8_ inteEbedding of the rocks

of the Moraga Fozmation with those of the Orlnda Fozmation. At

the site, the main contact between the two foz_ation8 appears to

cross the proposed zoad all_m_nt east of the _sed building
location. The b._dlng and 8uz:o_ ]_tds wtll be ptiaarlly
uhde:lain by :o_ks of the Mo:aga Fozmatton. The eastern section
of the :oad will be _derlain by the O:lnda Fo:aation. Rocks ¢,f
the O:inda Formation also appear to underlie the noz_heast terne, _
of the building yard.

The Moraga Formation consists of a variety of volcanic rocks

including hasalt and andesite flows, _lastic tuff beds and

agglome:ate. The :ocks vary considerably in hszdnes8, 81_:ength,

f:acturing and d_/_ee of weathering. _th the building

location, borings and test plt8 generally ponetzatod modltately

to deeply weathe:ed, fine grained a_lom_ta_e. _ zones within

LBLz 1393-1 Geo/RuourceConsultan_, Inc.
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this agglomerate have a somewhat sedimentary appearance

resembling a clayey siltstone. The agglomerate contains angule
cleats and blocks of andeslte, basalt and pyroclastic debris an

exhibits llttle to no apparent sT.Tatlflcation. The agglomerat
was probably deposited bF volcanic mudflows. Some of

naterlal may have been reworkod by watez 8f_ initia

deposition, giving it a s_mmhat 8edimentjLty appearance. Locall

t_e agglomerate is s3verely weathered and dec_uposed 1:o a sol1
like naterial.

. Andes£Ce flow rocks wes:e also encounttered in several borings an
test pitm in the building and road azea8, pEimur£1y along th

mt and southwest sides of the Eeaz yazd and in the uppe
segmentt o: the road. The andesite tends to be hazdez than

aqglome:a_e witJ_Ln the Ks=ags Formation but is closely fra_ure
and breaks up along fractures when excavated. And site rocks e

the sites azo generally moderately weatJaeEed, moderattely hard t
hard, and moderately strong to st_cong.

The Orinda Forsation underlies the eastterly poz_ions of t_

proposed road. The Orinda Formation, in ellis area, consists ¢

interbedded sandsttone, silttsttone and claystone. Rocks of th

Orinda Fozwation tend tee be weak and poorly consolidated. T_

formation la wall-known foe forming unstable slopes in the ares
In the vicinity of the Eoadcu1: atr the eastt end Of the accm

road, the O:knda Formation appears to consist: pEiwaEily of silt

sandstone and sandstone. This sandstane Is moder.ately ceamuteC
and ranges fz_m softt to mode=steely ha_ and weak to noderatel

strong. Zt Is slightly to modeEatoly weathered aud noderate_
frac_uzad. There have been pz_vioua landslides in the vicL_L_

of the 1owe: :ondcut that have _ :_al:. Th18 indlcatt,
:hat slope stabil£ty w_ll be an tapozl_nt considazation in desi,
of roadcut_ In rh18 ezra.

The contact between Cho Orinda and Horaga Formations appears
8ttrLke in a roughly noz_h-south dlxact£on whe:e it c:osses t

proposed road, Review of a geottechnical £nwmt£gat£on perform

bF Hardlng-Lawson Associates for corse.ruction of Building

indicates thai: the conta¢_ passes beneath Building 83.
addittion, the contact £n tJ_Ls a_ea appeaz8 to be nea=

hor._son_al to gently dipping. Borings at the rea: of t

LRI, t 1 _03-1 A__ ,,, ....... A ..... ,,.
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building, as reported by Harding Lawson, penetrated a thin
section of-Moraga rocks overlying the Orinda For=ustion.

The Wildcat fault, one of the longest of the many faults in the

Berkeley Hills, passes a short distance east of "rho development
site. This fault is considered to be inactive. A detailed

investigation of tJtis fault in the vlclnity of Building 74, east
of the site, revealed no evidence of recent displacement. The

approximate location of this fault lm shown on Plato 2. In this
area, the fault forms the contact between the Claremont Formation

.to the east and the Orlnda Forsation to the west. An exploratory

trench excavated by Earding Lawson north of the project site

indicated _hat the fault was nearly veE_Lcal. The Claremont

Formation consists primarily of relatively well-consolidated

che_, siltstone and siliceous shale. The ClaEemont Formation

does not appear to underlie any part of the proposed development.

Rocks on the site are generally covered by variable thicknesses

of colluvial a,.d residual soils. The soils are primarily clay

and gravelly clay. The area az_und the nozth end of the proposed

building is underlain by a gravelly sell layer tJ_st was deposited

by a debris flow. Soils extend to a depth of about 15 feet in

the building vicinity. Soils along the road alignment range from
as little as I feet thick near the wes1_-n end to more than 15

• feet in the vicinity of the creek crossing.

There appear to he potentially a_ive landslide deposits
near the mouth of "chs enstorn swale in the vicinit;y of the "rake-

off of the proposed access =sad. In addlt.l.on, t.hszo is a ._e

repalz_d l_llae behtud aullaing 74 and a _le= _q_stted
landslide _m_Lnd the t.TalleE at. the Dalat side o£ Building

83. These landsl£des appea: to he in azmm nude:lain by the
O=inda Fozaat/on. The pzoposed gzadlng foe the z_ad cut and
fill, propossd wall s:ctuzes and i_ _alnage along the

roadway alignment will pzovlde the KI._.Igatlon foe the hillside

Instabili_ in the azea.

Slopes underlaln by the Moraga Fon_'_ILon in the westezn _ of
the site, including the vicinitT o£ _'_e _sed _ b.lldlng,
do net show evidence of recent o: potant_ally ac_l_e landsliding.
However, there is some _lnor ravelling and shallow debzis sliding

___ 1393-! _ne__a_,,mm_ _mm_n_s: Inc.
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in .the eroded banks of the western swale. Proposed grading e
drainage improvement wall mitigate this problem.

3.4 SUSSUR   Z co zTzoss

Subsurface conditions, am revealed in sue test boEing8 and tt
, pits, indicate tJmt the s_te As underlain by 8_Lff to hard ai

and _avelly clay. Sell thicknesses range from less than ¢e

foot to about 18 feet. The upper 8evezal feet of sell tend to

expansive with high plastici_. SeAls beneath thl8 upper la]
contain variable amounts of gravel and aze generally classAf_
as CL with a few local zones of GC. Soils tend to be deep_
near the two stoles that pass tJ_touqh the sate and shallower
the steeper slopes. Genezalised snbsurface profiles s
presented in Figures 2 tJ_ough 8.

None of the borings or test pats encountered gEoundwater at t

time of exploration. HoweveE, sue subsurface exploration
conducted late in the sunset after 8 t_o-¥ear peziod in whl
rainfall was below nozmal and gEoundwate= levels and hillsi

seepage were probably near the low end of their range
fluctuatlon. It As probable t_hat gzoundwater levels wall ri

during the winteE nmnth8. Low arus beneath falls and deep c_
may need subsurface dxainage if g=oundwater As encountered.

3.5 SnZ,sMzcz r

The San Fzancisoo Iny _ has long been recognised 88 an area
high 8eisnAc activity. Several naJe= eaz_hquakes of aAcht
magnitude 7.0 or gzmttmr have occuEEed since 1836. Two na".
earTJu;uake8 oc_ on the Hayward Fault within Ilaasda Court1
one in 1836 and the other in 1868. _hose events caused na-
damage to st.tuc_u_ss and loss of laves.

The site laos about 3500 feet noz_heast of the active Hayw_
Fault, about 12 males wegt of the Calavera8 Fault, and about
males east of the San _eas. The maxA/mm czedAble ear_qu,
on beth of She two nearest faults, the Ha]smzd and the Calaver,
could have a Richter nagnitude of 7.5. The Aapac_ on the pzoJ
site of an eazTJ_/uake on the nea=by Haywazd Fault would

LBL8 1393-1 Ge_ Reeourc_Consu
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overshadow an event on either the San Andreas or .Calaveras

faults. _The location of major active and other potenUlally
active faults i8 show on Figure 9.

TheEe is a high probability that a major earthquake will occur on

one or more of the ac.tire Bay Area faults during the life of the

proposed structures. Hazards associated with e_quake8 at the

site include ground shaking and landsliding. If proper
considerations are given to the design of s_ruct_e_ and their

foundations, damage due to earthquake shaking can be minim/zed.

Two faults, the Wildcat fault and a smalls= cross fault that

offset8 the Wildcat, pass close to the 81ts. Neither of these

faults As considered to be active. Both the Wildcat fault and

the cross fault have been mapped in detail by Harding-Lawson
Associates in theLr report: dated FebEuazy 19, 1980. The cross
fault 18 a short, se_/sent that offsets the Wildcat fault. Both of

these faults are located approximately 400 feet away from the

proposed structure. The Wildcat fault ham been mapped within 80
feet of the proposed roadway alignment.

4.0- aRK_gSZOllS JUID P_W_'Jmsm__!TZOa8

4.1 GENERAL

Based on the =esult.s of ovz lnvost:LgatJ.on, we conalude that the

proposed develoL:msnlt: 18 fea8:Lble _ a goot.er, hnir.,al engin_ing
standpoint, sublJeet _.o ouz z_xmmmxlatA.mm below.

The maJo]:, geoter.hnical consideza_Loas lo= the proposed

devalopmant include a signlf£cant amount of site g:adlng

including both cuts and fills, founda_Lon 8uppoz_ for the

proposed building, Eetaining walls design and 8tu:face and
8ubsul'face dzainage zlKpiizemonts. OnE EO(:,'_am,_,4a__4_On8 peEtaining

t_ these design conside=a_Lons axe prlment.ed in the following
sections.

LBLs 1393-1 Gee/Ra oumeConsu,an_ Jnc.
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4.2 SITE GRADING CRITERIA

o

"" The site w-ill have significant cut and fill to establish

final site grades. The access road will be predominantly in c

The building and 81de yard areas will be mostly fill ranging
to a maximum of 20 feo_ in thickness.

\

I 4.2. I Cut Slopes

• Some of the cut slopes along the access :sad wlll be as h

as 20 feet. We anticipate that the cut slopes will be
bedrock of either the Orlnda Fozmatlon or the Mor_

Fozmation. We rec_end that the Peznanont cut slopes be

steeps= than 2 ho=isontal to 1 _cal (2HslV). Any,
slope highez ¢_an 20 feet should be pEovided with
intezmedlate bench to lntezcept :nnoff in ode: to minim
surface eEosion on the slope suEface. The bench should
sloped away fees the em]_u_ment face and should be p:ovi
with a concrete-lined ditch to facilitate suzfaoe drains.

The bench should be a minimum width of 5 feet.

Temporary cut slopes duzing construction should be lima

to not steeper than IHtlV. Any site _:adlng in the
winter season may require flatter slopes to reduce

amount of sloughing and session pEoblu.

4.2.2 Fi!I P!acement

In areas to Ee_olve fill, the site should be stzippod

vegetation and ozganl© material. The suEfaae should
- sca:Ified, moAstuzo-c_mdit_oned and G_m_am_d to a nlnt

of 95 pezcent of max/mm dz7 density (AStr D1557-78(C)).
any soft spot As de_od in the exposed 8mbgzsde, At she
be ovezez=svated and :ecoapa_.ed. Fill slopes, if :equlz

should be no steepez than 1-I/2 HtlV.

On-slte sell and Eock used as engJ_eezld fill can be used
a selective basis. The surface soil is Eela_Lvely expans

and should be blended with other on-site non-expan_

material, and the blended soils should be u_Llized in
Iowa: fill. AlteEnatlvely, blended soil could be used

the landscaped azea8. The uppe: 3 feet of fill, inclu¢

LBL, 1393-1 Gee/Resume ConsL
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' the outer 3 feet of exposed fill slopes, should consist of

- non-expansive material. Fill should be placed in lifts of
no more than 8 inches in loose thickness, moisture

conditioned and c_pacted to a mlnlmtun of 95 percent of
mLxlznm dry density. Fill should be placed by benching and

keying into the natural soil/rock in horizontal lifts. If

rock fra_nent8 fz_n _e cut are used as fill, they should be

broken down _ less than 4 inches in their 9Teatest

dimension. Impo_c fill, if required, should consist of

inorganic granular soils of not more than 4 inches in

greatest dimension, and should consist of non-expanslve

soils (Liquid Limit less tJu_n 30 and Plas_LciLT Index of

less tJum 12). Ali Impoz_ fill should be approved by us

prior to use.

4.2.3 Subsurface Drainaqe

Fill over 10 feet in r/_Lcknesm should have subsurface

drainage. The dzain should consist of a sdJELmm of 4-1nch-

di_eter PVC pipe e_added in Class II pezmeable drain rock.
We recommend that a 8ubd_ain systea be inm_a!led in' the fill

supporting the building pad. The proposed conm_-uctlon has
fill over two natural _les where hillside dEalnage As
established. We z_tco_mond t_mt a _Ive_c be Ins_alled in

the laz_ swale and a 8ubdzaln be Installed En the smaller

swale to facilitate continuous dzalnage afteE 81te

developmant. The pEopos@d loca_Lons of the _Q_anded
culverts and subdzain _ pEesented in Plate I.

4.2.4 Suzface DEainaqe and EEoslon Contxol

Surface d,l_eLl,s_e_je should be dizem:ed away fzcm the
foundal_l.mm and towazd r.he :oadway oE to appEom_ dzaiJ_ge

8tEuctu_s. Pond.Lng of wato.t adjacenT. 5:o foundatloms or

slopes .should be avoided. Plantezs and landscaped areas
adjacent to building pe:iuateEs should be designed to
nininize lnflltza_ton into the founda_ton soils. GEaded

• azeas should be planted as soon as pEacT.tcal after

constA-uction to :educe r.he e_osion pot_n_ o_ tJ_e exposed
soils. Suz_ace WSr_Lt run-off at tJ_ t_p of cut and :111

slopes should be channeled into cLta/J_age dltchos to prevent

LBL: 1393-1 Geo/Resoume Consultants, In=
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pending and erosion of the slope face. Geotextile feb:
may also be considered to cover cut and fill slopes

added stabillty and erosion control.

4.3 BUILDING FOUNDATION SUPPORT

The buildings will be lo_ted predominantly in the fill, but z!

' possibly extend into some minor cut azeas. One of the ma:
considerations .for the building foundation is the presence
different thicknesses of fill oveE various thickness of nat:

soil. Shallow foundations supported on fill could suffer f:

differential settlement =esultlng f:_ loads imposed by the x

fill and the proposed building. In addition, shallow foundatlc

may be less adequate under seismic loads. On this basis,

recom:end that buildings and the flazmable liquid store

Structure should be supported bF dzilled, cast-lh-piace, concr,

piers gaining frictional support in sell and bedrock.

We reco_nend that drilled piers should be a minimum of 18 inc]

in diameter and that they should bottom at least 5 feet ii

competent bedrock. The piers should be designed as follows-

Side Friction Resistance
So'il Rock
(bsf). (psf_

Dead Load 1000 2000

Dead & Reduced Live 1250 2500

Total 1500 3000

Uplift ' 800 . 1200

Piers should be spaced a a£nlmua of 3 diaJmt_cs apsES. Based
the test hoeing and test plt lnfoxzat£on, we anticipate that
depth of drilled pie s will zange fz_m 15 to 30 feet fz_:
proposed finished building grade of Elevation 8?5 feet.

anticipate that the sol1 encountered in the dzilled pie= will

relatively stiff and casing may not he needed. However s

localised sloughing nay be encountered in pler holes

. casing should be installed under these conditions.
g_mndwate: was encountered in any of the bo:tnqs at the time
our exploration, and significant dewaxing in the pier holes

LBLz 1393-1 Geo/Re_ume Consu
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not anticipated. However, there may be hillside seepage into the
pier holes during the wet season. If water is encountered in the

drilled holes, the holes should be pumped dry prior to pouring
concrete or, alternatively, I to 2 sacks of cement should be

added to the bottom of the pier holes.

4.4 LATERAL RESISTANCE

Lateral resistance can be obtained by passive soil pressure

acting on the grade beam and pier cap and also acting on the

upper 5 feet of the pier. we recommend that a passive soil

pressure of 300 pounds per cubic foot be used (equivalent fluid

pressure}. The soil pressure acting on the top of the pier
should be considered to act in an area of 2 times the diaeter.

When considering seismic load in the design, a passive soil
pressure of 400 ptf can be used.

4 .5 RETAINING WALLS
ii

We understand that most of the major cut slopes will be supported

by retaining walls. Based on the design information available to

us, we anticipate that concrete crib walls will be used to retain

cut slopes that will be up to 30 feet high. In high cut slope

areas, a series of staggered crib wallm would be required.

We recolend that the crib walls be backfilled with either on-

site soil compacted to 85_ companion oE with on-slim rock

fra_nentm genera_ f_ the cut. Temporary cut mlopam should be
limited to no st.eepe: than lH, IV du.EinG consczuction. X£ any
steeper slope is Eeqnizmd, our engin_ and geologist should be

present to evaluate the slope material and its mt_abili_. A

temporazy shoring systqm may be zeqnired to maintain slope
scabll£ty during wall installation. Alt:eznatl_mly, the slope

excavation could be Performed in stages, if feasible.

We recomnend that wall backdzains be pEovlded to relieve

hydrostatic pressure against the wall.o Backdrains should consist

of 4-1nch-diameter PVC pipe embedded in a mininnm of I foot of

drain rock. Water collected by the backdzain should be directed

to an appropriate outlet such as a culve_, ditch or gutter.

LBLs 1393-1 Gee/Resou_ Consu _ants, lhc
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Crib walls should be battered to enhance stability. A mini

Battered well angle of 2 inches per foot Am recommended.
wall should be embedded a minimum of 2 feet into native £1m s

or rock. The retaining wall should be designed for lateral 8

pressures shown in Figure 10. Allowable bearing pressure for

proposed walls should be limited to 5000 psr for walls bert0

into bedrock and 2500 p#f for walls bottomed in native so

I These bearing pressures can be increased to 3,500 pmr and 7,

psr for soil and rock, respectlvely, when considering t_ansi

seismic load in the design. Fez lateral reslstance, a pass

pressure of 1000 psr uniform pressure distrlhution can be us

If the upper I feet of soil is dimtur_d, it should be neglec
for lateral resistance. A coefficient of frlc_Lon of 0.35 can

used for frictional resistance between the base of walls

supporting soil or rock. The coefficient of friction can
increased to 0.4 for considering seismic Icsd.

4.6 pRELIMINARY FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT THICKNESS '

Based on sell classification and laboratoEy tests, we estim

that the R-value of on-alto soils to be generally on the order
13 or more. Based on assumed trafflc Inde_ values as Indlcat

our preliminary recommended pavement sections are presented
the table belows

jun, :exvmme,mSnmxm

Aeplult _ate Aggregate
Assumed ¢onczete Base Couz_so Subbaso

- Traffic Thickness Thickness Thickness
Index (inches) (inches ) ( inches )

4 2.0 7.5 0.0

5 2.5 9.0 0.0

6 3.0 12.0 o= O. 0
6.0 plus 7.0

7 3.5 14.5 or 0.0

?.0 plus 8.0

8 4.5 16.0 or 0.0
8.0 plus 9.0

LKT..s 1393-1 Gee/Resource Const
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The soil/rock conditions at the anticipated finished subgrade
elevations were somewhat variable across the site. Pavement

sections should be re-evaluated based on _he actual 8ubgrade
conditions after slte grading and utility construction are

completed. We recommend that laboratory testing of the material

exposed in the 8ubgrade8 be performed and. pavement section

designs be verified. I_ necessary, f_er design should be
undertaken based on "cho test results. Aggz_gate base and sub]:)ase

should conform to Calt_ans Standard Specification. The upper mix

inches of subgrade should be moisture conditloned and _cted
to a minimum of 95 percent of maximum dry density in accordance

with ASTM D1557-78 (c) method. Subgrade in cuts should he pzoof-
rolled. Our pavement evaluation was based on assumed txaffic

indices and the physical properties of representatlve soils which

are likely to be exposed at proposed roadway sub,Earle elevations.

These recommendations should he reviewed if Impo_ soils are

placed in pavement areas or if site cond/tlons during

construction appear to he different fE_ tllose Indlcated. by our
borings and test pits.

4.7 SLAB-ON-GRADE FLOORS

The upper one foot of 8u_jzade heneath slab-on-_Eade floors

should be COmpacted t.o at least 95 percent, relative ccmj_cl;ion.
• The finished su_FEado surface should be __h and non-ylolding.

A capillary moisture break and vapor bazEieE should be pEoTided

in any areas wheze mistuEe penetza_Lon tJu_ugh the floor slabs

would be undeslxable. Capillary moistuze bazzieEs nm=mL11y

consist of at least; 4 inches of clean, 3/4-I_ch c_umhed _ or

gravel oyez sub.ado, a vapor baz_ieE nlmk_cane (such as a 6-reAl

pollmt.hlene sheet;) mm= the cz_uJhed _,_k, and about; 1mo :Inches o£

sand oyez' the smmbza.no as pro_on against; _tng the vapor
barrier du.cAng conm=.-'u_:lon.

4 • 8 CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS

l,,U.ch of cho na:JoE cut: azea As expected I:o expose =oak of either

the 0rinda and MoEaga Formations. We believe that; _th types of

rock are generally rippable with standard excavation equipment

LBLs 1393-1 Ges/Relmuroe Consultants, Inc.
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APPENDIX B

REVIEW OF RECORDS AND DOCUMENTS

REGULATORY AGENCY FILES REVIEW

Public reeot_l flies at the RWQCB were reviewed for any reported releases of petroleum

p_)duets or other chemical substances that have occurred within the LBL complex. Tl_ee

reports were found to contain information on tanks within the LBL complex. At Building

• 69, the shipping and receiving facility located edjaeent to Building ?S, a waste oil tank

was removed and replaced with a 2,000-tqt//on capacity tank approximately two years

ago. The engineer responsible for tank removst noted that there was no obvious soil

_ontamination associated with this tank. SoU analysis for oils and _eue aeeordinK to

EPA Method 4.18.1 indicated that oils and _'ease were present at a concentration of 7.I

rn_Kg (ppm). This level is well below the 100 ppm poliey limit set by the RvNQCB for

soils in the San Franeisoo Bay Area.

A 6O0"ILq_on diesel tank wss removed from a loeatlon sd|aeent to Building B62, MMRD,

which borders the the proposed HWHF site. Howev_, this site is located downhill from

the new location, mid is, therefore, _wn-_adlent with respect to _water flew. The

tank removal report stated that soft located beneath the undmlrms_ sto_ tank

contained diesel fuel at a concentration of 32 ppah This concentration is below the

resulato_ policy limit of 100 ppm.

• ,,r

A leak in pipin_ associated with a diesel tank located at Buildinz B74, Blomed, was also

reported in the RWQCB files. A release of diesel fuel to the sou resulted from the pipinz

teak. Soil excavated from this location was reported to contain 32 ppm of diese| fuel lt

was unknown if Zroundwater was affeeted by the release. Groundwater in the vicinity of

Suildlnl B74 is approximately 50 feet below 8_ule, aecordint to enzineens who reported

on the soft excavation. Buildlnlr B74 is located aaps8 Centennial Drive and downhill from

the site of the p_. posed HWH_.

88180.1A B- 1
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LBL DOCUMENTS REVIEW

Much of the abo_e information was elicited from & review of refulatory sg

documents located in the LBL EH&S Department. The documents reviewed inetuded:

o "RCRA Corapllanee Evaluation," EPA, June 1987.

o _Environmentsl SurveUlanee Program of LBL," April 1976, by Teem Serv. Div., LE

o "Aanusd Environmental Monitorintg Report of LBL for 1988,e April 1987, by
Enitineering Division for US Dept. of Energy.

o "Cedifornts Department of Hettth Servlees Cheeidist of Regulatory Comp_iar
report of LBL eomplisnee with RCRA sifued by Dwi_t Hoenig, Chief of DHS.

o _Quarterly Inspection of PCB Transformers. e

o "Drum Accumulation Checklist for Buildings at LBL."

o "LBL Waste Msnagement Plub $480.2, Mixed Radloaetlve Waste, and 58:
Radioactive", by LBL Env. Hetlth and Safety for D_E, Oetobar 198f.

o "Hszm_lous Waste Permit," (RCRA PLt B)p EPA.

The a_o,:_-listed documents demonstrate the environmental audits end hazardous

: rndioaetive materials lumdlinlg inspections are routlnel_v performed by the DHS, on be

of the EPA, by the DOE, and by LBL EH&S Department personnel In addition, the

Fh,e Department routinely lnsgeets the entire LBL complex for eompllsnee with

Uniform Y_ Code (1985). rn the event of • spill of ,t hszardous substanee, Envtronme

Health anl 8a/try pemonmd, who have received e0nsiderable training in the rou

tmndlinlt of _ mat_ and the response to hasardous materials Ineidents,

dispat_ted to the scene of such spills for eleu-up.

86180.1A B'2
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. APPENDIX C

" TECHNICAL REFERENCES TO ENDNOTES

Seetion 4.7 References

Footnote $

The concentration of radioactivity in the effluent at the point of releue is estimated

using the following equation.

C(uCi/ee) : 0.0353 z f x(A x R f)/Qv

where A : Radioactivity available for release (mCl)

Rf = Frsetionld releue rate (rain"1)

Qv : Ventilation Zone flow rate throughthe stack (elm)
f = Filter remov_ fraction

The foUowing table presents the assumedreleue fractions, ventilation flow rates for the

various ventilation zones in which the operations will be performed and the redioaetive

contaminant concentrations diselm_ed, lt should be noted that the stack air flow rate

for solidifleation is bued on solidification processes performed in the glove boxes

(ventilation zone 2).

Coneen-
Release 8tuk Air tratlon

"Wute Procedure A(mCI) Rate HEPA Flow (elm) (u'_l/ee)

Compaction 0.1+ 8_1_10"3" 3z10 "4 20,000 3.2z10 "13

SoUdlfleation 0.08** 8.1z10 "60° 1xi0 "2coo* 7,000 LgzI0 "14

Deeontamimttion 0.08** 6oLxI0"4°°0 3z10 "4 f,000 S.Szl0 "14

II I m I

*Fraetlomd ndease rate (rain"1) = Resuspension ftetor(m'l)xQv(ofm)/A(ft 2) x
0.30S(m/ft). Resuspension factor = 10"4m"1, considering oomptetlon motion.

*'Releese from liquid is estimated by using resuspension factor end ntduelng by a
factor of 1000.

"*Resuspension ftetor (ns -1) = 10-S.

""'._sume 99.0_ filtration effloieney for fine vapor.
,Based on 2 bqs breaded .during compaction operation.

**Based on amount ps_qum_ in Ii0 minutes.

86180.1A C-_



C. Technics/References to Enclnot

Pootnote4

- HWHF NORMAL OPERATION RADIOACTFVE EPPLUENTS

Dlsoharled DOE 5400.xx DCG':
_ Isotopes. Concentrations luCl/ee) Release Limits

14C 1.6 x 10"14 0 x 10-9

850r 1.1 x 10"13 1 x 10.6

99raTe 8.8x 10,+14 1 x 10.7

100Cd 2.4 x 10"14 3 x 10"9

ll8Te 3.2 x 10"14 1 x 10.9

1231 8.8 z 10"15 4 x 10.8

1251 1.9 x 10"14 5 x 10"10

1311 4.0 x 10"15 4 x 10"10

204'i'1 1.6 x 10"15 5 x 10.9

228Th 5.1 x 10"16 4 x 10"14
+232Th 8.8 x 10"16 2 x 10"15

237Np 0.1 x 10"1| 2 x 10"14

238pu 2.0 x 10"10 3 x 10"14

239pu 1.0 x 10"15 2 x 10"14

242pq 3.2 x 10"10 2 x 10"14

241Am 3.2 x 10"16 2 z 10"14

243Am 0.I x 10"15 3 x 10"14

248Cm 1.0 x 10"10 6 x l0 "Is

249Ct 8.8 x 10"16 | x 10"14

"With the esneellstion of S480.1A, DOE-EI_ has dite.ted Its contrsetoN to use Drsft DC
Order 5400.=c as Interim 8uiduee until an order is finalized. A pe.on breathing s
contaminated to the DCG for one year would t_eeive 100 mrem committed effeeti_
dose equive_ent.

Footnote 6

QR (lh/rain) z LFA x Surface A_ta (ftg) z 9.8

Using Tri.Nero.thine and Nltrla Aeld to represent eseh type of mst_ and an expm.

surface area equivalent to a eyllnder t_vinf a 1/9 Inch dlametee and IS Inch len_h, tl

ewtponttlon rates would bet

8|180.1A C- 9



C. Technical References to Endnotes

QR (Trie_oroe_hane) = 2.1 x 10-3 lb/min

QR (Nitric Acid) = 2.4 x 10-4 lb/min

The ventilation exhaust flow rate for the Chemical/Flammable Preparation Room will be

approximately I0,000 elm. The concentrations in the effluent will bc-

C (mlr/m3) : 1.6 x 107 (OR/Oa)
C (Triehtoroethane) = 3.4 mg/m 3

C (Nitric Acid) = 0.4 mg/m 3

Section 4.10 References

Footnote 1

At the accident site, a release fraction of 10-4 Is applied to the waste material in the

drum to determine the inltal puff concentration. The instantaneousreleue concentration

is: 100 I_Cl x 10.4 / 0.208 m3 = 4.8 x 10-2 uCl/m 3

The resuspensionrate of particulates is in the range of 10-3 to 2 x 10"11 m"1 for outdoor

measurements (ref 1). A resuspensionfactor K = 10.5 m-1 is used for this analysis. The

assumed resuspensionfactor is conservative becauseof the roughnessof the contaminated

surfaces. The fractional releue rate (F) from the spiUed waste is li: x u, u = wind speed

(m/see). The ai-borne concentration of radioactivity in the immediate accident site (I.e.,

on top of the wastes) is estimated by the volume of air that flows OI) throuiib on top of

the waste. Due to the extremely low volatUity of the aontamlmttlon, Y Is assumed to

have a flow eross-seetlon of 3hr3'. The wlndspeed v is assumed to be l.S m/see.

..

Local radloaetlvity eonoenWatlon from t_mspenslom

C(uCl/m 3) = 100 IxCl z F (see'l)/Y (m3/see)
= 100 z l.S z 10"S/1.2S

= 1.2 x 10-3 tlCl/m 3

At a distsnae of 100m away from the accident location, the ab concentration of

radioactive material from the puff release IScalculated u followm

X : 2Q/(_v) _13 o x oy o z (ref. 2) .

Oz,y = ox = Oy = 1.3m fea_Type F stability

os : 0.Tam for Type F stablll_

|
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Q = Initial activity released UCi

x = down wind distance from center of puff

Concentration (X) = 4.6 x 10-3 14ot/m3 at center of the cloud

The concentration from the resuspension of the radioactivity from the waste at I
m lsz

Concentration : I00 uCi x F x (X/Q)

Release rate F = resuspension factor K (m"l) x wind speed u (m/see)

F = 10-5 m"1 z 1.5 m/see = 1.5 x 10-5 see'l

(X/Q) = (I u sy sz)'l = 0.028, Y stability class

Concentration (resuspension, 100m) = 4.2 x 10"5 _tCl/m :_

Footnote 2

The area immediately surrounding the accident relem point may become contaminat,

from .the activity in the plume. At the plume maximum, from a puff release (the wor

case), the air concentration was estimated as 4.8 x 10-2 IACi/m3 or 4.8 x 10-2 I_Ci/m3

2.22 x 106 dpm/l_Cl=lO0,O00 dpm/m 3.

If the activity from lm 3 is assumed to settle over en area of lm 2, the surfs(

contamination levels would be:

• 100,000 dpm/mgx 10-4m 2 : 10 dpm = 1,000 dpm
r,,, H ,i

cmz cm z 100 cm 2

which is below the release limits specified in DOE Order 5840.11.
._:

Footnote 3

For the same scenario (Le., transport container type, transporter construction, acee

road terrain, and speed limit) given in the Ali accident, lt ts assumed that one 5S-z_k

drum eontainini_ the oriPmic solvent and two 23-pflon plastic drums m breached sz

spill their contents. The release rates for the chemicals are caieulatad uslnl; the equatk

for a liquid spilled in sn undiked ares:

QK (llx/min) = Q8 (lb8) x LFA z 1.4

for wind speed of 1.5 m/see.

86180.1A C-4
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Where:

QR = Rote of Releue to air (lbs/min)

QS = Mass spilled (lbs.)

LFA = (0.106 x MW2/3 x 0.49 x VP) / (82.05 x (T1 + 273))

MW= Moleeulsr Weight (g)

VP = Vapor Pressure (mm Hit)

T1 = Tempersture (detrree C)

The rate of release to air (QR) for the orgm_iesolvent and seid sre"

QS (lbs) LP& QR (!bs/min)

Trichloroethane 459 5.60 z 103 3.59

• Nitric Acid 506 6.80 x 10-4 0.48

The near field concentration (clOOm) andthe far field eoneentation sre estimated by

the foUowinF

Near-Field Air C�.neent_tions

Air eonoentration on top of the spiU is derived usuming sn effective air flow cross-

section over the spill area of O feet wide by O feet histt, with a wind speed of 1.5

m/see, the volume of _ir flow (Qa) on top of the spill is 301m3/min. The

concentrations are then QR/Q a. Concentrations at various distances out to 100m is

extrapolated linearly.

Top of
soiu z0_ som 80_ ID,_,

C (Trtel_loroethsne) mlr,/m3 5,410 4,400 3,000 1,600 S,450

C (Nitric Acid) mlr/m 3 723 O00 400 230 _60
• f

Far-F.leld Atr Coneent_tions

C(mK/m3) • (7.50 z 103) z QR x (X/Q)

where (X/Q) : (w U oy oz) "1
100m 500m ls000m IDLH

(X/Q) : 0.028 0+.005 0.0014

C (T_ehloroettume)rez/m3 : 700 81.0 3f.S S,4S0
C (Nitric Acid) m_m 3 : 101 10.9 S. 1 260

86180.1A C-5
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The acceptable combined,effects of the two materials Is CT/(IDLH) T •

CN/(IDLH)N<_I.

For a distance of 100m the enn, b;ned effect eomplu'ed with the [DLHs is 0.53 which is

less than 1.

Footnote 4

The fraction of the radioactive material is the wute that is released to the air from

the bag is 10-4. The InitisJ i_uff concentration that is released into the room from

the bag, eonsiderinif 1/2 the volume of a 60-g811onbag is=

(50 UCi x 10-4)/0.16m 3 = 3.3 x 10-2 I_Cl/m 3

Assuming the air flow is slow in the room, the radloaetlvity eoneentratlon

immediately above the wastes is=

C (uCVm 3) = (50 ijCi/Area of spillage) x Resuspension Factor

Assuming the waste is spreadover an area of 2m2,

C = (s0,ci/lm 2) x 10"s m"1 = 5 x 10.4 uci/m 3

The total radiation exposure received by personnel involved in the buildlnf assuming a

30 second exposure time in the initial puff and 10 minutes before the individuals

leave the area is 6.$ torero.

Footnote $
.,_

Concentration (Puff, 100m)= 1.lO x 10.3 IJCi/m 3

And the ooneent_tion st the stack from resuspension ha

C (Resuspension, 100m)= 1.9 x 10-4 _Cbrm3

The radiation does for amindividual breathinlt diluted air 100 meters downwind of the

stack for two hours wouldbe ILO torero.

/



C. Technical Referenees to gndnotes

r

Footnote 6

The surface areu uf the Chemical/Flammable Preparation area and the Acid Storage

Room sre_about 1,000 and 200 square feet respectively. The conservative

evaporation rate (Lssuminir ventilation air velocity is 1.5 m/see) is:

@R (lbs/min) = LFA x surface area x 2.8

QR (Triehloroethane) = 3.59 tbs/min."

QP. (Nitric Acid) - 0.42 Ibs/min.

.*Spilled quantity is insufficient to fill up room area. The release rate reflects an undiked
"releue.

The concentration to which the worker is exposed can be estimated by divtdlnl_ the

(;}lt by the room ventilation rate:

C (Triehloroethane, stack) = 2.59 lbs/min. / 10,000 ft3/min) x 1.62 x 101

= 5,800 m_/m 3

C (Nitric Acid, stack) : (0.42/200) x 1.62 x 107

= 34,000 m_m 3

The worker would be exposed to greater than orders of magnitude of the IDLH and

would have to evaeuate the spill a_ea immediately.

The concentration downwind of the bulldlnf from the above postulated spill ems be

esimated by the foUowinl_equations from section AlE:

C (m_m 3) : (7.58 x 103) z QP. z (X/Q)
Where:

(x/Q) : (T. Oyoz)"1

100m 500m lvooom IDLH

(X/Q) = 0.028 0.003 0.0014

C (Triehloroethane) m_m 3 : 760 82.0 37.5 5,450

C (Nitre Acid) m_m 3 = S9 9.S 4.4 389":
•

,,3_" ..,,
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Footnote 7 (Aeeident CI R)

The quantity of the radioaetivlty for release is estimated to be 3inCl. The lactic

the radioactive material in the waste that is released is 10-4. The in/tlal
eoneentration eomiderin_ I 5-(_um volume is released.

(3mCI x 10-4)/3.12 m 3 -9.6 x 10-5 mCi/m 3

Assuming the effective volumetric flow of air on top of the waste is identie_

aeeident Allt, the radioaetivtty concentration immediately abovethe wastes is:

(3mCl x 1.5 x 10-6 see-1)/1.25 m3/see = 3.8 x 105 mCi/m 3
e

Puff concentration at a distance of 100m away from the bulMing is 3.8 x

mCi/m 3 (at center of the cloud) and from the resuspension of the radioactivity i
• x 10.6 mCi/m 3.

The total radiation exposure received by personnel involved in the bulldlng assure:

30-second exposure time in the initial puff and 30 minutes before the individual

be evacuated is 331 torero. .an indlvldual 100 meters away from the building

potentially reeeive 45 mrem during a two-hour exposure time;

Footnote 8

San Franeisoo Operations Office, Management Directive 5480.5, June 15, 1987.

Footnote 9 (Aeeldent Cllt)

Surfaee oontamination from deposition from the In/Ual puff release will deposit

than 10 dpm/1O0em:. This value wu estimated using the same method as the on-
transportaUon accident.

Footnote10 (Accident BXIO

In aeeo_lanee w/rh the equation below, the rates of release ro'e:

QR (1hs/rain)= LRA x Diked Area (ft 2) z 2.11

• QR (Triehloroethane) = 7.84 Ibslmin.

QR (Nitric Acid) = 0.42 Ibm/rain

86180.1A _._



C. Teetmics/lteferenoes to Endnotes

Applyinf the same 8ssumption_ snd calculations as those for accident AIH, the

eonoentrations at varoius distances from the faeiUty is shown below:

Near- Field -Coneentratlon

Top of
St)iU 20m 5ore 80m [DLH

C (TrleMoroethane) mg/m 3 : 11,815 9,610 6,552 3,500 5,450

C (Nitric Aeid) m_/m 3 : 03Z 525 350 201 260

ya_..Fleld Concentration

!00m 500___mm 1,000m
.

(X/Q) = 0.0iS 0. 003 0. 0014

C (Triehloroethane) m_m 3 = 1,660 179 82 5,450

C (Nitric Aoid) mW'm3 = 88.4 9.5 4.5 280

REPERENCES

1. S. Walker, "A Summary of Parameters Affeetlnf the Release and Transport of
ltadioaetlve Material from an Unplanned Ineident," Sept. 19T8.

St. D. Bnsee T_wer, "Workbook of Atmospheric Dlspemion Estimatu, e U.8. Department
of Health, LJueation 8nal Welfare, 1969.
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APPENDIXD
en

ACOus'rIc FUNDAMRNTAX_

Sound is a meohanieal form of radiant energy which is transmitted by pressure waves in

the air. lt is ohamoterized by two parameters: amplitude and frequen_-y. Amplitude is

the dlfferenoe between ambient air presms_ and the peak pressure of the sound wave.

Amplitude is me_ In deeibels (dB) on a _thmie ratheurthan a Uneu soale. As a

consequence, the pressure d!fferenee in a 10 dB sound is 10 times that oi' a 0 dB sound, a -

20 dB sound Is 100 times the p_mmsre ditferenee_ 30 db sound is 1,000 times, and so on.
" Another feature of the doel'bal scale is the way in which sound amplitudes from multiple

somes add. A 65 dB point souree of sound, say • t_ei_ WttenJoined by another similar

source results in s sound amplitude of (18dB, not 130 dB (Le., doubUngthe some strenfth

Inereases the sound pt_mu_ by 3 dB)... "Amplitude ls-lnterpreted by-the"es_.u
corresponding to different de'ees of loudness. Laboratory measurements eor_datel a 10

dB ine_ssa in amplitude with • pereeivnd doubli_ of londnem and establish Z dB'ettanfe
• _. :'. .... .t',., _.:e,i' ._o ...,_,','. -,_ .'. "_'_

in amplitude u the minimumaudit)le difference tor the av_ person.

Fz_iuenoy is the number Of flUCtuations of the _ wave.I;_' saoond...The unit of .

• ..,. _,.e, e

abovelO,NO Hs esnmJtI_hewd at &iiamtthe t8_ k mom.eemildveto soundin the IdSher

portion o! this tsnp"ll_m'_e -'lower.'"'_'"_ _ """"-'Toappa_mate""'_'_"-"_tIlts8enst_tvtty._m_nmentai_"_":"_:-_-'

sound Is usually mesmnsd in A-weishted decibels (dBJ_'_Om this _ the.nmrmaL_u_J_

ofhuman fro-about e dnatoatm dak. _ _ .....

o

88180.1A _ - O-1
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COMMUNITY NOISE EXPOSURE
LAND USE CATEGORY Ldn or CNEL, db

SS 60 6S 7O 7S 8O

Residential ...............

........
TransientLodging _
Motels Hotels ////_

i ,111 L _B_mmnlmam _

Schools Libraries ChurchesHospitals mm _ _
NursingHomes '_/////////

......... _%_:

Auditoriuml;ConcertHalls Amphitheaters :: : h :
i .i

Sports Arena. Outdoor Spectator Sports _ _:::::::

i

Playgrounds Neighbomood Parks

Golf Courses, RidingStables,
Water Recreation Cemeteries ////////_

Office BUUdingsBusinessCommercial _11 _ 7_///_ _%_and Professional .

Industrial ManufactUring Utilities __
Agriculture _///7////

• NORMALLY ACCEFTABLE

Speafledlanduseis=a_dacwy.basedupontheassumptiontru==mybuiding=Involvedan of
normalconvemmnaleonm_e_n,withoutanyspec:_noise_ requirements.

4

........ " ........ CoNDmONALLYAi_EPTAIILE........ ii .... i--- . ,;
New ¢onll_ucUonoa'development |heuld bl undertaken only afCN• ¢kmiiled_ cdthe noise
recluc=tonrequUmentslmmmlaandneedednoiseinsulmtanfe_ursetnducledinI_ design.

I_////////l NORMAU.YUNACCEPTABLE
New¢on_ atdevelopmentIhouKIbl dbcounKlm:LIfnow_ ordmmlol_ontdoes
proceed,adetailedanalymelthenoisereductionrequirementsmtmbemade_cl nsecleclnoise
insulationtostur_includedinthedesign.

i

CLEARLY UNACCEPTABLE
New ¢onstruclionor development clearly shouldnot be undertaken.

Soume: Nolseelem¢_ oi lhc SanRwmmGimml I=1,m
,

n-?
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UnitedStatesDepartmentoftheInterior
I

HSK AND WlI_I/I_SFAtVICE ,m -m
zo_V,"ddZi/e2:duusccmc_ mo a

• _cz_cuto Hold Of_:c
- 2800Cotta_way, 11oo_ B.18Z3

_z), CzUfomia _D5-1846

July 31, 1991l-l-gJ.-X-693

PLT.Jaea K. llA_
Oepar_aonc of _srSY
San Franc_Lsco Operactoe_ Off lee
ACclmcton: M,sry Gross
1333 IS:osdvsy
OaklartA. ¢&lf.foz-_Ls 9_612

Subject: l_eplLacemencI_azarcLo_ HaudLLnS FaetlLcy. L_vrsnce |erksley
LAboracorT, k).sasd_ County, Ca).£fornt& &nA cho Threscerte_
Bay Chacicatspoc l|uccer_y

Dear Mr. Hagc_n:

Th£s rsspoud8 Co your 3,sczec, dared J_o 13, 1991, roquescLn8 coucurcerncs vtch
your decorate%on cL_tc chs proposed sccLon vou.l.d nac advs=seLy affect: cho
fodara13.y Ltacad bay checkscspoc 5uccscfLy (Euph_'drTu edlcha bayenaL#) ac.
chs Replacement Hazarctous HJmdLtn8 Fac£LLcy sL:.e. Va eono_ vtt:h your
4eCerm:Lrmcton bued est t roy-Lav of cho Let:car. & Looter _zoa NX. Joha ¢aJ_o/a
co yo_ off£_._e cl,a.c_'4Kay 23, l.ggl., and a colophons coavacsac£ou bocvun
Gross of you= 0ff_.ce _ Chz:Ls _af_mo of ary sc_£ au J_Ly 23, 1991.
Therefore, no L_ccher action purser co |ndsnssre_ Species Aec of 1373, u
uNuda4, LS neceesa_ _is_tss P.sv _oL_8_C_Lou reveals e_fs_Cs o_ chs s_cLoa
CbsC may affect IAscoA _peo£ee st crtc_cn_ habLcsc La • manatee Chsc v4dl nac
coM£d_rod in y0u_ decem:L_cLon, _md/o: t£ & nov spools8 _J IJ_Jce4 or

• cr£CLCLL hsb£tmt: Ls dSStlp_tce4 chac nay be sffe_csA by cho uc:Lon.

]_Leue centaur Ch_:L8ll_Issto st: 916/978-4866 Lf you have amy qwis=:Losw.
yOt_ for yOUr IJ:tCSrOSCLa 8_bJ_ero_ spas:Los.

SincereLy,"

gayneSS. _'hiea
FLeL4 SuptrvLsoc
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May 23, 1991

Dr.InsF'mk
In FinkandAssoc_t_s,Inc.
University PlanningConsultants
One ColumbiaC'._.le

•Beakelcy,CA 94708

Dea.r Dr. Fm/c:

This letter reporu the resultsof our recent surveysof the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
E.ostCanyon site for state or federally listed thr_tencd, e.ndauprc_ scnsil_., or special
concern species (hereafter referred to U TF.q species). The site/sproposed fora
replncementhazardouswastehandling facility for Lawrcncz Berkeley Laboratory.The
following are our descriptiom of survc-/s, flndinp, and conclusions for ve.rtebratev.nd
invertebrateTES species.

On M_ 7 and 9, 1991, Biosystems Analysis, Inc. (BioSystems), conducted a field
reconnaissance on approximately$ acrzs Of land in Strawberry_ owned by the
Universityof California. We looked for individualsof and habitatwhich could potentially.
support 5 vertebrate s_

±e Ca/ifom/at/S_salamander_ _ ca_on__),

• o Californiared-lqpd frol(Rm_aumm_m_

the Alameda whipsnakc(Mzsticophia£at_ ,u_athu¢_

theTowusend's westernbile-caredbat(_ zn.w._sdMmMssmd_ and

the Californiamaser bat (__'._m_ _).

five species are federalcate_ry 2 candid_ for lisdn| asthr_tm_ or _ by
theUS. F/shandWildlife$_._ andalibuttheAlam_ whi_ are_ species
of specialconcern.TheA]mcdawht_ is 1_ by _e sam of _ as
threatened.Funha',becauseraptmsareconsideredsemitivebytheCaliforniaDepmment
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of Fish and Game, we also evaluated the site for potential to support rapcon.

The pr/mary vegetation types on the site include eucalyptus (Euca/ypu_r app.) woodl_
coyote bush (aaccharb spp.) scrub, and non-nac/re grassland. The eu_ woodland
quite dense, with an understory of Californ/a bay (Umb_ _), poison
(_ ¢oxi¢od_n_lron),and various introduced and native grasses and forbs. Eu_tus t
had recently been removed from the upslope poruons of the site (i.e., above the tramm/s
line), leaving a m/hurt of resident vegetation including baccharls scrub, non-native grassl_
plus scattered coastlive oaks (Quexcus afnfo_) and California bays. An law.rra/neat su',
channel cuts through the western portion of the size.. At the time of the visits, there wa
flow of water in the channel and storm runoff'appeared to be the ptimm7 source of wt
No pools or ponded water were noted. Vesemdon assoc/ated whh the upper port/on oJ
su'cam channel was coyote bush scrub and non-native grassland, while the lower ponic
the stream channel ran through the dense eucalypum woodland.

bio evidence was found to indicate the existence of anyof the five vertebrate species or
site. The dry drainageswere not capableof supporting breeding populationsof
salamandersor red.leg_p_dh'o_. The Alamedawhipmakegenerallyrequirescoverprov

"' by coastal scrub or chaparral in association w/rh r/par/an hab/ta¢ or areas of high mois
content. Only scattered individuals representative of coastal scrub or chaparral commun
exist on the site, and there was no permanent water, so suitable l_ab/mt does not exis_

The western big-eared bat requires deep, dark roosting areas, such as caves and m
They may use abandoned buildings. No such roosting sites exist on the site.. The mmtif
prefers sheltered crevices of cliffs and rock canyons, which, are not found on the

• Adjacent to the site is a small 50 ft x 30 ft rock face with some small _¢e.s, but nor
which th/s large bat would likely fit. No crevices in this rock face showed any signs of u
stains or feces indicative of bat roostin_

No ruptors or theh' nests were observedon the size although the larse trees in the wooc_
area have the pmendal to support nesting individuals and may also serve as roosu.

The site was also surveyed by Dr. P,ichard Arnold for four TES inve_brate species:

the bay checkerspot bu_erfly (Euphy_as _ bayms_),

theSan Franciscoforktail damselfly (l$¢hnum gemina),

'the callippe silverspot butterfly ($peyeria calb'ppe caHit_ ), and

the Cai/fomia linderieUa fairy shrimp (Lkdm_c//a _tn/_).
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The bay ¢hecketspot butterfly (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) lives in serpentine grassland
habitats, especially those with bunchgrasses. Its larval foodplants axe PIanmgo erecta and
Onhocarpus 4ensiflorus (Scrophulariaceae). Today the checkerspot is known only from a
handful of localities in San Marco and Santa Clam counties, but it formerly occm_ed in the
East Bay hilh (Ehrlich ct aL 1975) and at numerous other localities in the greater San
Francisco Bay area.

The caliippe silvenpot buuerfly (Lepidopmra: Nymphalidae) occm's in grasdandswhere its
larval food#ant, Pio/a peckmcu/ara (Violaceae), 8rows. Although it was fm'merly widely
dismbuted throushout the San Francisco Bay area, today the butterfly is known only from
San Bruno Mountain in San Mateo County, _oaqein Miller and l_.dwood Regional Parks
in Oakland (Alameda Counw), and the h/l]s of southern Solano County (Arnold 1981).

The San Francisco forktat'ldamselfly (Odonata: Coenagrionidae) ranges throughout portions
of Alameda, Matin, SanMateo, Santa Clara, and Solano¢mmtiea(Gartimn andHaferm'k
1981). It it associatedwith openpondsor slow-movingdrainage=where there ispoolingor
ponding of water.

The California linderieila it a fairy,shrimp (Anomaca: Linderiellidae) that live, in seasonally
astati¢ vernal pools associated with grassland habitats. Three pools are filled by winter and
spring rains, but depending upon their size, depth, and permeability of the emilconditions,
typically become dry within several weeks to a few months after filling with rainfall This
species of fairy shrimp fs known from about 40 vernal pool and numerous pond localiti=
scattered thmuthout CaMornia (Eu8 et aL 1990). They have be.cn obsexved ta pools that
are dear or slightly turbid and with total that are allwdal, hatdlmn, or muddy.

food#ants, and habitat conditions requked by the four speciea named. He teaxrhed the
entire project area, at weil as adjacent areas located at the periphery of the pmjett sire. He
found no suitable habitat for any of the four invertebrate species named, either' on the
project situ or immediately adjacent to it.

The obligate larml food#anu of both the bay checkenpot and callippo silvenpot butte_es
were not o_ at the project ate or smmmtdinp are_ thin these buttmtlles would not
be expected to occttr therL Simflmly, becammno vta'xtalpools occur st the tit=, the
California Underiella could not occur there. Due to the lack of water in the strum channel
and the dense m.entmy of eucalyptus woodland, the San Francheo fozktafl dmmel_ would
not be expected to occur on the project site either.
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In conclusion,w_belie'rechac_he proposeddevelopmentdoe_ not represent a threat to;
vertebrateor invertebratespecies. If you have any questions or rene any.

informationon this manet., please feel free to calL

_iDc_re_, ._ ,,,'_

S

/
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